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report-that a, man was 
ray morning but sources 
meresay ]~wa~+ an axe mu~;uer.+Pollce have arrested 
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~' : :+C!.I:I::.:'::':"!:::. " Wi l l iamPeter .Brass  in connection with the slaying. 
/ ; +~. Daniel Johnston, of .764 First  Ave., Prince Rupert ,  
: ::'~::~:~::;'L:''~' ' Wasmm~dered inService Park, report the RCMP in 
• . . . • . 
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SealCove H., Ilapert 
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' ' WE BUY copper, brass; all totals, 
• : k!tteries, Itc. Call as - We. are 
•' epaa Hot  throalh Sat:, 8 a.n.:5 p.m. 
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Johnston,s' body-was discovered at 4:16 a.m.  on 
Tuesday, by somcone collecting beer bott les,  police 
said; " • 
Johnston had l ived 'in' the  Pr ince Rupert area for 
about two months and was looking for a job, sdid the 
Prince Rupert RCMP. Police said he was.born In 1962 
and Was originally, f rom Quebec. " + :.,.. 
TF , I{ I{ /k ( :F : -k  I : I ' I  +I :X:l: 
d all h 
Two French Canadian men in Terrace said they 
were stopped by. the Terrace RCMP and asked if they 
had known Johnst0n~ They said they may have, they 
had met a man called Daniel inPr ince Rupert, 
The men Said the Te~'~ace RCMP toldthem Johnston 
had been stabbed five times in the face, seven times in  
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Frisbees are the thing for the good weather the Terrace area has been having. And good weather it is, With Terrace even 
" "  Photo  by  Greg  Mi¢ ld le lon  
~ing ~e hot spot  in Canada some clays. 
Mayb.e the satellite is legal 
] 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Commu -• beamed off ,the American . Science 
nications Minister Francis Satcom satellite. 
Fox said Thursday there is 
some doubt whether his Fox said he is seeking 
British Columbia coun- legal opinions about a deep- 
terpart is breaking the law dish antenna erected on the 
by tuning in television shows legislature lawn by B.C. 
Minister Pat 
McGeer. 
- But, , ".above 'and beyond 
that, there's the question of 
Mr. McGeer not.living up to 
his commitments," he told 
reporters after the subject 
was raised in the Commons. 
Fox again refused to say 
when and how his depart- 
meat might act if McGeer's 
ministry continues to violate 
the terms of its :one-month 
licence. 
Recept ion  is lousy  - Barret t  
VICTORIA (CP) - -  B.G.'s 
OppositiOn leader, Dave 
Barrett, is the latest o voice 
concern about the deep-dish 
satellite receiver behind the 
legislature. 
.yBut the complaint is about 
re'~epti0n, not .the legal 
• questioimraised, 
Barrett is concerned that 
', , , .  
Communications Minister 
Pat McGeer - -  apparently 
without NDP permission --  
has hooked Barret t ' s .  picture at all." 
television set up so it can - "I do iniss Sesame Street 
receive the American sig: because it has a certain 
nais, and the reception is relationship to cabinet an- 
lousy; tivities," he said. 
The NDP leader said that McGee r apologized, 
when he turned his television saying he had been informed 
the NDP caucus wanted its 
set on Thursday, "all I got mon~ trial of signals from 
was a screen shattered with the ANIK-A and ANIK-B 
electronic signals and no Canadian satellites only, will" 
be revoked,. 
McGeer contends the 
federal Radio Actdoes not 
preclude him from picking 
up such signals. 
Barrett also criticized 
McGeer for pul l ing in 
American signals. 
Fulton supporting 
telephone operators 
sets hooked into the'~satellite 
receiver. 
McGeer's federal coun- 
terpa.rt, Francis Fox, has 
said if McGeer persists in 
using the receiver to pull in 
. He said he is trying to 
avoid ./a major federal- 
provincial confrontation on 
the subject. 
MeGeer is putting him "in 
a l~or position because in 
the' future I can't be, sure 
whether he will be willing to 
live up to his commitments," 
said Fox. 
The B.C. minister coo- 
tends deep-dish antennas 
should fall into t~he same 
category as rooftop aerials 
and should not be subject o 
government control. 
They have been a boon in 
remote  communi t ies ,  
previously receiving few if 
any television signals. 
Drinking and delinquency 
declined because people 
have more television to 
watch, says McGeer. 
If McGeer wanted 
"Just becansetbeminister changes, he should have 
doesn't like the law doesn't asked the federal govern- 
mean he has the right to ment to make repre- 
change it arbitrarily," he sentations to the U.S. on 
said, adding that McGeer is agreements which prevent 
not setting a good example the two countries from 
the chest and his face w~ 
The J-~ince Rupert RCI~ 
.ct:~t0dy and h e appear~ 
Thursday. . -. . 
Sources ay the man is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
hasapparent ly  been taken to the lower mainland, for 
psychiatric evaluation. 
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Gov't revam pLS i 
• . . : ..<' . . ,  ': 
fishing licences. . . . . .  
No tranSfers a/lowed now 
OTTAWA (CP) " The first step. in a massive overhaul .of West Coast 
commercial fish-boat Ilcenclno Was announced Thursday by Romeo 
LeBlanc, federal minister of fisheries and "oce&ns. : - / .  
Moratoriums were slapped The 1968 program has been ea~city  amimi~, these w;m " 
criticized by fishermen who could afford expensive new 
say it concentrates fishing beats and equipment. 
Ombudsman 
on ira~sfer and replacement 
privileges of three types of 
f ishing licenees in what 
LeBlanc described as an 
interim measure ~o protect 
fish stocks from overflshing 
and excessive ~ipitslisation 
of the fishing ~leet . . . .  
' LeBlanc saldin a news re- 
.lease prepar, .~] in Ottawa but here  to  released in ~';meouver that a 
'licensing Iml/cy based on a, 
report by Dr. So!.'Sinclair, ' " 
~pf a~riculture 61tYe rCa I~  S~tAa ,W/r l~:N ~ p r o f e s s Q r  
ec0nomies at.~.the Univernity 
of Mhintoba`i~/ is pending Dr . .Kar l  Freidmann, 
although he wouldn'tsay B.C.'s "~mbuddm.an,. is
when it would be lmple; coming to the Pacuic Nor- 
inented. - . . . .  
The :moratoriums, el- .,..: "sa:y 
fec£ive ~ im'mediately, +call ~rt~ I - -  How s for: ":+: .
--An eml to tlie practice o f . . . _  
transferring licenCe# h'om :me te r ry  m -+- 
fwn nr,mor;e smali'~i~ssels to . . . . .  '-~ / . . . . . . . .  ; 
l i s ten  
thwest Monday to deal with 
~e many complaints he's, 
received from this area. , 
The ombudsman can in- 
vestigate any ministry of the 
provincial government plus. 
.any agencies of the govern- 
ment or government,, ap- .  
pointed agencies, said 
Freidmann. He used  B.C. 
• H~;dr0 and Power Authority, 
The Worker's Compensation 
-'-"*.::-..,cb+r~++;tldli: id~d ?t~#'.:lil;":. ;'' 
, ,~. :.iurance'Corporatlon.of B .C. .  
"~ " M 'examples+ " " 
nat .Freidmann is coming to 
investigate specific cases 
and to make the  om- 
Imdsman's office open to the 
public here. 
"The ombudsman should 
be available to everyone in 
B.C. regardless of how far 
they are from the center of 
the government,"• he said. 
He pointed out that some 
people find it difficult to 
write a lengthy letter of 
complaint and they would 
like to talk to someone in 
person. 
Most of the complaints 
from this area are concerned 
with land use such as ex- 
propriation, grazing permits " 
and road building. Many 
people also have problems 
with appeals to the WCB, he 
said. 
On Monday, Dr. Freid- 
mann will, be in the east 
ha,quet room of the Lakeise 
Hotel in Terrace from" 11 
a.m. to 10 p.m. On Tuesday' 
he'll be in Kitimat, at the 
River Lodge Recreation 
Center from 10 a.m. to 10 
p.nt. 
The trip to the Northwest 
is basically a one-shot affair 
because Freidmann said he 
didn't hink he would be able 
to make it to this area on a 
regular basis. 
However, a new phone line 
has recently been installed 
and anyone in B.C. can~call 
the ombudsman without 
charge "by calling the 
operator and asking for 
Zenith-2221. 
• "If there are groups in the 
area who would like to have 
more general information on 
what the ombudsman does 
Si~!Will continue.in be aP -,:~ 
proved, J- 
• --A ban that wil l  prevent 
vessels l icensed in the 
'herring roe gillnet fishery 
from fishing, for gronndfish 
and shellfish. Herring roe 
gillnetters which landed $500 
or more of groundfish or  
shellfish in 1978.or 1979 wil]L 
be exempt from the ban. 
--A moratorium, on the 
transfer of salmon licence 
privileges from Indian- 
own~l vessels to non.Indian 
vessels. LeBhinc said this 
measure isnecessary tostop 
the decline of Indian par- 
ticipation in the fishery. 
"It will stay in effect until 
to/" Skoena`, •said in Kitim t 
recently that :the govern- 
ment is planning to establish 
a B.C. Ferry terminal at 
Kitimat within the next two 
years. 
"The major reason why 
the provincial government 
will respond to the persistent 
requests to have a ferry 
service into Kitimat, is the 
fact that I was elected as the 
MLA for Skeena on May I0 of 
last year," Howard said. 
Howard states that both he 
and Shelford supported the 
ferry terminal conc'ept 
during the last provincial 
election, but Shelford's 
government reject.ed it. 
ways," claims Howard, 
"and now wants to try to 
recover." 
However; Howard was 
pleased to find that the in- 
formation provided for him, 
both public and private, 
indicates that .a ferry for 
Kitimat is in the con-/ 
sideration stage by govern- 
ment. He said that as part of 
my campaign to keep the 
issue alive, I moved a motion 
in the Crown Corporations 
committee to have the B.C. 
Fer~ry Corporation initiate a 
study of the question of 
having a .ferry service to 
Kitimat. 
"Unfortunately, the Social 
Credit majority tabled the 
motion so it did not come to 
vote," Howard said. "This 
kind of action on the part of 
the Social Credit, will 
probably hinder th~ move 
toward bringing in a ferry 
service to Kitimat." 
Howard regreted the 
"The Socred government 
more satisfactory long.term has since seen the error of its 
policies can be developed in
consultation with native 
Indian organizations," he 
said. 
Sinclair, who drafted the 
present iicencing program in 
1968, v~as asked to re- 
examine the program in 
July, 1977, shortly after the 
introduction of the 200-mile 
offshore fishing limit and a 
West Coast salmonid 
enhancement program. 
HEADLINE 
IN ERROR 
A headline in the June 3 
edition of the Herald 
say ing  Canad ian  
Cellulose Co. Ltd. was 
incorrect. The story 
referred to B.C. Cellulose 
no~ CanCel. 
The Herald regrets the 
• mistake and apologizes to 
Skeona MP Jim Fulton 
jOined forces with Frank 
- Howard today by saying that- 
•he too was against the 
removal of 80 employees 
from B.C. Tel in Terrace. 
Fulton says he believes 
B.C. Tel must face, through 
the Canadian • Radio- 
Television and' Telecom- 
: mtmications Commission, 
public analysis of policy 
decision of this nature that 
dfect not only the employees 
bUt the customers and entire 
communities. 
'Like Howard, Fulton also 
said that he feels these 
changes have impacts and 
should be subjected to the 
commission, although he 
realizes many aspects of the 
• n called "employee- 
~tployer elationship" are 
beyond the authority of 
CRTC. 
American signals, the for other British Colum- stealing each other's Canadian Cellulose. outcome and merely said, 3 
In a recent letter to John licenco, which was for a one- bians, satellite signals, said Fox. "that is the way they voted." see  
% 
Mlesel, chairman of the " . .- " . . . . . . . . . . .  " " :~:'.:'~?_..:~_:i ' .~  
CRTC Fulton said, "Era- " "~ ' ; ' ° '~ '~~"~-"~'~ '~ ' / "~~ 
ployment in regional centres 
will be reduced and the 
whoeitizensandc°mmunitieSpay the phone bills wi l l  ROutine acidity tests start controversy 
feel that. impact, Terrace' ~: . 
will lose 70 to 80 permanent 
jobs+ Currently the provincial gove~rnment is doing a study on from the study." 
acid rain in the province. ! Officials state that even with~t industry there is some 
?'The community," he "Wewouldliketoget a more detailed view of the sltuation, leveFof acidity in pure rainwater. 
continued, "cannot afford the federal government's data was only taken on a monthly According to Smart, Terrace was not chosen because it 
this loss and neither can the basis," said blurthi Koturri. engineer with the branch, was felt a problem existed here. 
other B,C. communities "If we find that the figures are the same as theirs then we "Terrace is an excellent model for research because ithas 
facing this same economic can cenaider taking corrective action." a simple set of conditions," he said. "All we have here is 
disruptioit." From the information the coalition has, they ieel Alcan is PHnce Rupert and Kitimat producing a significant amount of' 
the major contributor and that any new smelters will only chemicals in the air." 
In  a final statement, edd to the problem. Although government officials agree that The study will take approximately a year before any 
Fulton urged public hearing rite smelter could be one of the offenders, they are reluctani results can be finalized. 
in communities effected "Fortunately the geography here is different from On- 
because, he said, the public chemistry of precipitation at49 sites across the country, to point their finger at it as the major source. 
who pays for these massive" "This is just comparative data, they were not even testing "It could be coming from anywhere, the winds could be tarlo." said Koturri. "Acidity in the rain will not affect our 
changes and must live with for acidity," said Smart. " blowing it in," said Koturri. "That's what we want to find out biota llke it do~ in the east," 
them, most know all of the - . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  --~-- - -- ,~ .'- 
facts. 
• _*  
By GAlL DOTINGA 
Herald Staff Writer 
Federal environment and atmospheric service tests show 
the acid rain level in Terrace is less than that of Vancouver 
but slightly more than Prince George. 
The Skeona Protection ,Coalition feels this is a serious 
problem but government officials say otherwise. 
"Acid rain here is not a problem," said Bob Smart,. 
technIFcian with the waste management branch of the 
ministry of environment. 
Since 1977 the federal government has been monitoring ~e 
/ , 
J 
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MONACO CONSTRUCT~ON 
~ ~NEW General Contractor 
.... ,Residential 
. Commercial 
........... "i:'ree estimates * Renovations 
We also do brick & stonework 
638-1787 TERRAC E, B.C. 635-3828 
- ;3  • /~ . . / .  ; ~ , 
• ~ . ' ~ ~ , . i ~ • 
~:' i,:,: " 
J & P LOG HOlieS 
. Custom home specialists ' : 
• round wood construdion 
. timber framing, restoration, 
. finish carpentry consulting 
- blue prints 
Evenings ca,, 636"9619 
Cont .ental G#ureS 
4646 Lakelse Ave. ~. ~.  " 
:For.expert halrcuts "and ~! i i i i~  
up to date halrstyllng, e ~ ~  
-introducing a full line of ~ " ~ , ~  
REDKEN products. ~_ . . ,~  ~ 
For appointment phone: ' -~ \~.  ~ '  
L~I / , ,~  ~ , ~,, 
rlr~ ..]Is 9ua[it~ wi, at ~to. want. 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
Macrame supplies, hand embroidered tablecloths, 
custom o~der wood crafted wall plaques 
Monday. Friday .9 a.m..9 p.m. 
Saturday .Ba.m..d p.m. 
4711TETRAULT ALLWESTCENTRE• 638.1445 
TERRACE PLUMBING 
& HFATING 
NEW Contractor 
• Residential - Commercial 
. Industrial . Renovations 
i:ree Estimates 
635:3828 638-1787 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
/ 
PIPE• Pt UMBING SUPPL IES. POMPS. 
HOSES. NUTS AND BOL T$ FENCING 
WATER $OF? ENERS AND MORE 
5239 Keilh Avenue - N.r o c .~,o 
635-7158 
GLACIER 
L . . ,1~ 4411 Lelin AloHa' 
• A ~o~ Terrace. I.C. 
S 
A Complete Glass and 
' 7  Aluminum Servlee 
!,;iI~ ;~ ..... VAN'$OONiliiAOTINil ........ 
'I ~''''''~ . "F i f l i l i re  l ip i l f :~  ........... 
i l l  ~t l l s t , , t i l l e :  NIp, ClllstS 
CIaill bi l l  Flrlillrl, Ilfilisiill 
"~ '~ inlr l l  hlHi l l  Clllrlctiel 
3610 S. Kelvin 636-6686 Terraoe 
FREE 
1EIRACE HO1EL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, bear leith , bear claws 
, weft teeth , beaver teeth 
, mi l l  er deer Ntlers t,lno~,o~ pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
E!IflA~ tiroL 
• ' ¢19801 " , -'~," CONTRACTI NG ~T~.N~;: 
[ 6 3 5 - 3 7 7 9 ~  • 
.,Roads, .blasting, excavating, earth moving, gravel, 
'rock, slle preparations, water wells & land clearing. • 
. HOU RLY OR CONTRACT 
No Job Too Big or Too Small 
798.2429 Mobile Ph. 2R065' 
m m  
8 ~ ~  ]A~ESGRAY' 
m ~  ~.-"~ . , ' o la ~a~i .  Ro.a 
I~OF I ;SS IONAI .  
~"~.L I~m"E:  p £N DA B L E 
CARPET & FLOORIN~ 
INSTALLA TION 
YOU SUPPLY / WE INSTALL 
D : J CONTRACTING 
Stucco and Drywall 
Contractors 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Phone Elza 635.3170, or Sean 835J i38S 
4829 Bison Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
O & L PAINTING 
• INTERIOR - EXTERIOR - RES IDENTIAL  - COMMERCIA  I` 
8P£CIALIZING IN BAND BLASTING & INDUSTRIAl. COATINGS 
FREE ESTIMATES 
3421 RIVER DR. 
ODD AND LEIF TERRACE,  B•C. ' ' , .  
• NICOLAYSEN PHONE 635-4559 
MR,. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
• . ~  . , , :~,. hU~l.." IO  
LARRY ELDERKIN 
SALESMAN 
PRINCE GEORGE PETERBILT 
Branch of Peterbill of Canada , 
DIVIMI)N OI ~ ()1 I ANAD& I ID  
3985 - 22nd AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C .  TEL(604)  562-9155 
V2N 107 / RES.(604) 564-1984 
t 
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Sie~esawatzky checks Rick Pavanei's vital 
signs during a pradice for their industrial first 
aid .test. Most of the students work for the 
I 
In~;ulating Glass 
E~truded Vinyl F 
W6od Sub.F~rame 
i 
~liST WINDOW S 
FULLY ASSF i PACKAGES 
t • .A l l  
;r'-o'v/n~c"ia/-de;artmeni of highways and are fli'st . .  
aid attendants at their lob. Photo b~a. p,,,,oo ' 
Fu,, 
- Easy L(il 
Screensi! I 
'A!LA LE F O;i 
{~R KNOCKE~ 
E IIDO'IT'YOUR~ ,  
t .  
I~!ng . 
;TOCK 
ITI 
. . . . . .  ....................... :,:c: i3s3 ° ......... lid;::: T rrac ":"6'35 77": :: :_ e e ;  
Herbicide 
Y 
. , , ?  
pilled S , . ; ,  , -, , • , 
tream . . . . .  i ,n s . :,7: ,:! 3:: 
NEWPORT, Ore. (AP) --  -: 
A tank truck carrying the ,~ 
hei'bicide 2,4-D overturned 
Thursday on a mountain 
road in Oregon's coastal. : , '  
mountains and spilled a ' 
'large portion of the chemical 
'into the-.headwaters of a 
nearby stream.' 
.John Thompson, a 
' spokesman for Georgia- 
Pacific Corp., said about 
• . 2,200 gallons of the herbicide 
was spilled onto the ground. 
when thetruck overturned. 
It was not known exactly 
how much of. the water 
spilled into nearby Spout 
Creek. 
The truck was owned by 
Reforestation Services Inc.. 
' L 
G 
RESIOENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL  
RENOVATIONS.  ADDIT IONS.  FRAMING 
HOUHTAIH COHSTRUCTIOH 
SPECIALIZING IN QUAL ITY  BUILT HOMES 
FREE ESTIMATES 
PAUL ARSENAULT 3145 River Drive 
Phone 635-3959 Terrace, B. C. 
. Watch & iewellry repair and engrawng 
• Fine stock of watch bracelets & straps 
7.4621LakelseAve. (above Northland Dell) 
UERKSER'S II Take good ofyourself. 
WATI)H REPAIRS II Cal  
: mo y i ] stock of wMch bracelets &sir, i I When it comes to keeping yoqr good the right tbods, and by being alen on the job. 
heahh, tlieres only one person more, , You Call work together witll your 
important than your doctor. Allot that s you. doctor tbr good health. It won't cost you 
a . - 4 . 3 a  II Of course, yofir doctor is tl,e axle to ' ~ anything, and you can he lp '  
see when you're sick or need medical "RITISH ~ take some of the pressure offOur 
Lakel  , s oveN(  Hsland I I advice. ButyoucaI, lessenthe CO~,MBIA~- - - -~  health care system. 
• ' ,, chances of ~etting sick...by M E D I C A L ~  The doctors of British 
, . , ,  . , , ,  , - ,  ,,..., i ] exercising regularly, by eating ASSOCIATION ~ C.oluml)ia. Help us help you. , 
• , H In  hln e_._us_e_._you. 
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Mills Memorial Hospital 
An Auct,on of surplus,ltems.w,1 takje : I~! i  i M 
• iaceonThursda ,June12at4"00p.m 
the unfinished area of M,IIs. Memorta~' . ? /  :". ' /  
Hospi ta l ,  Ter race ,  B.C. • " : " I ~  :\ :L' , I~  
='- I tems inc lude :  Furn i tu re ,  beds~~' . . : .  ~-  t~ l [  
math'esses, windows,  curta ins ,  lumber  l . . . i / : : :  :,.. 
I and much more. ' . : I "  '~/"~:/.'1: ~' 
| For further informatl6n contact the | ':/:,i :<~ 
BUCKLE UP  ' I -Materials Manager at the Hospital or I •.•'~-: ::/•. : 
Cultural exchange students from Navan, Ontario tour a sawrhill.as part of their 'stay with.NlSttga stuoents In New 
Aiyansh. ~.~o., o.~, ~o,:.,. 
' Ontario students learn about touring 
Nisgha people they were 
¢isiting here, 
The grade 8 students from 
Navan. near bttawa, spent 
the. last w'eek touring the 
Nasa Valley as part of a 
cultural exchange program 
with the NisghaElement~ry- 
Secondary School in, New 
Aiyadsh. 
They had a hectic week 
visiting the sights in the area 
such as Canyon City. ;the 
hotsprings. Old .~yansh. the 
Nass Camp logging 
operation. Bear Glacier. 
Stewart and Hyder.,Alaska., 
What seemed to impress 
By..GAI L DOTINGA 
• ' HeraldStaff Writer 
. - Therewere teary eves on 
' Mondayas  26 students from 
Ottawasaid goodbye to the 
OMBUDSMAN" 
a citizenship court judge, has 
joined the ombudsman's 
office and ~'.all be available 
also. 
Friedmann would 'prefer 
that individuals make"ap- 
pointments with him so ~ey  
avoid long waits. 
For people without ap- 
psintments in' Terrace he  
expects there will be a block 
of time after 4 p.m. to 
discuss their complaints• 
Freidmann will be 
arriving with his secretary. 
and four Investigators to look 
into complaints. 
On Wednesday and 
Thursday complaints can be 
heard in Smithers at the Hill 
Top Inn. oo Wednesday from' 
noon to l0 p.m. and on 
Thursday from 9 a.m. to l0 
most of the children was'the 
mountains. 
"Where we are it's yew 
flat." said Majorie IAwe'. 
student from Meadowview 
School in Navan, "You see 
them in. picture books but it's 
not the same as seeing them 
in front of you." 
The friendliness of the 
Nisgha people was another 
point that many students 
commented on. 
"The people* here are so 
friendly, always ready to 
help you,", said Tracey. 
,Drury', student, ":In Ottawa 
you have to ask for help 
before someone will do 
anything for you. •. 
• A smorgasbord of fried. 
clams, seaweed, herring and 
sea lion. meat among other_ 
foods was enjoyed by the 
from one 
¢ 
p•m• The ombudsman will be were classified as f~ed.  
in Hazclton on Friday in the The ombudsniau's office 
Salvation Army Center from also handled complaints 
9 a.m. to 3:30 p•m• outside their jurisdictidn, h~ 
Freidmann is B.C.'s first said. These included corn-  
ombudsman.  He started 
taking complaints inOctober 
1979 and received 924 
complaints by" the end of the 
year. 
He credits this large 
number of complaints due to 
• a backlog, some "complaints 
go back decades, he said. 
B•C. also has a high rate of 
individuals with complaints. 
one of the highest in Canada. 
he said. 
Freidmann tabled his first 
annual report io the 
provine'ial " legis lature 
Wednesday. He said only 
about 28 per cent of the 924 
eases investigated in '1979 
plaints about federal, in. 
stimtioos suchas the federal 
unemployment insurance 
commission, 
Ombudsmen across  
Canada believe there should 
l~ a federal ombudsman's, 
office set up to handle these 
t~es of complaints. 
In his "report Freidmann. 
said John Noble, deputy" 
minister Of human rlSour- 
ces, _was the most co -  
operative individual while 
the attorney-general 's '  
• ministry was the most -neo- 
operative, especially over 
Meandowview students as" 
part of their introduction to_ 
the Nisgha way of life. 
• "They" gained a lot of ideas 
and concepts about 
Canadian Indians" that they 
would have never gotten our 
of a textbook." said Jim 
BrOwn. the principal of 
Meadowview•. 
• At. one" point during the 
trip. the Ontario students 
were spellbound while 
listening to Nisgha Indian 
tales at the hotsprings.. " 
• "In a. classroom most 
would not have been ifi. 
terested, but out here' they '
were fascinated by the 
tales." said Brown. 
• 'A cultural exchange 
wogram'is often difficult to 
do but this one went very 
well." he added. 
• "The trip accomplished 
what I Wanted it to. the 
studentssa~ t the Nass Valley" 
and the way of life here." 
said Lorna Bradley. a 
teacher at the Nisgha School 
and co.ordinator of the 
program. 
Joyce Br'adley.. her 
mother. .) is a teacher at 
Meadowview• .The ~'o got 
the schools to start 
corresponding with each 
other which prompted the 
idea of an exchange 
program. -
In May. 31 students from. 
the New Aiyansh school 
access to documents• visited Navan. Ontario for a 
then I'd be quite killing to 
address them providing I 
can fit it into the schedule." 
Freidmann s~id. 
Meetings with native 
Indian groups have already 
been planned. In Terrace 
he'll be  at the Kermode 
Friendship Center at 2 p.m. 
on Monday• On Tuesday be'll 
be in Kitim/~t at 2 p.m.. the 
location hasn't been an- 
nounced yet, 
Friedmann will be 
meeting with native Indians 
in Smithers at 7 p,m, on" 
Thursday at the Friendship 
Center and.in Hazelten. ,be'll 
6e at the Exhibition Center 
at 11 a.m• 
Majorie Cantryn. a native 
Indian who tised to be a court 
worker and was the first 
native Indian to be appointed 
: j  . 
On,verslty has garden I answers 
If you've got a problem or 
query about gardening, dr if 
you're just curious about he 
scientific name of a certain 
plant, the University of 
B.C.'s Hortline has the an- 
swer. 
Pro~;;ided as a province- 
wide service by UBC's 
Department of Plant 
Science. the B.C• Minist~,- of 
Agriculture and the .Nursery" 
Trades Association. Horiline 
staff are available to answer 
any questions regarcling, 
plant 'and garden care. 
The Hortline is manned by 
two" UBC Agricultural 
Sciences students. Sarah 
the 5nswer to your problem• 
they will' look it• up in one of 
their many  reference books 
• and call back" with the an- 
swer. Hilliard notes that it is 
also sometimes necessaD" to 
ask a caller to send in a 
sample for analysis• 
People can also write to 
the Hortline with their 
problem or visit the Hortiine 
booth which is located on 
East Mall of the UBC 
campus, outside the 
Department of Plant Science 
Laboratory• 
Another function of the 
Hortline is to distribute 
literature about plant and 
range (ff topics, fromgarden 
and lawn care to house 
plants• 
.;'The Hortline is a year- 
round sarvice.'" says Norma 
Scnn. the Hbrtline super- 
visor. "F rom September to 
April all calls are recorded 
.on a dictaphone and an. 
swered by mail." Calls to the 
Hordine last year numbered 
almost 5.000. 
The Hortline's summer 
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. 
Monday to Friday. If you 
wish. to write to the Hortline 
describing your problem, the 
mailing address is: Hordine. 
Department of Plant 
=: I 
• than 600 UBC students who 
have received Youth Em- 
plo)anent Program grants 
from the B.C. Ministry of 
Labour to carry out summer 
projects related to their field 
of stud).'. 'Grants to L'BC 
students this summer  will 
total $1.22 million. 
The I-Iortline receives 40 to 
"60 calls a day. covering a 
wide range of problems. 
"The problems we get are 
seasonal." says Ms. Curtis. 
• "Right now we get a lot of 
calls about diseases and 
insects on outdoor plants, but 
it will shift later on in the 
summer  to questions about 
. .' week: 
Curtis and Clint Hil]iard. fruit and vegetable care.", garden care.. They • have Science. University of B.C. 
They are among the more If the students don't kno-w 9amphlets covering a wide V6T IWS. 
Take your choice 
ofsmel ter  * !i/ tours .  
If ~ Alcan s summer tour schedule is I - I 
" " "ust be " " g at KitimaLYou're Smelter tour schedule. . 
' [ :  in ,  ted to take your choice o f  I June 2 to August 30;1980: I 
I ! ~" three free tours any weekday. . I ~o°~ °~~m.  I 
. J  Before you visitthe smelter you " J / ~.:4.~p.= I / . . . .  . . . .  I t:~u p.m.. I 
wm see..our new pnze-wmmng. . . . .  . Fro m Smelter Tout Buildin g at 
q film "~umat: A New Generation. I the entrance t0 the Plant gt helps to I 
) make a resen~auon.1 [ We think you 11 find it interesting: | . " I 
. . Samraays-  ' 
[ YOU can  en)oy  the  f lhF l  In  com~ort  [ Touts for groups may be arranged I 
I at our new tour building, wherea I, with 24h°uts,~e~Ce'hod~ncUgh the I 
/ bus wil! pick you up for a forty- I I 
te trip around T==, . " I Fall,~V'mter & Spring I 
plant. I Available on Tuesday and Thursday I 
,~, h ,~,~ ¢,4,~nA© I afternoons only, by special arrange- I 
• "=" "'*':*:'~° / ment through the tout office. Phone I 
tting you th~s I (604)6~2-3nI, Loca1259;orwrite: l 
met  take time / Alcm Smelter tours I 
, .  ._ / ~ 18oo ' I 
to bnng them J B.C.V8C 2H2 J 
out. / I 
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The District of Terrace 
SALE BY TENDER 
ON AS IS WHEREIS BASIS 
DESCRIPT ION 
Sargent.Welch, Ray Box 
Arai, Motor cycle helmet 
Phasar Quartz watch; Mens 
CCM~ Esprit, Ladles, 10 speed 
Philips, Ladies, single speed 
ICCM, Flair, Ladles,•sing!e speed 
. Silver Hawk, Girls, single speed 
CCM, Galaxle, Girls, single speed 
- • "c  : ' ,>  
t ~ 
Sprinter, BOys, sing le speed .... " 
, B200, Boys, single speed 
Sears, Boys, single speed 
CCM, Mustang, Boys, single speed ' 
Ideal, B200, Boys, single speed 
CCM, Boys, single speed 
Peugeot, Mens, 10 speed 
" Mens, 10 speed 
Norstar, Mens, 10 speed 
Garin, Mens, 10 speed 
Iverson, Mens, 10 speed 
,Mens, 10 speed 
Jun, Mens, 10 speed 
22 ' - Mens,. 10 speed 
Itemsmay be Inspected at the works yard a.t321S Eby Street dally 
from 1 to 3 p.m. -Monday June 9th through Friday June 13th, 1980. 
Bids must be In the hands of the undersigned on or before June 
191h, 1~0 at 3 p.m., and must be in an envelope marked "Tender" to 
the Aflention M.S. Fjaagesund, The District of Terrace, No;5.3215 
Eby, St3 Terrace, B.C., VSG 2X6.- ' 
The highest or any tender not. necessarily accepted. 
Any item not claimed on or before the 10th day after nati§cation 
will be sold to the next highest bidder. 
:_ ~ , ..... District of Terrace 
M.S. Fiaagesun~ 
I n 
.~.,~ t :  
I 
. .=.. nubile: . 
open Letter to ,,,,, ,-..._o,,portuffltY 
• i, .e to tav'e ;n  how t° 
I . =,,  come . 
cut blocV, reaOY in will on hand, 
. _, , aoe' to out 
Mere  " '  . . _  shOW the  w ~ _ 
\ i.,it  sta , 0, o. save 1to., 
w,,.. wrap the bee  ....d 
J 
' ' em ag 
q 
f., -~ 
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By FRANK "O~VARD 
One of the favourite accusations levelled by the 
Social Credit government against he NDP Opposition 
is thatwe are negative and don't put forward alter- 
n~tive suggestions or new-ideas. 
First, l~t's understand theft it is so easy to fall heir to 
that accusation. The fact that the official • designation 
is The Official Opp.osition almost aut0matically.leads 
many to believe that all w~ do is opp0se•/thingS. Of  
course, one of our fanctions ~is to oppose/~vhen• mattei-'s 
need to be opposed; t o criticize when matte ~ ~eed t0 
Terrace, B.C. A member of Var.lfled Circulation. 
Autherlzed as second class mall. Registration umber 
1201. Postage paid in cash, return poetage guarantecd. 
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
The Herald retains full, complete and sole copyright In be criticized. 
any advertisement producad and.or any e.cQt0rlal or 
p~oingraphlc content published in the Herald. But, let's make one 
Repreductlod Is not p~rmltted without the written thing quite clear. We are 
permission of the Publisher.' positive in the way we 
~, look at government 
' -= . . . . . . . . . .  decisions. And we make 
. . . .  positive suggestions in 
• suggestions do not get 
fully reported. So, let me 
report some of them to 
you. 
I, for example, have 
been a consistent sup- 
By DIANAFRENCH porter of the methanol 
Williams Lake Tribune plant proposal for 
It's no wonder languages become less than "pure" Kitimat. I have also 
• advocated  that  
with constant use. Everybody is always getting into B.C.R.I.C. get involved in 
the act. the copper smelting 
At the family level small children often contribute process in B.C. rather 
their own version of a word or phrase and it sticks, than let some U.S. firm 
do it. 
Sometimes kids will come up with a new word that Ernest 'Hall (NDP-Surrey) suggested that tile 
makes more sense than the original. One o'f my boys Legislature be called into session in January.so we can 
called his ears his hears and a friend's on called his get some of the financial business of the Legislature 
knees his kneels. It figures, passed before the" end of the fiscal year. 
Karen Sanford (NDP-Comox) wanted funds 
Small children usually have to devise their own 
method of telling time, too, and the usual method of released to train additional ambulance drivers. She 
telling days is by "sleeps" -- so many sleeps until your proposed additional female representation the 
birthday or Christmas or whatever. A small friend of Human Rights Commission instead of the" tokenism 
ours has taken this a step further because she got now in existence. 
stuck after too many sleeps. So she measures weeks 
Charles Barber'(NDP-Viet0ria)'advocated a non- 
political land use planning program. Charles is the 
strongest advecate of an up-grading in the ferry 
service betweenthe mainland and Vancouver Island. 
• Norman Levi (NDP-Maillardville-C0quitlam) 
proposed that $500 million be released from surplus 
funds for an expanded housing program, the result 
being:aff0rdableh0mes plus the• creation of 20,000 
;jobs. 
Bill King (NI)P.Shuswap-Revelstoke) wanted 
positive action.on interest rates to ensure that small 
businesses and the housing industry get a decent 
chance: 
~he above "suggestions 'and ideas Wer~ extracted. 
from Hansard, the official printed report of speeches 
made in the Legislature. There are others there, but I 
merely wanted to bring a few of thenf to your attention 
to show that we in the NDP do think positively. 
The mere fact that there is a Hansard is the result of 
positive thinking on the part of the NDP. It was the 
• NDP, concerned that people' should have the right to 
read what their political figures say, that brought 
Hansard into existence in the first place. 
For. an example of a negative attitt~de about Han- 
sard one needs only to look at the meeting of the 
Legislature on January 24, 1967. At that time the NDP 
was able, when in Opposition, to get a motion on'the 
floor to have a verbatim.report of the debates (Han- 
sard). When the motion was put to a vote evei"y Social 
Creditor voted against it. Included in the negative 
votes were such notables as: J im Chabot, Grace 
McCarthy, Cyril Shelford, Pat  Jordan, Evan Wolfe, 
and Phil Gaglardi. 
In the years subs~ueni tO 1967 whenever the NDP 
tried to get the same motion back on the floor it was 
ruled out of order. Seems trange to me that a motion 
can be in order at one time and then out of order 
thereafter. Maybe it was the embarrassment to Social 
, Credit that caused the change. 
However, we now have Hansard, thanks to the NDP 
and we'll have many additional positive thinks in the 
future, thanks also to the NDP. 
" "  L "  
• . . . .  
~ 2".  
/, 
by cartoons days --Saturdays. 
This particular kid picked up another definition of 
lime from me and I should have known better. 
~/hen our boys were small and wanted immediate 
but not emergency attention and I was busy doing 
something and couldn't stop -- I 'd ask them to wait "a 
little minute." 
Now anybody knows a little minute isn't as long as 
an ordinary minute and big minutes are what you wait. 
through when you're put on "hold" on the telephone. 
Anyway, small friend took that one home with her 
and her parents found it asuseful as I had. Only her 
mother embarrassed herself at work one day by 
asking a customer to wait a little minute. 
The customer gave her an odd look, she says, and  
how do you explain? 
Words are a writer's basic tools. 
Newsroom staff usually come equipped with a wide 
ranging vocabulary which is enhanced every day but 
even the best stumble very once in a while on the new 
language -- bureaucratese. Unlike children, 
bureaucrats and public relations officers do not come 
uP with words that make more sense than the original. 
Take this one, from the Washington State Gam e 
, department commenting on the effect of the Mt..St. 
Helen's eruption on wildlife. 
"The Mt. St. Helen's elk herd was impacted but 
groups of live animals have been sighted within the 
damaged area." 
Impacted? 
Further delving seems to indicate they mean the 
volcano has had an impact on the elk herd. 
Once in awhile someone comes up with a dandy 
catch word or phrase that explains things so well it 
naturally becomes a part of the language. Dirty 
Thirties for instance. 
I wonder who'll come up with a name for the 
eighties? And what will it be? 
• OTTAWA -- The man for years has been a highly- 
respected architectural nd construct!0n consultant of 
the federal government. 
He is one of a very select few retained by the federal 
architect in charge of any rosier'building projec~ to 
make sure  the plans and SpCciflcationsl/'~e: .strictly 
followed, and todetect  and  have cor~t~d ~iny 
deficiencies. " ~• ' :~ / " ; 
He has the power -  and has frequently used it - - to  
order a section of a job, regardless Of size, torn down 
and properly rebuilt if found flawed. 
He has kept his carefully trained and skilled eye on 
construction of at least 12 of the largest fedel~al jobs 
undertaken i the nafionaleapital in.the last:~5 years 
when both ottawa and Hull were transf0rme'd from 
quiet ordinary medium-sized central Canadian cities 
into shining clusters of gleaming high .rise Office 
towers. 
Not just your typicalconcrete and glass towers, but 
special, with made-to-order touches like two-inch- 
thick black walnut office doors. 
That kind of class costs. 
' But no matter: What's money anyway, when ihe 
head of thedepartment and evan the chief of any o fits 
sections can demand - -  and have installed - -  anything 
be fancies in the design, equipment and furnishing of 
his quarters. 
Before Signing on as an architectural and Con- 
struction consultant of big federal building jobs, our 
man designed and delivered to the cities of Ottawa and 
Hull a largevariety of municipal projects. 
The other day he asked an odd question: 
"Why~should they need mewhen the Department of
Public Works already is hugely overstaffed with ar- 
chitects and construction engineer?" 
Why indeed? 
Because, says he with the anger d an outraged 
taxpayer, "they can't do the job; they may be 
qualified on paper, certified by ~ their, university 
degrees and given top-drawer salaries, but they just 
dqn't know how to carry out some of the Simplest 
designs. 
"So the architect in charge calls me in while they 
silck their thumbs." 
He asked another provocative question. 
With Public Works, like other departments sup- 
posedly under tight spending restraint, federal con- 
struction in Ottawa is shut down tight, and he is 
without any current consultation assignments. 
In fact not only has federal building stopped ead, 
but "there is a great glut of empty government office 
• space, urider lease for which millions Of dollars in rent 
continues to be paid. 
So in the circumstances, his question is this: 
"What are all ~the .~teets  and structural 
engineers on the Public Wor~s staff~here in Ottawa , -  
ah~FP.lerh' ))~s ins  lot of oth~i~itie~;~too " - -  doing th~se 
.:., : . . . . . . . . .  '~. , '  ' ?~"  " " ~?' " " ' "  : '~'"" ., t days to keep busy. . . . . .  ~ 
He thinks he has the answer.- ... 
And it is the same answer this repoi'ter, got some 
years ago when he sauntered along the coi~idors of 
one of the Capital's larger departmental headquar- 
ters. "' '~!':~"'" ' 
Our man wandered just the other day thr0ugh the 
big new mirrored-glass "block.long-and-wide~'C.D. 
Howe building. ' 
He was looking into a score of offices o~cupied by 
Industry Trade and Commerce• : people. 
No, they weren't doing nothing. Not exactly. 
But many - -  so many it made his tax-paying blood 
boil --  were reading newspapers or magazines, 
playing chess, •checkers, gin rummy, bridge., 
Some were just chatting. 
Others gazing vacantly out the windows. 
More were "strolling around visiting/' ~ 
Many .women were knitting, doing crossword 
puzzles, jig-saws, or chatting it up. 
It was mid-afternoon. 
They were back from lunch and perhaps feeling a bit 
lethargic. 
And soon it would be four o'clock, four-thirty, for 
whenever generOUwSoluYld'bfle/itblee'i'r wqa~t~ongetiamr~ i s  
reached, andth y ' Y P " g 
lots and home. 
Another hard day done serving the taxpayer. 
Nadine Asante comments on' B.C. Hydro policy 
Dear Mr. Bonner: 
In the Summer of 1978 a Land Representative from B.C. 
Hydro and Power • Authority presented us, by hand, a 
document on which my husband's and my name were drawn 
up as joint owners of our property. The document said in 
effect that for the token payment of five dollars ($5), we 
would allow B.C. Hydro and Power Authority to survey, clear 
land, erect power poles, run lines and etc. for their proposed 
Right of Way. When all this had been done, B.C. Hydro would 
then negotiate with us for payment for land, value of trees, 
damages, etc. 
My husband and myself informed your Land Represen- 
tative that we did not want our property traversed by a power 
line for any amount of compensation. 
UpOn making legal enquiries we learned that B.C. Hydro 
and Power Authority is so powerful that it has the right to 
expropriate any land it desires...even if it bisected someone's 
living roarer There was absolutely nothing we could do to 
stop Hydro crossing our property...no recourse at all. 
Weobtained a copy of the B.C. Hydro and Power Authority 
Act to find out the exact extent of power held by your com- 
pany and were horrified at what we read. For the edification 
of anyone who may read this open letter to you, I would like to 
list only a few of the powers which are listed in alphabetical 
order In Section 14 of the Act: 
item (d) "to flood and overflow land, purchase, otherwise 
acquire, accumulate and store water, raise or lower the level 
of rivers, lakes, streams, and other bodies of water, 
item (J) "to apply for and obtain and exercise any franchise 
lleence, right or privilege that may be conferred or obtameo 
under an Act of Canada or of any Province, 
Item (m) "to purchase power from or sell power to any 
eorperation, form or person. 
dangering fish habitat...water l vels controlled by dam spills 
by Alcan). 
item (n) "to purchase, subscribe for, underwrite, guarantee 
the subscription of and otherwise acquire and deal in, sell 
and dispose of stock, shares, bonds, debentures, debenture 
stock, notes, securities'and evidences of indebtedness of any 
corporation anct any stocks, funds, and securities of any 
government, municipality, or other authority. 
item (q) "to issue securities in exchange for any obligation 
assumed by the Authority or in exchange for securities of any 
other corporation, form, or person, representing such 
obligations, and to enter into any covenants or agreem.ents- 
considered necessary/or desirable for that ourDose. 
(Again as an aside', I would presume ' ~at the above powei" 
gives B.C. Hydro the right to do its borrowing abroad'in the 
amount of millions upon millions of dollars in the name of 
British Columbians for generations to come! I 
item (v) "to finance in every way or in any particular way 
the operations of any corporatiOn having powers the exercise 
of which, in the opinion of the directors, would be beneficial 
to the Authority. 
And finally 
',item (x) to do anything necessary or desirable for the 
carrying out of any of the powers and purposes mentioned in
this section. 
I reiterate, the original request o run a Right of Way 
through our property was made in 1978. When we found it 
impossible to stop your company from taking our land we 
were foolish enough to sign a contract for payment for the 
(As an aside here I understand that 20 per cent of the ex- land. Only half the going rate for adjacent property recently 
tees power produced by Alcan's Kemano generators i sold was paid because as it was explained "B.C. Hydro is 
bought by B.C. Hydro for export o the United States even only leasing the land, not buying it." But leasing in per- 
though the water levels in the Nechako River are en- petuity which is what was done is very little different from 
owning it outright because of the restrictions et by the 
company. 
Our next Shock was when an evaluator f om a company 
hired by B.C. Hydro came to the door asking for permission 
to value the trees which would be cut to make the Right of 
Way. The gentleman mentioned a number of acres which was 
three times the amount of land which had been discussed by 
Hydro employees. When I said, no he must be incorrect; the 
gentleman said, "oh no, you were told only about he legal 
Right of Way, which is much smaller than the Right of Way. 
It seemed that a strip on either side of your Conipuny's legal 
right of way is also cleared to insure that no tress fall on the 
transmission line. There was no compensation to be paid for 
that land at all. 
It is now two years later. We were told originally that here 
was a great need for haste to bring Peace Power to our area 
as Kemano could no longer supply power to Terrace or 
prince Rupert. A company from south central B.C. was 
brought in to clear theland. Heavy equipment laid waste to 
acres of what had been young reen forest. On our property a 
beautiful shaded forest pond was laid bare. The Right of Way 
is cries crossed by deep tractor uts which have exposed the 
top soil to erosion. All along the Right of Way there are piles 
of cut trees waiting for burning. . 
All the rear perimeter ofour 43 acres has been opened up to 
allow range cattle to meander at will up to our home to eat 
bulbs, flowers and leave their calling cards around our 
• driveway-- or their hoof imprints on our new lawn. 
On the main highway driving out to our home, the Right of 
Way on either side of the road is an eyesore where unseemli 
piles of household garbage has been damped by uncaring 
citizens. 
When I enquired recently why the work had not been 
continually ongoing I was told that perhaps the line will never 
be utilized because of unresolved negotiations between 
Hydro and the people in charge of future airport expansion. 
Something I have neglected to mention is that there is 
another B.C. Hydro transmission line only yards away from 
the proposed new one and when I suggested tomany Hydro 
employees who swarmed over the property during the first 
few months' flurry of work, that it seemed ludicrous to go to 
the expense of building s new power line when there was 
already one a short distance away, they smiled and agreed 
but said, "What he engineers decide on is what is done." 
. So, Mr. Boaner, at the risk of sounding disrespectful of
your position, I would like to p~int out that youare chairman 
of a Crown corporation'and as m~ch you are, in effect, in the 
employ of the citizens of B.C. who support B.C. Hydro. And as 
I am a citizen of the Province of B.C., you are in my employ. I 
would like to say that I amcertainiy not happy with the way. 
the hu§lnens of B.C. Hydro and Power Authority is conducted 
and I think there are many things which should be changed. 
• I believe it is time that the people of British Columbia 
questioned the powers of B.C. Hydro and looked very 
seriously at rescinding those powers. 
In 1964 when the B.C. Hydro and Power Authority Kct was 
passed, the collective mentality agreed that biggest was 
best: nobody gave serious thought to the environmenh and 
the smell of pollution was said to be the smell of money. But 
timeS have changed. We understand now that our natural 
resources are jndecd limited and the wanton destruction of 
forests, ,treams and rivm;s is no longer acceptable. Thereis 
a great deal of speculation about he damming of the Stikine 
River further north, although that is still being vehemently 
denied by your company. : 
And I really think that it is about ime that B.C. Hydro ' is 
made to prove the need for more energy for the people of B.C. 
and not just more power for expert for profit while our 
natural resources are being depleted in the process. 
I know my personal petty grievances ' are irrelevant in the 
larger context of the supply of power but I would suggest in 
closing that he absolute author.ity ofB:C. Hydro should come 
under scrutiny by the Government of the people who 
financially support it. 
Yours very truly. 
• Nadine Asante. 
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REGINA'(CP) --  Colin Gregory wants :to::" i ++:;:~ e~e~diit l~.statt'°n ai~P.roached him Gregory and a, partner decided to produce 
domore  . . . .  , ' ~t~iletfilmfobmgezm'astorysnewesaomg " ahalf.hourdocumentary~ramaonthesub- than talk about SaskatchewJm s . . . .  r' ' " ' 4 " m . " . . . .  +0  
teenage pregnancy rate, the hli0~St in  oo :thp.su.oJeez. ~.regory.sam ne was .a.p- .ject+ using Savad Productions Ltd,, their 
Canada. • . .. / +:: . pallea at me quauty oz what was avauame. Saskatoon-based commercial film 
' He's ~oix, tg to make a mbvie/abeut the  ; ThefLims on hardwere PrOduced in 1962 production company, as ~,e. vehicle. " ' 
6roble'~ :"-~ .-:, , ,. / :  +. <'. ; + .~ ~. earller;'/+were ;basically of discussion ,, " 
Gregory, "a~ * independent f i lm j)x'~.du~er : ~'oups on the subje~t and didn't approach it " "  fi]mi: ThiSof thisiS thesize,,,first timeGregoz.yWe Vesaidundertakenin an i]~-a 
who ;+iso works as a film editor at a Reins lrom a zeenage~ s point oz vzew. terview. He said it. is pPobabiy the biggest. 
television station, said he got.the idea iest, ' i' " I  felt we needed something, that could venture ever by an' independent Saskat- 
summer after it was a~inotmced" the " ." in]k:.zO zeenagers on metr own zevez, using 
: province had a phenomenally high rate of  ".dramatfc techniques similar to the type of • (~hewan film preducer, . ' • . 
teenage pregnancy: 16.4 per cent compared pro~:ams:"they're: seeing: on 'IV" every " - The fi]m'wi]]'feature characters named 
" ' - ht" Joim,.17, and Lisa, a preg~zant:lS-year-old. with 10 per'cent for the rest of the country, nig . • ' ' 
l~e.lleraM, Fr 
There Will be parb 
Auditions begin in 
"We're iryzng "b 
wholly from Saska 
The company p] 
Regina next Sept~ 
financial support. 
Gregory said 
$130,000 productlol 
problem'so far. q 
project since last 
his own pocket. 
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* ChrisU Refor e 
I I I l ~ 
. :; . . . . . .  individus, testimony of faith, says, "Christianity 'is not presenting bri,fs ~lt ecru- q ~  
' By KE1111 ALFORD or by.instruction i  the faith, just a creed that leads to a missions, and through such " ' " '" ' 
8peclal.to the Herald followed by a credible public style of formal worship; but things as  the,CJL Foun- ~T~f~ , - . ~ . .  ~ , . : ' . , :  :  
something"S°metimeSin churchestheir physicalhave demonstrationtestim°ny of faiththat andone do."it permetatesIf on . everythingis a businessWe @~tion.Thb Christian Reformed " "L~ ~ ~ f ,  ' "  " " ~: ~ : ~ " 
structure that is almost a understands and accepts the person, "one mustoperate a Church also gets' involved in ,'~..Z~:.~,.. ~7,~1~, 
symbol of the particular tenets of the Christian Christian business." " other ways such as sport: ~ ~ ' " -  -~ "" 
emphasis of that Reformed tradition. 'itis termed a"world ~/nd soring five Vietnamese "'~ ~'" " 
congregation. The Christian Following which baptism is life view". Everything is "family ~' groupings into a ~ ~  
Reformed Church at the received, if the individual seeathronghthe scriptures, new:life here. ! '  : ; •  
corner of Sparks Streat and has not been a member of ailoflifebecomes~eligious. As I Was leaving Van ~- -~.~~i !  
Straume Avenue in Terrace any church previously, Even something as "oh- Daalon's" house after our 
is one Of " those. The members of the jeetive:' as math is seen as talk;.we were st~ndlng on his 
Wben this reporter wben to Chr i s t ian  Reformed •having a Christian porch" chatting, when I •~ " ' " '~" : '  • , . , ;  : ~'.:] 
interview the Reverend S. congregation ' take part in prospective. .happened to  glance across ~"~ I _ .  :~ --~ l.~-!. ':!~! 
Van Daafen, I went to the many of our town's social It means that the cht~rch the street ~th is  church.: I . "~ .~/~}~{~{0~ 
church, only to be informed services, although the must speak out politically, though it quitef itt ingthat.  
that be was still at home. church itself says it has no Van Daalea'would ike to see this quiet, Courteous, and at - *..~/ "i~' ,~ ?: 
"Home" turned out to • be formal social program, a Christian political party in the sa~n~, t ime dynamic ,It~s time to I call ,y~ur' 
directly across the street There is a Christian School this country, but realizes ministei~ should lives0 close • Welcome Wagon liosh~i 
from the church. Van which occupies a large part that that is not likely, so the to his' congregation. -.'It •was .-~ ... :..::.;..:,: 
Daafen's office is in the oft he church.structure, but church speaks out calling the fitting, because for him, Lois ~ohr;lnger 63S;-~3~0~ 
house basement. I didn't Van Daalen is quick to point nation to hear the word of there is no difference bet- . . ,  . .  ,: ~ •,, 
know it at the t ime,'but out that the school is not an , God through various ween"churchl i fe"and"l i fe ~ E v e l y n  Anwdller 635-~511 
already the key to how this extension of the church, but political parties, by in general", . . . .  ~ ~  
church sees itself was " " - • ' " " 1 1 rather an separate niit~'. " : '~', . " '* : ' " ' "  ....... ~i~'.::r! 
already 6nfolding. "The Christian Reformed : '~  ' ' " ' -  . . . . . . . .  i' ' ' ',: :,:,':*~!~ 
The Christian Reformed Church believes in ' ~ " " - ;~:'~"::'~ I 
Church is organized on the separation of church and , I " " " ~ --" "' : ' " " 1 ""  * I q :, : '~'~ ~ ~ 
presbyterial system of school," says Van Danlen. ~: . . . .  • ~ - 'r"~ "~' !~i;i/," 
church government, Each In fact, the .school merely , . ..... 
loca] church is governed by rents iis space there. "At a Pr ,is Festivol elders and deacons; and is greatly reduced rate 
autonomous. There are, because the church' also 
however, assoeiations advocates very strongly at . 
beyond the local group, the same time Christian, 
In the Christian Reformed education. The students . . . .  : ; 
Church the next level is that break downintoT0percent . A gathering of God s of "cisssis" (or what other coming from the Christian ~ ' 
similar Protestant groups Reformed church and 30 per . ! 
would call presbyteries). ..cent from other eople for praise & worship * There are 25 presbyteries in :denominations. p 
North America, British Van  Daalen is very , 
Columbia constitutes one definite about what is that " " '~ :" ~':~.~" 
"classis". Oneea year all hallmark of h|t~):hurch. It at the " 
the classis on this continent stands on infallible. ,:.' :~ 
sent representatives, to the 
Synod, which generally The Rev. Van Daa len  In his home across  ~he street.  He bel ieves World of God." "Weaceept R E M L e e  T h e a t r ~ i e  scripture as the scripture , • ~ 
"meets in Grand Rapids, secularism is a problem, writers intended it to be i1~ ~ 
Michigan where the . 
denomination's seminary is because the Christian such creeds as the Apostle's, and apathy". Because of heard." What that means in • ;i 
located. Reformed Church's origin but in addition has three that "secularism" it "is more partis that he creation stow • • • 
-There are also was very much tied to one are probably unique unto difficult today to live a is accepted literally, but the 1 :' ' ' l ''~ ' ~ ~' 
aisoeiationswith NAOARC, national structure, that of itself. Not often, but Christian lifestyle" thanDaa len  to the fact without time span of seven days iser ror , , .  S u n  a'ay, June 8th :: an grouping of evangelical, the Netherlands, an area of sometimes, these creeds previously, not insisted upon. "The ~."~ 
presbyterian structured the world that received the have been changed, if As proof of this viewpoint, original manuscripts are ,, 
denominations which meets teaching of John Calvin with someone can present proof Van points ~i! 
once every two years; as great enthusiasm. It was from an interpretation of. that today the church is seen Christ is seen as thecentre 
well as with the Reformed . brought o North America in scripture that indicates they as being Middle Class to the of the entire Bible, the Old . .  ~ . ,1  
EvangelicalSynod, a similar the l~)0's and the 1940's by should be altered to be in point of identification. He Testament being a prelude to at "~ 
body on an international waves of immigrants from greater conformity with the also says that if this con: the N e w . . : '  ;~ 
scale with member churches the Netherlands. A national Bible. tinues "beyond a certain Christianity is seen as a " . ~: 
in theNetherlands, S. Africa, language and customs kept Van Daalen sees new point it will be Christian covenent faith, beginning 1 . L " '' "~ "~:~ :~ ~' 
Australia, etc. TbeChristian this ehureh distinct as much demands being placed upon suicide", with the eovenent of grace 3-'00 PM 
Reformed Church does not 'as any doctrinal differences, the church. All from But some people resist. • that God offered to Abraham ~ ..... .~ 
belong to the World Council Van Daalen sees his "secularism" or "the me Such as the 50 families or 250 and which received its final -" ": '; ~, ..~L~, ,~ 
church asbeing marked by a generation". It s a philosphy ' members of his church. One fullfilment in  Christ, Van '~i~ of 
WithChurcheS:such similarities to belief that the Bible is the marked by "no consistent can become a member here Daalen says, "when man ' ' -  
the Presbyterian Church ultimate authority in all ethical principles", one that by a letter of transfer from obeys the covenent he .is 
why is there not things. The Christian advocates "selfishness", another Christian Reformed blessed." Ci pl 
amalgamation? Largely Reformed, . ChUrch accepts and "causes both problems church accompanied by Most of all, Van Daalen Spe al visiting cou e: 
takes::a break h fro his Japan mission Dave H ebert ere  m • 
" r gS  T 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  pastor at Glad Tidin abernacle By GAlL  DOTINGA a group of people, who at one .~:~,.~,~:::::/./-.~: ;:,~.. ready to start his third " makes it difficult o seek out . . . .  • , . . ,'~....~:-~ .e.~;~.-,,', ,:. 
.......... ~~ ~ "~ ': ~ i ! i i  Herald Staff Writer time,,l wereenjoyedhead workinghunters" in. :i !/:. :: . . . . . . .  :::,! church in the region. In the places of quiet." ' Ohillh,,e~,b I~ O ' ~: ....... ~/{i:~:! ::i""~' . . . . .  ~ .~:~ summer months there is a "They eat things that .we _ .t J I I I I I I  1RotoR.. I,/.~,/;. . . :/.'* .-... ~ .~ ....,. /. :~'~, ~.~ 
This Sunday will mark the Talwan immensely," said total of 15 workers in his wouldn't hink of, they are . . . . .  ~ ~ '  
27th "anniversary of Donnel McLean. "Their life style ~i~!~:~!~:~:~i:i~!::~ i  ..... group who go house to house fantastic -farmers, .very . . , /  :. ~:,"~:~:~ i 
McLean mission work in the reminded me of that of the ~:~:~:~:?::~:.~:~:~ to,,i~lk e to the people there, resourceful with nature." .: , , , . ,~,, ,, ~,, 
Far East. Indians on the'west coast of been very happy McLean .went to the Guitars etc. very welcome - . ,  i ~, 
Canada wbere I grew up. Ill with the reception we're Prairie Bible Institute in " " " " • ~ '  :~" . '~*!~ '  
McLean, a missionary made me feel at home." getting," said MeLean. "A Drumhelle'r, Alberta. He was Sponsored by House of Praise . For in fo rmaUon 635'36  Ii 
with the Assembly of God The standard of living for ~.~*~':? lot of people here have never 98 per cent sure that he " !~ : "~:':i/':i~!:~! ii 
Church, was in town last these people is still quite ~:i~/ seen the Bible." would go to Mainland China . . . , . : .] ~ ~ ~ 
week visiting his relatives, primitive, in some cases he He expects to be in Japan upon graduating but in "1951 ........... . 
• Bob and Shirley Sutherland. had to hike into the villages for another 12 years before just before he was to go there " ,,:;.:~l,:::i:i~ ~ ~; 
retiring. In that time he all foreign missions had to . 1"~" ' ' '  
During his stay here, he because there were no roads. !, ~;~iiii would like to set up at least leave the country. Later at a :! .:,.,.;-, ~ ". 
talked about his. work and In' Japan he concentrates - . ~ ~ ,  - 
life in the Far East. his mission work on places another 10 churches, convention he heard a plea ~ ,11"  ~ ~ ' ~  ' ~  " ~  
that  do  not  have  churches .  After 27 years, McLcan from another missionary ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " 1 I" ""~ :~:~'~ ~ ~ ~ : 
"Most missions are con- has become accustomed to asking for workers to go to • . . . . .  :. i':i~.: 
Although he has spent the centrated in the larger the way of life there. Japan. McLean decided to 
majority of his time church population centers. I seek DONNEL McLEAN... "In Japan there are answer his call and was ~, / , .  
pioneeringwent to Taiwanin Japan,to workhe withalS° outto preachPlaces withthe wordn° missiOnSof the ...visits, family always people around, it accepted, i ~  " ~ ~ ~. 
, I I  ' HEART I - -  . I -ANOL IC~I i  l i ' gospel," said McLean. 
Currently he is setting up , • ~ ' V P'ARisH I ~ I -cHuRCi~ ', ~;:' V 
4726 Lezelle Avenue:, , A 63S-2313 ' I - - "  . . . .  . " r  churches in the western &1S-t019 I , , ,  Straume ~, 
Terrace 
Sth commandment people and no church. It's 
region of Japan, Hokuriku. 
"I went there because in 
one area there were (i5,000 ZION 10:00 a.m. , , s ,  :0 
Honor  thy father one of the hardest areas in i Saturday evening CHURCH S0nday School. : 
and thy mother :  Japan in terms of tr~ing to Sunday Masses Pester Paul Mohninpr Adults Discussion. 
reach the people," 9:00 a.m. Home LlS.5309 11:00 a.m. .4"  
that thy  days may CornerSparkeandKelth Holy Communion for the' ibe long upon the " l t  is wealthy with someof 11:15 a.m. 
femily . ".II land which the Lord the largest houses in Japan 7:30 p.m. 9:45 a.m. " M[nistor. ' f .  
thy  God g iveth  there,the numbereducati°nallYone high itschoolhaS ' HoOU/E Sunday School Revermd LanceStlpkns:~j L 
thee. . in the country." 11:00 a.m. , t~.51B$ I 
E.xod,s20:12 McLean is just about PRAISE Mornln§ Worship ! 
' 3406 E by Street 
- ! • 63$-3015-1'35-36$; CHglSTIAN ' CHRIST ' [ F 
REFORMED LUTHERAN r 10:30 e.m. CHURCH CHURCH.  
Ray. Herman Hagen 
i Sunday Worship B.A.M.DIv.O. ROYAL CANADIAN AIR CADETS ' R....d,.VsnD.,. V Thurs. 7.S:30, ' Sparks Street and &l$.34&$ 
747 'Squadron (Terrace) Education & Instruction Streums Avenue Corner Sparks StrHt 
Ann--uaj ,o .m , SALVATION ~ Sunday School. Terrace Worship Service A ARMY ~i :~ 1:00 p.m. 9:4S a.m. ~A 
I I  Welsh Ave. ~ . ~  Sunday School • Remo. Church School i nsp ctione Worship11:00 a.m. Sunday School, Con~ T 9:30 a.m sUNDAY ' ' '~ j  Service I flrmaflon 
• iChr lst ls  Educe! n Hour S:00 p,m, 
1 I):0o a. ~. 
• Fatally Worship Servlce, 
Chrlsllan ation r . . . . . . .  Youth and Adult Clesm"A 
11"00 a m worsnip ~ervice Holy Communlum f l r l t i  
mil ' ~Vorshlp  r ""  1 Sunday each month. ' :~  
at the A 1:30 p.m. ' UPLANDS , • A 
I I  EvangllsUc Salvation " ~APTIST . • 
Safeway Parking Lot V Meatlng , ~URCH CHURCH ! TONIGHT'S SPECIAL GUEST: • TUESDAY NIGHT Past~ 7sh Lesyk OF :i 
• 7:30 p.m. , I$:1.,~7 GOD 
' SINGER I I  Bible Study and Prayer --Cornerof Halllwell Reverl~d R, LWMt I  I I  Sunday June 8 NORMAwTZiN~ER ,Meeting, WEDNESDAY" andN.Thomas ' 3341RIverDr lve - ,  Terrace, B.C. ~i 
• • 7:30p.m. " ' 9:45 a.m. LlI.IS61 i 
I ~ Ladles Home League • Bible Teaching 
Cliff Barrows and  the Crusade  Choir, : Fellowship Sunday School ,,10:00 a.m. ' ....... ~.T 9 Geo.BeverlySheo, TeddSmlth, | .  SATURDAY 11:oOa.m.  , Sunday School , " "~ 
and John Innes. • I :~  p.m. Mornlng Worship Servlce Revered R.L. Whl l l  .~ I I  ~iI IIi i i i  
I * ' "  Youth Group 1:30 p.m, . 11:00 a,m, ' :, '.' 
Suloiect: "Birth Pangs of o New World" • Chrlltlan Counmlllng Slnglng and Olble Study Mornlng Worshlp ......... ',.; 
• Emergency Welfare Thursday 8:00 1:30 p.m. i t  
Reception to follow Fri, June 6.7.00"' pm ,Sat. June 7 - 7:00 pm I Spirilg|l Resogrcm Home Bible St,dles Evening Worship . * :i!; I 
• 635.$446 or 63$.2621 "You Ars Welcome Wednesday 7:30 p.m. " ,V 
at the Legion CFTK-TV CH 3 A WelcomesYoutoWorlldp aiUplands" • Prayer Servk 
i ¸  • • ~, /~,~i,a~N,v~l. bu  hit at least "* The Royal Canadlan Air i f '~ . -~ace  residenis and . Cadet" 747,. Sq.ua .dron .. from ~. [~'the high pr l~s for the .~Terrace will be~:nol~ng a "~" t .~  Stuff those wh0.1ind', "pUblic :indpect_ion _Sunday' 
": '~;,~:~makhi~ a'klllii~ • " afternoon at' ~e ~ateway. 
' -' n out  old . rking lot at 2 p.m.. 
. . . .  ' . . . . . . .  " "a  o and  " The T~rrace Rod und Gun dU~ig,.afew day_...s g. : .  • 
)parestly,pleked:'up'.,abuut - Clubwlll be h.o]ding a turkey. 
i'. L~ ~oiqb qf':the' i~recl0us, shoot Sunday at the Rod and, 
, ,**;~':~'-~,~ Other'Terrace ' Gtm Club starting at. 11)iso 
',,. . . . .  "";.~"~/.'~'.W" " • . . . .  ' - ' .  - ' - l i  rpsidents are .~currently a,m. ;.A stenx oaroeque, wz 
.'~ w~dtlfig for'~e a'sssy results 'follow .the ::day's a.ctivities. 
~ butInitial ~ is  show theyN'e ~ .The.Terraee,.Cfirllng Clu5 
! hRa d i~ it of the real stuff, will be holding ~ their annual 
~: 'l~e.qu~sU0n i s whether or meeting Mofiday night at 8 
~t~t~e/.e is enough tormake • p,m~ to hold elections and 
; l~'O,n,,h ,~hile to n/{ne ' give their financial 
! ;;.'l'he--',"sanzple piece o'f ore statement.~_ Anyone/ in -  
~ tbey~ have shows 1o~ of' ' terested"..in attendi~ :this 
~: bright prospects. : Could . lmportaot'meeting Should he 
i Terrace be the :' next there. " ' ' . 
~. L Barker~ille. The' Provinclal Music 
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and watching the' TV. 
Being unable to'read, 
• Festival continues tonight 
and Saturday at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre in Terrace. 
Mnsic: students from all 
over the province will be 
attending and performing at 
the festival, the" final com- 
petition for honors in the arts 
fields that they are expert in. 
Anyone is  welcome, to 
attend the i~stival, .and 
tickets are on sale at Sight 
and Sound and at the door. 
The Terrace House of 
Praise is presenting a Praise 
Festival at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre in Terrace Sunday. 
Tliose interested in at- 
tending should phone the 
theatre for further' in-, 
formation. 
• Also atthe R.E.M.'Lee, the 
Skeona Junior Secondary 
School Drama .Department 
presents its annual major. 
production Prime Time 
Crlme. 'Ticket information 
can be obtained by phoning 
Sheens Junior at 635-9136 or 
.' the R.E.M. Lee at 635-2101. '4 
' The Kern~ode Friendship 
'~ I • ~. . . . . . .  . , ,  ~ ,v ,  ,,~ Society is holding its weekly 
, ., ,. . -.; -; ~ wm= o . , , .  , , - -  ,,- . h,n~o .qo,,ra~,, night ,,* the 4 
i i " ""~ . '  "~il %'¢;ll~;HIf,4)"~e "'t,~;TANLITI'.4RK ~:'~ "7" : , " : ' "~ r,... -. . ,/- . .': . . . .  ' , " . . . .  " rnornnni  uommumw 
" , ,~  I . .u~,~l , townt ,  m' .  t'4.%'( O! ' l  I ~ ,  ': i~i . . *!'' " ' , .. . Centre, It s a $2,000 .bingo 
• 'i ] i" . .  • . this week, with a $1,000 jack- ] 
i![ ' . . '  TOI;L .FREE 000.268.8993 P°~t the Kitimat Hotel in 
~'] ."  '1755 0AVI~ STREET,  VA'NCOUVER B.C. VGG lWS Kitimat Cole J~nson  and 
• ' i ] '  : " .  TELEPHONE (60~}~2.1631 the. Explorers play graffiti 
~- ~t"", . . . . .  ,, ' " ., " " ' ~ rock, among other things, in 
I i : .'"" ' ' . i . . : . .  ' . . " .. ~ ' ' • ' the Beverage Room while in 
~.,~'~G'q,4N~¢'q41,~,'-,~"~r-e~,-t~4"~G'~'q~l~,j the  lounge Hal Pemberton 
: '~.:)  '" . . . .  1[ continues his engagement 
,'.. ~: ~[ for the coming Week. 
• - i ~ ' :  d , The .Lakelse Hotel in 
i ~ ~ Terrace features the Can- 
- • ' ~ dace Gabriel Trio in Fanny's 
. . . .  i .~  ~[ Lounge, and the country • 
i; ~ d, '  sounds of Sweetwster, Texas 
~, ~.  ~ in Eddie's Pub. " • 
~. • T.: . At the Terrace Hotel, Scott 
"i ~- ' ' ~[ Douglas plays in the HaMs dancers  f rom Pr ince  Ruper t  per fo rmed in s ign language a t  a 
~ ~ Augustine Lounge while in 
( ~ ' ~ the Red D'or Eyes from conference  on human rights on Satvrday. The theme of th i s  dance ' 
i, ~ ~ Vancouver plays until was  the va lue  of  educat ion .  " . " 
• ~ ~t Saturday when Btrlto takes 
i w e] over. " .. another victim of a small- so closely scrutinized and may well'have been robbed .. 
,~ ¢,  t,~o,ooc, ggA ?£71 nr RgA "~KQ ' ~ Two excellent new plane crash in the fifties and butchered by the censors, by Dustin Hoffman of the 
.~ • O~N~,  v , . '~ ' , . :~ :  : ' , , ,~,~:'v~,~¢ ~ features highlight' he week early sixties. " Oh well, it just goes to best actor award.  
":. • ', - " , ' ".. . • in the area movies. The real surprise "per- ' show that you can send your . ' 
,. ~'~t~ . .e ,d~J¢~d~_.  ~ t ~ . ~ . . e . ~ ~ .  Coal Miner's Daughter is formance is that of former kids to watch people kill and Sellers pla.ys Chance: the 
i"- : • ' , the first of.the two. Sksy singer .and' d rummer  with ma im each othex., in e~licit, .garuener~ WhO. ~v~ in a 
~ ~ ' - ~ - - - ~  'Spacek otars in the story of The Band, Levon Helm, detail, but to have them nouse wz.m.a r.~.ca o~.u -~ 
? . i~" - - i , , '  \ . • _~ Lore/in L~m,, the auecn ~ Helm, who sang such.hits as watch people express .af- .an.~am~liast~n~te~:n ~ 
.. ~ . [~  . . ~ ~ ~r~ I t .  d . - _ ,  ~'count ry  music. Far different The Night They Drove Old fection for each other netore Ls. . . . .  
i | i  " .'" .4~ ~k[~] [ /~A A~JP~ | |  from the common run of self . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  icall-- is be"ond "the pieces. Tne owner ot me 
:: II ' ~" ' .~ , . '~"  M l r /F  i l  congratu la tory•  show uix]e uown tor me group, W,ys Y " : ' " . . . .  'u~ 
~ [[ ' ~ ,~w~~'~.~w4[ , j~  | ]  buMness biographies, Coal ~r~g:ga:da:ill~fot~aeS:ol: nd Pa/~range where we put our ~.°~;d,°~eSea~°~°~!~:.° 
rs • ~ i /  " -  ~ l l l l~U~] i l~-?~.  ~ . []  Fdner's Daughter is well- Ted Webb,.LoreRa's father, priorities. . ot me nouse uy . ,~_ , ,wy  _ ~ I I  i l~g/~"~f~,~.~/  I I  w~tton, well directod and Helmlookslikehehasa good In Kitimat at the Nechako tor,`meesm~;_ -?na_s-Ve~e • 
I I  ~ ~  ' . ,  4 i~w~ ac~, andwill probably" long career as a character Theatre, Secrets of a Door to sneakers., ~xe, oceu~d ~ 4' 
• • : I I  ~ ~ = ~  ii.||';receiVe general,:academy' - - ,  . . . . .  ~,.,~ n/L I~im,,if ht~ nanr •. Salesman . is.. vet ,cu . . . .  ,; . . . . .  ,.-v~,-• ~, [[ ..... lilt award nominatidns' n e x t .  . . ,,,,.,,,,~'~'~"°' .,.;'/'"'~ ,", .......... "" "'- _.~'no;her-~rehash " .  of every_ time ;as rfar back. as he Cann 
! ~ April. The only flaw in Daughter dirty joke in the book. It remember wzth gardeni g 
Spacek's performance is is that; while it shows the' plays Friday night's late 
i 
• o . • 
I , 
RESTAURANT 
-FULL FAOILITIES. 
 L CNlf/ £ 
OANADIAH FOOD- 
-AIR OOHDITIoHED- 
-DINING LOUNGE- 
-BUSINESS LUNOHES- 
Mon. to Fri. l 1 am - 2 pm 
SUN.-TIIURS. I I a.m.-12 ' i~ .  
FRI .  & .SAT. !1 a .m. -  2 sam. 
I l i  I I - - ~ -  
4643 PARK AVENUE PHONE OlD.Gill 
probably her best, She has 
an awful lot to  do in 
Daughter, as not only does 
she age from a• 13.year-old 
hillbilly girl to about a 30- 
year-old star, but she has to 
sing as well as act and bring 
it off. She does. • 
Sally Field's performance 
as Norma Rue not- 
withstanding, Spacek's 
Loretta Lynn is probably the 
best single performance by 
an actress in the last five 
years. 
• The supporting cast is also 
. excellent. Tommy Lee Jones 
plays Mooney Lynn, 
Loretta's husband, and his 
performance as the tOugh- 
minded but patient and 
encouraging husband isn't 
tarnished by an air of in- 
fallibility. He gets 
frustrated by being put into 
the background by his wife's 
success, and Jones, who 
comes from an un- 
distinguished background in
a series of B-grade clinkers, 
is surprisingly adept and 
convincing. 
Beverly D'Angelo tui'~ in 
a fine, but brief, portr0yal of 
Lynn's friend, and country 
star Patsy Cline, who was 
early years of Lynn's life 
very well,, it glosses over her 
inter, more troubled years as 
though they' almost didn't 
• happen.. It  could, be said, 
though, that the movie didn't 
dwell unnecessarily on the 
morbid details of Lynn's 
nervous breakdown, but the 
breakdown was almost 
superficially i~andled. 
That minor quibble doesn't 
detract oo much from what 
is an excellent movie, 
though. 
Coal Miner's' Daughter 
plays until Saturday at the 
Tillicafi~ Theatre in Terrace 
until Saturday night. 
Sunday night sees the start 
of Saturn" Three, an Alien 
clone which has not received 
terrific reviews from the 
folks down south. What do 
they know, though? .For fans 
of that sort of thing• 
Starting Wednesday is the 
unheralded horror flick 
Friday the 13th. The censors 
warning advises that the 
whole movie is concerned 
with gory violence. Amazing 
fl~at movies like that can 
play uncut while good films 
like Pretty Baby. and Luna, 
which just played here, are 
show only, and is good for a 
laugh if you like that sort of 
thing. 
Playing. from Friday to 
Monday njght is Little Miss 
Marker, a remake of the old 
Shirley Temple classic tha~ 
this time stars Julle An- 
drews and Walter Matthau 
as the adults'. Matthau and 
Andrews are funny together, 
much as Andrews and 
, Dudley Moore were terrific 
together in 10. Andrews has 
done a lot to get out of the 
Mary Poppins rut that he 
was stuck in for so. many 
years and-is actually no 
longer insufferable. 
Matthau is always good in 
a comedy, nO matter how 
terrible it is otherwise, with 
his rubber face and ex- 
pressive comic timing. This 
one could be worth a look if 
only to watch him. 
The week's Other main 
attraction isat the Nechako, 
starting Tuesday. Being 
There is the movie Peter 
Sellerswas nominated for an 
Oscar for last year, and he 
Kitchens, cablevision, 
courtesy coffee 
family rooms, 
%.:J:..," 
P.G. HIGHWAY MOTEL 
564-6869 
1737 • 20th Ave. Prince George, B.C. 
write, or fend for himself, 
Chance is accidentally 
struck by a car owned by a 
rich lady,'Shirley MaeLaine, 
who takes him back to her 
house to avoid a scandal. 
There he ismistaken for a 
man of bre~ding and in. 
telligence.. His Uncommonly 
good speech patterns and 
manners have been gleaned 
from yeai's.of watching TV 
commercials, and his 
ignorance is mistaken due to 
shadowy metaphors. By a 
mixture of. innocence; 
vagueness,  impeccable 
speech and two nice suits 
that he took from his .old 
employer's attic, Chance the 
illiterate gardener becomes 
Chauncey Gardner, advisor 
to the president and can- 
didate himself. 
Being There is a mar- 
vellous sandup on TV and.  : i - : / ! ! i :  
those whowatch it. Also- . ::-'~'. 
sporting a goed,suppo~g"' .~ : i .~  ~ 
cast, Including Meivyn • '.~:~" L" 
Douglas who won an O~r  '. ~ :~i 
• for his role as the agen i 
benefactor f Cauncey, if'Is, 
again, well written, acted : "  
and produced. Don't miss It, 
for gentle satire like thls'Is . ://~ 
very, very rare. *' .. 
Friday the 13th aces'an 
improbably double fant~e ~ .- " 
Kitimat, ~v'ith ABBA: The . ' .  
Movle,'featuring the zllli0n- 
Riling pop group, and." It'S 
Alive ll, a HI)off of'. the 
original crummy hor roir 
flick. ' "~  
At the Tri-town Theatre In 
• Hazelton, Kramer." ~'vs 
• Kramer. which won five 
Oscars, runs from Saturday -• 
to Tuesday, and the' new 
James Caan feature, Hlde~lu •
Plain 81ghL goes •-from 
• Wednesday to Friday. 
F- -~ Hidden somewhere in,the :`  ,::i I 
:~ ~ paper are two Terra,e, ..... : /  : ,;~ 
~i~ phone numbers. , -  , i/,/ • 
~ F ind  them, and i f  one is yours you  v e , z :~ .  
• won. ': ~ . • " " ~4K F-a 
~ Pick up yore" t ickets a t  the Hera ld  4z 
,k office t 3_2t_~ Kalum St. • ,, 
• TROUBLED BY HIgH PRICES? 
STAY AND SAVE AT  
THE MAYFAIR  HOTEL  
• ~ still on ly  f rom $25.00  up 
Mostly with full kitchens l 
. .~~. .am - at no.extra'cost. 
' "•  ~ ~ ' i R  Free pa~k ing  • 
~~,~___~ Downtown Iocalion 
~ R m  I ~ r ,  ~ Weekly, monthly & famil 1 
~ ff~.. ]~q- -~ / ~ rates  
q 
For brochure and reservations write: ' • • 
THEMAYFAIR HOTEL 
845 Hmnhy St. Vancouvm B.C• V6Z !V1 m 
. " " Phone ama 604.687-6751 - ' 
I 
every 
Sunday 
5:00pm.9:OOpm 
Lakelse Lake 798-2231 
"Dining room open every night after, 5 pro" 
I~ IU  O;U~ T - |V |  o11~/ ! ,111~,~ V l l l  IV  ' V .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ADULTS • S3,75 YOUTHS - $2 .75  CHILDREN • $I.$0 MATINEE • $1,00 
I 
ju,E COAL MINERS DAUGHTER 6&7 
Based on the Autoblography.by Loreffa Lynn 
SISSY SPACEK TOMMY LEE JONES 
Warnlng: Occaslonsl suggestlvo scenes. 
8 to 10 Some thing is watching...waiting... 
and wanting on. 
SATURN 3, 
Warnlng:.Some gory scenes and o¢¢ulonsl nudity 
I I  
11 to 14 A 14 hour nightmare of terror 
FRIDAY THE 13th 
Warning: Compktely concerned with gory violence 
f 
| 
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MYOU MAKE A 10P OOG OLqL,.. 
YOU COME 
OUT gH 
TOPJ 
- . , , - ' .  : ~ ' . .  . : ,  + . ' . - . .  • 
len ifer Ftales ' 
, :~.,  
.~! '  ~ ,~ ~ . 
Jennifer .Hales, 'daughter.. 
of.Mr, and Mr.s: D.~rek Ha!es~ '_ 
and Rene Paul'~ eF'r'dhcbis, :.:
son of Mr. ,ki~d~,]Mrs;".+Paul " 
LeFrancois;'/~'e~ji-.td~lted in . ;.
"holy. matrimbli3/:.~n.May,iT, ,,..
Knox Uni+ed ,"ChUrch :• in'  
Terrace. :.~ Revere~d i.,Dave :
• Martyni:offle|ated: and,,:the. - 
music 'Was:.~.,.i, Elri~e..Wade. 
. : , : . .=  , . '~  ,~ ,  ; ,+ ~. : :  . ;  ~ - . 
The ush~ were, Kelly 
lVlerkel: Ra+itdyHeaman d :.. 
Mike LeFt,tuttis and + 
standing W!tliihe,~omm a~s 
best m~n +'.Wa.S/' Kerr.y 
Shelford,., i : ii: '.~ / '  ,,: 
The bridesmaids -were "I 
susanDevost, Juhe CrantOn, •, 
Rachel' Reay .'land ,E!leen ++ 
LeFran~ois...+. :They  .+ w, o re  ' 
yellow tier length ~ gow~s.: ' 
The bride/wor~ 'a ,10no. 
< . 
. ( 
I 
, ~ e  Q ~ 4DOOR SEDAH white satin/dtess;' with 1974 TORIHO Guipure ]ace which was 
made byher. m0ther~. ,.The 
This Is one of ]he filthiest old clunks '1 mother of the bride wo~e an: of the have ever seen. Buylt foryourwlfe, off.red skirt suit' and the 
Just deanlng .It up would be a great mother of the groom wore n 
Winter prelect for her. ~ [~ poach c.olored 10no dress, i Thi ~789.36  L The receptiOnwasheldat"were'marrledlnKnoxUnitedChurchorlNtaY,:,]7~:: . . . .  week _ theElksHallandthe'master They spent, the i r  honeymoon, in  DisrteylanU, , . . . .  
ONLY  of ceremonies was Sam .Vancouver and -Vancouver is land and are now . . . . . . , . . . . .  
" " " L + " Mr. and Mrs.. eFrancoiSphoto by D n Schaffer Valelenak of Prince George.. residing Jn .Terrace. p,=o by Km.s P,o,o m~o 
I 
1978 FORD F250 PICKUP :. ~3 . . ~ ,_+__,,,,:==___,,. ~L IBRARY BROWSING m 
• . " . .  • . . ., ' .  - . 
1979 MAZDA R X 7 '  i+ii'!;i'::':';'"..~flflfli ~ ! ~ ~ . . ,  );;,,,~:+~k~." " ' " throul010urcollection and stock up on reading materin'. ' Books and summer weather go together. Come end browse 
LOW mileage, excellent ¢ond. ' . ' i" +. qw, , .O  ' ~ ' . . - " ~ ' ~ ' S " ~ f  " "  . "  New books this week: , , The third:wave by Alvin Terrier, author of Future Sheck, 5110 J''' r,", ~[~ ' ' " ' ' has written another explosive book which amlyses the forces re, 7 that are creating our new civilization, r The postnuclear 1 7 DODGE VAN ./i, ' i' I i family, thewhlrlingeconomyaresubjeotsTofflercoversand " in doing so prepares us to cope with a future that Is already 
' he  . ' : . '  " ' ' ~ " , 
Com~etely customized inside, V0 auio trans, ' ,  " ' ! !T i  w . . :  Practical light-tackle fishing by Mark Susin is a thorough 
guide.to light tackle fishing for all the major game fish In 
HD CIVIC , ~ SPECIALIZING inQUALITY BUlL T HOMES fresh andsall water. Sosln lea full-time writer and con- sultant specializing in fishing t chniques, tackle and related 1976 IIO A "q§ ~t ~ ~ ~ ] ~ ~ ( ~  ~ travel.used cars rating guide' by the Editors of Consumer Guide, 
- reports on the used car values of the 1970's: gas mileage 
4sp.d,  radio ' ' ' r#m~l~lF-- " ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ( ~ .  , H" figures, performance and handling, recallre¢ordsandprlces 
1977 CHEV BLAZER IT§ library.tO pay. This is a reference' book' whlch must be used in t h e . . . 
" New paperbacks are constantly being added tO our racks. 
This week's additions include: Sephla living and Iovtng by 
95 H A.E. Hotcheer, The last enchantment' bY Mary Stewart, 
V0, Auto, Air Cond, Stereo ' ' . ' r  . . . .  ~ " ~; :~ 'T~~ ~il ( ~ ( ~ ~ [ ~ ( ~  " ' Proteus by Morris West and A necessary woman bY Helen 
N ON Van Slyke. . . " 
• .' ' ' " " , Mouse  Woman and , the  mudd leheads  by  Chr i s t ie  Har r i s  1978 ZEPHYR STATIO WAG ~ ~ ~ ~  ..... '~ ~(~'~t~k~(~ ,H  . Children's books: t~lls a tale of long ago when supernatural beings roamed the 
• " ns "" 50~ ii;';i ,:HIS ....... -'~O+BOQ~I~ +'RMONY'" !H -,+.m and ,wil*rne.es of-:'.+e," Northwest Coast. '++,;P,,'rl~k+;~ir~diPSy ~B~ld Wildsndth~ t++a :b~ti~ifOil~. 'lffd+~dS~:l :. 
4 Door, six cylinder auto I ra . ,  ; +~';' ' ~:'']': ' " ~'~"' ]'"'+ " :~":: :~: " ~,:pit~re'~oolt:.~hi~hYsh~owt~ th~:'~//ir/bfl~t'Cll:4~U's'"~a~"[~ " 
: . t +';+'"+ ~+ " : .... ;"~:i+~"/;i+ "~':~;~+:+:: + !i'~ <' +'+1~ .... ? . ...... is  a ' , ............... ~.~! forming: There is almost no text and wi~ good reason"., as 
' 4x4PKUP $ m 5  ~~~' JOBWELL: '~ONE+~~"~='+m"~+'  the plcl'ures tell the st°ry on their 0+" ' " "";'+ ~'"" " " 197 FORD F150 IC ~+~)~ .~~1~.~1~ J VariousAsterlxbookshavebeenprocessedthisw'ek+ 
Asterix and the Normans, Obeiix and Co.;'Asteriz + ad  the 
great crossing and Asterix In Switierlandare ~ among ',the 
VO, 4 speed, trans., radio' 0 ~  ~ 2 ~  ~[~'  tifles which should entertain Goscinny fans. These books are 
' very popular and are read and re-read by many of our junior 
i97a FORD BRONCO $10 995 ' " 
Loaded with extras., air cond., stereo, etc., V8 auto. 9 The tourists 
-Totem Ford ,,++,,s of Co,lllllblls are coming 
Terrace [ IANT B [N  +, ._. ++ ~ number of overseas visitors to B.C. In March rose 4I per 
. cent over the same: month 
Sales Lid l.,,.,.o+,oM+. $1,M} HAIH Pile Pat Jurda" said Thin,lay. 
• " , This continues the trend of 
" " large increases over the past 
Dingo Every First Saturday of Each Month - :  few years, she said, adding 
; . ,+ overseas visitors to the 
635~.4984 :... -, province have.doubled inthe ~t'" Keith • • $100.00 Door Prize at Eai:h S inp  :~ that 
' past five years, \ 
Hotels, restaurants, and 
8:00 p m at Veritas Hall JUNE 7 1980 m .' retail outlets have benefited .considerably from the in. Dealer No. 5548A , • ~ • creased tourist trade, she 
said, 
.+ L"  + ' : .  + 
-. , !£" 
_.8,~ 
' " . IZ !  : . ' i :  ' : :  
,~ ' , . '  :~: ,£.~ . . . . . . . .  
You can take the whole day off. And 
You see, Sunday's long distance discuuw ~t~ uw 
station-to-station calls to most places in B.C. apply . .• : 
all day Saturday, too. 
So just sit back, pick up the phone and talk things over with a'few friends• And enjoy the break. 
S .uo, .da 'slong dist ce  coup, ts 
• t' . I+ 
+~ o . o ~. • • ~ ,_.. . : .  _¢~ .= .z- --." - J .=  - . -  . c  .,C -,[  .J.: l l  J -~= +. :~ '~- ' .• , t . ' . -e - . .=-c :  -Jt':`-'+-,.~•,,L.-k:.~-='z'J''~''L-J-+'~'+" "L  ~ "- '+'  
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of the North, than.the old •ship and the. 
m of surrey, staterooms being' smaller. 
tce Rupert last HoweVer. William Hick," 
local director 'for the B.C. 
:ompares .well Ferry ,Cor~ratlon ,said the 
en of Prince , reductio n iii stateroom spac~e 
a earryalmost Was necessary to make 
tssengers and.' adequate use of the day room 
r predecessor facil.ities. 
topping' her The ship• was christened 
[rig 26 metres. Saturday, with presentations 
I given and a ceremony was 
visitors, 'who held in honor Of the old sta,~f 
ship upon.its and the.new. The cdptaln of 
.~r, found a few' "the old ship, Jim Butterfleld, 
g the new ship willstay on as captain of the 
Rerooms less new' vessel. • "~ 
LANDTAX DEPERMENT ACT 
NOTICE" 
TO 
TAX'PAYM RS 
• ents will again be available to qualifvlng :home 
unrclpalllles and rural areas In 1~0. 
FY a property Owner who has.resided In British' 
' om year and who Is a canadian cl~zen or person 
~Itl~d to canada must I~:, . 
55 o¢ ma'e In 1980, or 
0wor widower or 
Jlcepped person as deflmd under me 
~ed ~al lsble Income for Need Act. 
eligible and wish either to apply or to obtain fur- 
lallon,~plnase contact the. ,Collector of the 
' or Provincial Collection Diitrlct In which the 
lecaled, or write to the:. 
LAND TAX DEFERMENT SECTION 
SURVEYOR OF TAXES 
BOX2900 
VICTORIA~ B.C. ~- 
VSW3G4 
Hon. HughA. cur Ss 
" " 1 , Nilnlsl~rofFInance . . . 
• Province of British Columbia 
r 
Sandy Farkvam, a local contractor, stands by 
his new machine a 540 pay loader, the first to be 
bought In North America. p~o by O|l! Ootlngs 
Local logger buys 
the/really big one 
'BY GAlL DO designed the machine which 
, Herald Staff Writer costs  approx imate ly  
History was made in the $175,000. 
field of heavy equipment in 
Terrace tliis spring. " 
The first 540 pay loader 
logger Off the assembly line 
was bought by a local man, 
Sandy Farkvam. 
"Good equipment is 
Recently the company has 
recognized that the Nor- 
thweat has a top priority . 
market for their equipment 
and has developed a new line 
of machinery to ac- 
commodate he needs of the 
necessary in the logging.area. 
lndualr~," said Fa~kvam of "A balanced combination 
Far;Ks Contracting% Of forestry., mining and 
"We could have up.aden! major,construction promp- 
an: ex!stlnl~Tma, ~.l~r,~h~,./~Ited, International ~laryester 
~e ,d  [~.s,l~ to., b~,.e..~,ew ,~ to.~, stress.! the,, Northwest 
one.P i,, ~, , : more," said Ernte Unger, 
' The log loader was first salesman for the company. 
demonstrated in Terrace to '.'Also this area was least 
Farkvam, ltaflrst customer, affected by.  the U.S; 
Anternatinnal Harvester recession," he added. 
Local concerned 
citizens attended 
A representative for the 
Pacific Northwest, John 
Hummer, attended a B.C. 
Energy Coalition conference 
in Fort S~. John on May 23, 24 
and 25. 
The coalition, made up of 
16 groups of concerned 
citizens from all over B.C., 
complied a resolution stating 
that the B.C. Energy 
Cealition is unequivocally 
opposed to the site C dam on 
the Peace River and any 
further destruction of B.C.'s 
watersheds. They also state 
that the planned develop- 
ments are directing 
technology into greater 
eentrallzaflon, "contrary to 
the appropriate technology 
as exemplified by conserver 
society ethics and local self'- 
reliance." 
The B.C. Energy Coalition 
resolution demands a 
moratorium on a l l  major 
transmission and generation 
development in 'B.C.,I which 
will allow a public 
examination with full public 
input and federal govern- 
ment participation. 
Furthermore the B.C. 
Energy Coalition demands 
that pehding legislation 
required to enact the 
recent ly  announced 
provincial energy policy, be 
subject o public review and 
approval. The resolution 
was unanimously approved. 
Tankers the topic 
North.West oil tanker 
traffic was one of the topics 
discussed at a conference 
between 15 members of the 
U.S. Congress and 17 MPs 
recently and Skeena MP Jim 
Fulton was there. 
The conference was called 
to discuss issues of mutual 
interest, reports Fulton in n 
wess release, 
The other environmental 
issues brought up included 
U.S..Canadian fishing 
agreements, said Fulton. 
• A U.S. senator said as 10ng 
as there is no legislation in 
place the tankers will con- 
ti~nue to go up the coast,' 
Fulton reports.. 
Fulton said a study 
released by the Canadian 
coast guard shows, that the 
greatest damage is done to 
the coast by the cumulative- 
effects of small Spills than by 
one large spill. He said 
Canadian officials reported 
• that insurance covering off 
spills is only $100 mlllton/ 
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Takeoff this summer with CPAir. ' ~ 
. , . .  , 
• 'il ?y~i:l re-rams, that make traveUmg abre~e, . 
" " : :~ . "~- / " , , :  And ofcourse,there's our ren6wned.cuisine and 
• ~ , 2 v '  
• Our flights offer the kindof convenient departures :. 
famousservice to really give you a lift. : ::: i, 
Softy CPAir Wherever you're going to or corn ng: ~: 
• "We've got the hottest summertimes around. 
 couver Montreal 
? • ;¢ , .  , 
9:05 a.m. 
Daily. Connect in Vancouver. 
8!00 p.m. 
Thurs. & Sat. Connect in Vancouver. 
9:25 p.m. 
"Daily except Thu/s. & Sat. CQnnectin 
Vancouver. 
t , . • - 
OUa  a 
9:05 a.~. 
Daily. Connect in Vancouver. 
• '" ",.r :'[:, "": 
. . - . . , . . . . f~  
• . .  . • . . . 
Los Angeles 
from all across Canada. 
• . . .  . . . ° .  - . 
Vancouvc  
9:05a.m.  
Daily. Sameplane service. , 
3:50 p.m. 
Sat. & Sun. Nonstop. " . 
4:10 p.m. 
Thurs. Nonstop. ~ .... - ° • o .  ". 
5:05 p.m. .. . . . .  2 ' 
Non., Tues., Wed., & Fri. N0mto ix  
8:00 ' p.m.,  
Thurs. & Sat. Sameplarte service. 
9:25 p.m. 
Daily except Thurs. & Sat. Nonstop. 
9:05 a.m. 
• Daily. Connect in Vancouver. 
3:50 p.m. 
• Sat. & Sun. Connect in Vancouver, 
", 4:10p.m. 
, a,: Thurs. Connect in Vancouver. 
Toronto 
t ,  
9:05 a.m. r -  
Daily. Connect'in Vancouver. 
8:00 p.m. . - :7 :  
Thurs. & Sat. Connect in Vancouver.. 
9:25 p.m. ,>: 
Daily except :Thurs. & Sat. Connect in 
.~,,Van~>uver,~,:  :: 
Get the money saving details on low, low CPAir 
SkyBus fares to Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal.. 
[ : l  .:'~ i /  Call your travel agent or CPAir at 635-7111. . ' 
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l El" 
tu+ m +:/ 
(Mar. ~-] to Apr. 
Little thin@ upset 
you. It's not your time for the 
limelight. Watch ~rguments 
with re la t ives  :a~id 
S   DAV, 
vm o 
(A g. 23 to 22) 
Don't get into an ar~unent 
• with a common over costs. 
The p.m. finds' you in a 
romantic mood, but perhaps 
' " " " W 1( : 'l [ i' l " : '  ," .SunMdne"  i~  Buildin8 
I t Do  :orate addition 
• ('Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~.~ 'q  11 A pair, 53 Type o~ ink 
Slips of the tongue could get. 11 Precipitately 51 Vintage 
you into trouble. A. ~ 18 Sight from a ear 
remark could be blown out of. crulso ~ 55 HOrn 
proportion. Be careful when 111 Word oa a 541Ceremonial 
I Sewn by at'fide 
2 ~ l ': ' " " : ~ l ~  matter 
$ Oppmdte 3e.Unit.d corn 
/9 Nelllmr's 33 Life sAo~,, i
wt~ for ~ort 
.) + 139  140 " " " '  ~ ' • ~ ' l  ' 
re+i !  ++ ..... 
carelessness with health. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 2O) 
Be careful of what you uy  
now. Others are easily 
offended by the cute remark. 
A desire for fun may conflict 
with a need for privacy. 
(May ~1 to June 20) 
Serial ife in lively but not 
altogether sotlskctory. Don't 
let money become an issue 
betweon you and a friend. Be 
tactful. 
m C ~c~ O ~  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Don't ~ over facts re 
career matters. Your 
tendency is to mix bunine~ 
with pleasure, but thls is not 
recommended. 
(July 23 to Aug. 
'If traveling, be sure you 
have the right directions or 
you could get lost. Watch 
expenses. News from a 
n I I 
I I 
/UgI~" Apr .19)~ (Mar. 21 to . 
Health factor is important. 
You could be feeling under 
par. A pleasure trip could be 
considered. 
"TAURUS ~ 
' ? (Apr. 2O to May 20) 
Though you're in the 
for @rivacy, you're faced with. 
distractions. Your feelings run 
from hot to cold in romance. 
(May 2! to June 20) 
You're in the mood to visit 
friends and will probably do so 
re@rdlens of other's feelings. 
The p.m. brings calmer mood. 
(June 21 to July. 
A career opportunity comes 
your way, but your 
involvement with same could 
upset others. Know when to 
put matter aside. 
(July 23 to Aug. 
You'd probably like more 
money at your disposal. Still 
you'll have a good time, 
especially ff traveling. Stars 
favorremanco. 
AR=s 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
YoU're better off talking 
with family members before 
buying something expensive. 
A short Jaunt with a close ally 
should be fun. 
TAURUS ~:~ 
(Apr.'20 to May 20) 
• Both recognition and 
financial gain come through 
hard work now. Your 
optimism about romance 
though may not be quite 
|nstmed. 
GEMINI 20)lld ~ 
(May 21 to June 
You're in the mood to be by 
yourself, but a stimulating 
opportunity awaits you. 
Romance and creative 
activity both favored. 
CANCER O~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
You'll take pride in your 
home now. Difficulties with 
friends may arise, but they 
can be resolved before the day 
in over. 
LEO 
(July = to Aug. 2 2 ) ~  
Some problems re career, 
lint after w~king hours you'll 
come up with a solution. 
Friends are impressed now 
with your ideas. 
overly ngrpnslve. 
MmIA 
(sept. 23 to oct., 22) J t .~  
Keep peace with dose allies. 
Little things could go wrong 
and you could blame each 
other. Be willing tol~y you're 
sorry. 
sco m Nov.,,m, (Oct. 23 to 
You may feel a romantic 
. interest takes .your feelings 
lightly. The p.m. finds you in a 
plessure.aeeklng moodand 
your eyes tend to wander. 
SAGrrrARIUS Ml l r~ l  • 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Watch arguments about sex. 
A game.pluy~ could try your 
patiunce. Don't push business 
at a social occasion. It may be 
inappropriate. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. ~ .to Jan. 19)'~P~ 
You're in the mood to stick 
around the house, but dose 
allies may have different 
deskes. Find a way to keep 
- everyone happy. 
I I I 
FOR SUNDAY, JUNE 8,1980 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You're inclined to stretch 
your credit o the limits. Don't 
blame others ff costs seem too 
high. Learn to live with' 
Inflation. ' ',. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. ) 
The accent is on 
partnerships. You'll havea 
good time, but periodically too 
much togetherness can be a 
bit cloying. 
scoRPio 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
You're in the mood to catch 
up on work. A do-it-yourself 
project needn't be completed 
in one day. Allow time for 
sufficient rest. 
SAOrrTARXUS g¢~;~y 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Your preoccupation with 
career can at times bother a 
loved one. Let go of worry, and 
give yourself the chance for 
good times. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
If you have to stay near 
home, don't brood about it. 
You'll find many'satisfying 
things to do. Learn to relax. 
FOR MONDAY, JUNE 9,1980 
vm o 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You can make important 
career strides now. Financial 
gain possible. Avoid conflicts 
about id~logicai matters. Be 
tactful. 
LIBRA 22),jilt. ~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
A time for creative types to 
seek commercial possibility. 
Dealings with agents favored. 
The p.m. brings s business 
opportunity. 
=o.PiO m,e  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Financial matters favor 
behlnd4he-scene tactics. It;s 
up and down re romance and 
partnerships, but you'll kiss 
and make up. 
SAGrrrARIUS M ~  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
You'll meet some important 
types through friends or at a 
club function. Solutions to 
work problems by the end of 
the day. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Begin new work projects. A 
chance to reach the top should 
be ffald~.d, A talk willrelieve 
doubtls' about a romantic 
situation. 
traveling. 
(Feb. 19 to M~r. 20) 
Develop a tougher skin. 
Don't take someone's 
inconsiderate remarks so 
personally. You need to be 
careful about spending now. 
YOU 'BORN TODAY are 
analytical and intellectually 
discriminating - - at least you 
have these potentials. You 
need sell-discipline and a good 
education tO bring out these 
natural gifts. Otherwise, your 
cutting re,harks will be, 
simply misdirected. You can. 
succeed, in business, 
especially banking and 
brokerage. However, you're 
more inclined towards the 
professions. Law, science, 
teaching, masse and sculpture 
are some of the fields in which 
bill 
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PIAILISmP-I o ITISITiAINI li0 Do Mmple I W in  equal o throusboutme puzzle. S~.e  leti~., ulm. ~wo..~, 
. . . . .  .. +z-zs . arltlmmlle ... and words using an aFedropbe can gwe you.clues,.to mcsung 
Answer to yesterday's pum~le. Sl Pass away . - : vowels. Solution b l a ~  ~ ' by trial ariel error 
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you'd find fulfillment. You .. - 
also have executive ability. 
Birthdate of-Beau Brummell, TH~ P__.A~L- F 1"~7~H "1~.~ ~'OIJ, G I~ 
Engll~h'dandy and. wit; Tom --- l 
Jones, singer; and Paul - . . x /~ l  l m .h ~ ~ l
Gauguln, painte:,. , ~. .  
l 
AQUARIUS ~=~ ' 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
A busy day with a tendency 
to scatter your energies. Don't 
be careless with credit. Not a 
time to finalize business deals. 
PISCES 
You may hear of a career ~l .i~ 
opportunity and then become 
careless with spending. A 
shopping spree could lead to 
some ill-advlsed purchases. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
executive ability and are " 
attracted tolarge enterprises. 
Youllke to see results for your 
efforts and are less inclined to 
scatter your energies than the 
typical member of your sign. 
You have the ability to 
commercialize• your artistic 
talents. Music, painting, 
CATFISH, 
. .{ 
• , . . .  -, - ~. . 
J _  • ? '  • "' I 
+ (CI}i)i)  
.... i 
" 
r 
B.C. 
writing, sculpture and 
'architecture may appeal to 
though, in the business world ~tlTI~ ~ l F~ - ,  ~ J  O ~,~ I ' .~  ~¢q i  ~ .~ l~InL ; .  ' ' 
• investments  and large - L % ~  ~ ld l ' l t  ~ ~ ' ~  I L  " 
corporations, You have a 
progressive mind 'and are I ] " " l ~ ~ ~ ~ I~  j - l j " ~ 4 ' 
Birthdate of: Robert 
@__q • 
DOONESBURY 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Domestic difficulties may 
'bother you. A night on the 
town may. renew your spirit. 
Good news from a distance. 
The p.m. brings domestic 
answers. 
(Feh. 19 to Mar. 20) 
'lake the necessary steps to 
spruce up your home 
environment. Watch a.m. 
tendency to disagreements. 
Later, creative activity 
emphasized. 
YOU BORN TODAY 
naturally gravitate towards 
public service. Law, politics, 
religion and humanitarian• 
pursuits would strongly 
appeal to you. Cultivate a 
sense of responsibility oward 
off your sign's tendency 
towards expediency and lack 
of application. You can 
succeed inmost artistic fields• 
Writing, n~usic, ' painting, 
reporting and acting are your 
forte. Advertising, publishing, 
teaching and public relations 
are other areas in which you'd 
find happiness. You tend to 
find yourself when you lose 
yourself in art or service to 
others. 
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. .. i edon+~because Sldheyhatea to t rave land 'Hove  ~.t+- ." '. ~ 
'~ .  ? : i  On~:I :t~|ked s idney intotaking,a bho~'c~ise'with me;i: 
. ! . '  .', w as:~only+.iplace on'the :+ship" he. ' fe!t~pmfo~ble. ' : -Z 
, : "'+ " :  ".Stdii~y imps tQ"dance'and I d?rath~r dimce than eat; so I " 
• .:: sat  there ~in total, frustration, ' tapping my toes while the- 
. "~, . orchestra.played . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ;,~. '+ ....... _ 
.'. + ':~ :,.'. i eniov:.'traveling alone ,because thei'e are. +tlw, a~/+ a lot.of. 
: . ' / "  I," .eringle'!~i~,s~l~ chat with~: A!sb; gent!emen as~ me ~ :da!i~e . 
• • ueeause xm unesconeo +", ' ' I ~ ' I m ' " : ' 
';' ,Y •, • At'+ho++ ~e get alohl~ +e~ well, but Sidneyis a drag oi~ h 
• ...'+ 4 trip..He complaind constantly.about misein~ hfa waterbed,~ : 
F i l l , , ,  ~-~ I . . . .  ~. -~ - I ~ . . . .  i.": his familiar routine and.his Sr iends .Heh~snointerest  in -'-" 
, M+aR' i3  +' =n, :Kv . r rz  IR : ".',':l~eingnew.:placel,O',.eeting:new'p+opl~+H~+'Bbored.anrlI 
• ' +' + . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -~"  " J '~ ,+~"  "v+.  : ++ +,,;. "boring0 i 'mj~et b i 0pposil+,. So Sidney stays Korea-  gladly, 
• , ~  : D o g  " - . . . . .  World . . . .  + " ' ' ' ' ' + " : " I + . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  " ' ' I + " ' . . . . .  " . . . . . .  ' • " A  . . . . .  " '  : " ' + . . . .  and l go .ath(,ut h~m . . . .  • , • • r . .. ' ' :  : I 
/+  -+ - . .+! -  - - - ~  . , ; • . .+; :  . . ; J~ '~[  , ,  , : .+ ' . '  , .  ; . :  . • . . . .  . 
+. ::: : + Bv Ab iga i l  Van Buren : . :  : _>. DEARB~ER:.You'-pelucky, Mosth~sbands :whb 
~'i:~+!:~+:;' : , ' : - " "  = +me U~ un,~,  ~ S~d,c,t. : ":" ~:hate. to  t rave l  a lso hate to  let  the i r  Wlves'trave~ atone. 
~+. .~, '+  . . .  ~ . , ,  . .  _ _  . . . .  - . .  ~ . . ' . ,  , . • . • . . , . .  
~DEAR:'ARBY~ My:wife and I decided tohave  OUki ' ;  ~:' +~ m m . DEJ~.R:~.BBY:'I neverd~e~m~i.w0ulci be.writ ings Dear. 
" . b'reakfast.a.nc~ :.read the ~undsy paper Out-of<lbors.on our .. i :Abbylett~r,:but here I" am;  " : .... +.., " ' 
-" . " .patio.? In your ;coluinn ~liat day was 'a  letter~ftom/!rend; ~.  ~[ ~mi.an att~a~iv~ wido~whb has fallen in"love with a 
• Cupids, .an aniiimF, w~fars worker~ She" stated, tlia.'+ti~10p ;~+;wonderful: widower. We- diacussed~.ma~dagb;,and any"  
• - um~ally bark tO' convey some kind .of meuag~ They '  are  : !  :possible sex hang.ups that.:could presentproblems. 
either:.hungry,,frightened; cold, lonely or in" some kind of : i A~ it turns out,.he likes breasts with:nipples, and I don't 
" "  : :  " , : : " "  " , .  : "  : '  ' . ' . .",:: . . . . .  " " : "  .nipples/' 
e~listant .Earkiflg .0£ doge in the adjoining baekyard ;' his+ '. :. My firs+Kusband ne'vbr c0mplained, so I ne+/+r thought 
has been a continuing problem in Our block With seve+n ~ :.: an .ything :about i tunt i l  I met"thia:ma~.k ~.' :' ' . 
" bi/rking d~gs Who.never seein.to let up.". " ' " :.." .. : .  .: +. O'~n aproblem lfl~e this be.solved at rhy: age? (I am 60.) I 
' Why, must  we suffer this. annoyance because seven'.dog ",-. really love this maw emd waht~.to be a Cg~nplete woman for 
• owners cheese to neglect he pets they have imprisoned in,  "", him " : '  " :" " : ,' . -  : " 
their yards? ,- • . . . - .~  " 
At this point, I know of no practical solution except"to 
poison the dogs', which, of course, I would not consider; Yet I 
cannothelp but wonder about a society that placesddog' ~ 
righte.:befo~e :those of a human. Please use my name. 
KENNETI~ E...MARICLE, RICHMOND,-VA. ( 
DEAR MR. MARICLE: Has the Richinond Po l i ce  
Depe~ment  heard  about  this? There .are  laws  about  
d i s t iwb in l l - the  peace :  Whynotd is turb  the i r 'peace ,  
Until your  peace has  been. res tored?  • : .:. -' 
I have'never beard of another woman with this problem.- 
P lease help me.Abby . ' [don ' t  waist to loseh im to someone 
else and I'm afraid: I might.  • . .,. -; . . . .  
• ' - '  " . : - '  " WORRIED IN IDAHO 
. . . .  : . '~ ,- .:, 
.DEAR WORRIED:  Your  P rob lem i s  'not. as  unusua l  
as  ~ou th ink  i t  i s .  For tunate ly  inver ted  n ipp les  can  be 
• cor rec ted  surg ica l ly .  I t  i s  a re la t ive ly  s imp le  pro -  
cedure  and'  can  be  done  under  loca l  anesthes ia .  Be 
sure  the  doctor  who  per fo i ,  ms  th i s  •procedure  is  a 
• Board  Cer t i f i ed  P las t i c  and  Reconst ruc t ion  Surgeon .  
,~.,L, ,.:,, . . . .  . • "' ' - , - • ' Your  fami ly 'phys ie lan  o r  county  med ica l  assoc ia t ion  
• DEAR,"ABBY: Who says, travel ie no fun When" you;re can recommend one.,  
i By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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iCrlzuc praise Cal adlan 
fOr'Billy Bishop' :role, r-,  
. By AL COLLETTI as the Saturday closing 'young man'who shot down 72 
• NEW YORK (CP) --  notice was posted for Billy German planes in the First 
Critics made good their Bishop Goes To War at the World War, 0s .well as 16 
unreserved praise of 'Morosco Theatre. other parts won rave reviews 
Canadian actor Eric Houvyfinancia~lossesare fi~om many New York 
Peterson, awarding him one 'forcing the new Canadian critics. 
of the New York theatre's" play about the exploits of the A jury of critics and 
most distinguished pr izes  Owen Sound, Ont., war hero theatre personalities named 
Thursday for his starring to end its brief Broadway Peterson the winner of the 
role as air ace Billy Bishop. run. But the producers are Derwent award, established 
The announcement that. trying to keep it airborne in 
Peterson. had won the 'New York at a smaller 
Clarence Derwent Award as theatre off Broadway. 
the most promising actor of Peterson's extraordinary 
the New York season came performance as Bishop, the 
in 1944 by the late actor and 
former president of Actors 
Equity Association. 
Past Derwent winners on 
Broadway include George C. 
Scott, Fritz Weaver, 'Judy 
Holliday, Barbara Bel 
Geddes; Gene Hackman, 
Gene Wilder and Tom Ewe]]. 
Peterson, to be honored at 
the awards luncheon today, 
will receive a $1,0;00 cash 
prize, and ' an  engraved 
crystal egg. 
Some dbservers feel that 
anything about war won't go 
well on Broadway. 
Escapism seems to be the 
.LINA'S TV. 
by  
Lina Pavane l  
vogue on Broadway these 
' ~ days with revivals such • as 
John "The Duke" Wayne died on June 11, 1979, but he left. West Side Story ' and 
behind for his many fans a legacy that will always remain Oklahomat filling houses. 
with us. The forthcoming Camelot, 
As a tribute to his memory BCTV will be doing a special starring Richard Burton, 
selection of all his movies starting on Saturday, June 7, and had an . ~arly advance 
running until Saturday Jtme 14. They are almost all first ]ate $250,000 in the first hours 
shows and will start at approximately 12:05 a.m. each night, after tickets went on sale. 
They include ROOEter Cogburn, The MEn Who Shot Liberty Billy Bishop Goes To War 
Valance, Cahill, United States Marshal, and lots of others, is really,a small, tw/o.man 
Besides John Wayne movies this week, the'Saturday Night musical - -  tough to sell in 
Academy Performance on BCTV is entitled The Girl in the New York at $18 and $20 tops. 
But the audiances that did Park and starts at the usual 9 p.m. 
A New York Clergyman, with a yen for solving crimes, see it often gave Petorsou 
befriends an aspiring' young actress. Her life suddenly and John Gray, who wrote, 
become filled with terror as the result of a series of bizzare, composed and directed the 
events. Stars Barnard Hui~..es as the ClergLt~nan. play, standing ovations. 
"We're closing at the Mo- 
If you miss it on BCTV you can watch it Thursday on NBC rosco, we're not closing the 
at 9 p.m. 
NBC is featuring a two-part movie this week starting show," said Christopher 
Monday at 9 p.m. entitled Wome• in White. We become Wootten, executive director 
involved with the lives of the people behind the scenes in a of the Vancouver East 
large Florida Hospital. We get to delve into the lives of the Cultural Centre and co- 
newly.appointed chief-of-staff and her heart surgeon producer of the play. It was 
husband~ Sounds like a must for all afternoon (and evening) seen by audiences in a dozen 
soap opera fans. Be watching for the conclusion on NBC Canadian cities and 
Tuesday at 9 p.m. Stars Susan Flannery, Stuart Whitman, Washington before c(~ming to 
New York. Kathryn Harrold, Patty Duke Astin. 
• In the mood to watch a little greed, jealousy and power? :'Either we're going to" • move the show into an off- 
Broadway house or we're 
going to move it back to 
Canada." 
Billy Bishop Goes To War 
will close Saturday night 
after 12 public and seven 
preview performances. 
Sources say that costs at 
the 1,000-seat Mornsco. 
Come end Get It, airing on channel 9 Saturday at 1 p.m., 
should fit the bill: This 1936 Samuel Goldwyn production tells 
the tale of father and son pitted against each other for the 
love of a woman. The woman, though, is not particularly 
interested in either one of them. 
An interesting special this week also on channel 9, Ritual, 
,is the exploration of the time-honored Japanese lifestyle. 
You az:e taken on an expediti()n through the automation, the 
daffy workouts of the workers for fitness and the loyalty 
between employer and employee. This airs Th~.rsday at , Theatre,for the play were 
, 11:30 p.m. , • ~ ' • ~ at' about ~15,000 a
, Henry Moore ,  the  internationally-acclaimed scdptor, is ~ 'L ~ : . ~  ~ ' : ~ " : . . . . . .  '~ 
..... portrayed in an hour-long film on channel 9 Wednesday at Investors from Vancouver 
p.m. Robert M. Fresco, Academy Award-winning film- 
maker, directed and produced this documentary 'and and  New York put an estimated $300,000 into the 
managed to capture the essence that is Moore, his dedication production to bring it to 
and his personality. 
If you have missed the Look At Me series on child rearing Broadway. An artistic success, it may wind up as a 
there will be a summarization of the series on Sunday at 5 $400,000 financial flop. 
p.m. on channel 9. • Variety, the trade 
Also, if you have been following the Search For Stars series 
in which eighteen hopefuls entertained you, here are the final magazine of show business, • reported that generally the 
six ehoseo: Louise Bourbeou; Montreal Quebec, Paul Gat- recession is hurting the 
cheli; Winnipeg, Manitoba, Mng Ruffman; Toronto, Ontario, theatre business, too. 
Gary R•ssel; Sidney, B.C. MarleJeseeSimard;St. Leonard, Twenty-three of the 28 
Qebee. and Lillane Stilweil; Toronto, Ontario. eontinuing Broadway shows 
The Naked Civil Servantencores on channel g Saturday at lost ground last week, total 
9:10 p:m. This eyebrow-raising special tells the box oificereceipis declined 
autobiographical tale of Quentin Crisp, A British about fourpercentandpaid 
homosexual, who decided to challenge his right to be himself• attendance was down 6.8 per 
Br;t~in in the 1930's was not ready for this flame.haired' cent to 67.6 per cent of 
you,$ ::.~n v,'ith painted lips and fingernails. He was even capacity. 
ostracized by the homosexual club culture. ~ Variety's figures for Billy 
Crisp found life dangerous but managed to override the Bishop, published Wed- 
violence and fear with a sense of ingenuous amusement. The nesday, • showed paid at- 
Village Voice exclaims 'inspiring' and Variety Ecreams tendance for the first tour 
'brilliant'. John Hurt portrays Crisp, although Crisp himself previews was 3,588 or 88.9 
does appear in the beginning to state, "any film, even the per cent of capacity, with net 
worst of them, is better than real life", earnings of $8,374. 
JUNE 4,  1980 
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your t icket are identical  to and in the same 
order as the winning numbers above, your t icket isel ig ibletowin thecorresponding prize. 
last 6 digits WIN $1,000 
last 5 digits WIN $100 
last 4 digits WIN $25 
last 3 digits Five dollars wodh of Express Tickets 
redeemable  by presenting the WHOLE T ICKET to any partici- 
pating retailer or by following the claim procedure  on the back 
of the ticket. 
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Carol Bell (left), organizer of the Northwest Women's Festival, and 
Brenda Pant, one of the commlffee members, accept,a check for 
$500 from Bruno B01anger, of the Terrace Jaycees. The check'Is 
belng puttoward fundlng for the festival, whlch Isscheduled.to come 
off In June 13, 14 and 15. p.ot0 by Don 5"chaffer 
has a strong emphasis on decentralization, the Counsellor will be expected to 
travel lotheperformanceof hls-herdutles. Llason with Reglonal High School 
Counsellors and conducting tours of the College Campus will. also be pm:t of 
the Counsollor's responsibilities. 
Preferred Quellflcaflans: A Bachelor's Degree with specific training In 
counselling and several years related experience. • 
The appointment will commence on August 1, 1980. Salary ranges from 
$19,7~1.00to $31,675.00 depending upon experience and qualifications. There Is 
a generous range of fringe beneflls. , .  
Applicatlons, accompanled by functional resume, should be sent by June 15, 
1980 end be dlrected to: Mr. Bert Selnen, Counsellor. 
Northwest Community College is accepting applications for the following 
positions: COUNSELLOR 
We are looklng for a person skilled In group and Indlvldual counselling In the 
areas of educational progranh plannlng, career deslgn maklng, study skills 
• development add personal counselllng. Since Northwest' Communlty College 
COORDINATOR OF VOCATIONAL 
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
(NEW POSITION) 
We require a person able to relate to and work well with management and 
labourlnlndusfry, admlnlstratlon, end Insiructors in the college. This person 
should be able to work well es part of a teach and be able to successfully 
assume the leadership role In a team. The base location will be Terrace,' 
however, travel will be required throughout the College region. The Coor- 
dl astor will be t;esponslbie for'coordination Of the work or various participants 
innew and current pr~riliilS, degel0P'ment':' :'; ~ ' " 
Preferred Qualifications: Personsapplylng should have knowledge and skills 
In the fotiowlng eress ;  
-needs assessment and lob analysis In Industry, 
.ewareness of current educational and training philosophies and their 
articulation In program rationale, 
-application of teaching strategies and learning resources at, they relate TO 
program goals, 
.designing evaluation Instruments and Interpreting evaluation data, 
-lucid and concise writing and editing, 
.facility with budget development In the program development process. 
Salary acc()rdlng fo Union Agreement, ranging from $20,664.00 fo $2;I,312.00 
(B.C.G.E.U. 1978.79 sce Is), depending upon qualifications and.or exper lance. 
The mmpetltlon closes June 15, 1~0 and the duties will commence as soon as 
possible thereafter. 
Please send applications to: Mr. F red Wilson; Director Vocational and Trades 
Training. 
VOCA'nONAL WELDING INSTRUCTOR 
ThlsColloge Is committed, wherever it Is flnancllaly and physically feasible, 
to decentralize educational'and training services so that the opportunities for 
education and training are equltabty shored by residents of the raglan. 
Consistent with this philosophy, the College has developed • comprehensive 
welding program Including .welding upgrade, general welding, basic welding 
mdeilo (travelling unit), night school and special courses. 
WeinvHe oppll cations from well.qualified persons, who have a desire to work 
In • team4eachlng sltuotloh, taking rqsponslblllty for the various areas of . 
Instruction as required. ' 
• Qualifications should Include DPW1 and DPW4 or equlva!ent certificate. 
Salary according to Union Agreement, ranging from $18,744.00 to S22,392.00 
(B.C.G.E.U. 1978.79 scala), depending upon'qualifications and.or experience. 
It should be noted that this Is a temporary position, termination at March 31, 
1961, but continuance of the position Is highly possible, sublect to approved 
funding. 
Pleaso send applications TO: Mr. Fred Wilson, Director Vocational end Trades 
Training.. 
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REDEMPTION OF  CASH PR IZES 
Major Cash P,;--~l: Winners of major prizes, including Bonus  prizes may claim their 
prize by following the claim procedure on the back of the ticket. 
Olher Cash Prizes: Other cash prizes, up to and including $1 .000 may be  cashed 
at any br~nch of the Canadian Imperial Bank  of Commerce  in Western Canada,  or  
by following the claim procedure on the back of the ticket• 
In the even1 of d,sc~epsncy belween lh~s hsl and Ihe ofhcml wmnlnQ numbe,s hat as ce,t,hsd by Ih~ 
il~ of the Foundahon. the lanes shall o,eval l  
Norlhwesf Community College Is commlffed to a decentralized educational 
delivery system and offers a wide range of academic, vocatlonah upgrading, 
generot Interasf and community education programs. 
The Health Coordinator Is responsible for' the administration of • variety of 
health ralafed programs, workshops and seminars for the upgrading of health 
personnel and for the general public. The Incumbent will be a member of the ' 
community educaflan services staff and will report to the Director of Con. 
flnulog Education. 
THIS IS A HALF-TIME POSITION. 
Salary according to Union Agreement, ranging from S9,372.00 to $12,156.00 
(B.C.G.E.U. 1978-79 scala), dependlng upon qualifications and-or experience. 
The composition closes :June 15, 1980 and the  dut ies  w i l l  commence ap- 
proximately August 1, 1980. 
Please send curriculum vitae with names of reference to: Mr. G. Baker, 
Dlredor of Continuing Educat ion .  
Phase forward applications for the above positions 
, . . ~  to' the attention of the applicable person(s) at: 
~ NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
P.O. Box/26 
, Terrace, B.C. 
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AI, ANON& SKEENA INTERVIEWERS 
ALATEENMEETINGS HEALTHDISTRICT ONCE MORE WE OPEN GARAGE SALE ,Saturday, LOST - One ladles diamond 
• RIVERS 
: WORKSHOP 
Is open to the public. We 
have  macrame, quilts and 
various wood products. 
:Hours: 9 a .m. .  3 p.m. 
Monday. to Friday. 
. We are always look for 
wood or materlaldonatlons. 
j .  , . . - -  
I N C H E S  AWAY.CLUB 
i'meets every Tuesday night 
,:at 8 In the' Skeena Health 
Un l l . For  Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.4565. 
• ~WEIGHY 
" - " WATCHERS 
Meeting held every Tuesday 
af 7 pm In the Knox Unltecl 
Church Hall, 4907 'Lazelle 
Ave. 
meets Monday evening - -  
6:30 p.m. --.United Church 
basement, Kltlmat. 
TE RRAC E 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS. 
635.9052 
638-1514 • 
635-4646 
Meetings - Monday.  Knox 
United Church • 8:30 p.m. 
Thursday: Mills Memm;lal 
Hospital • 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday - Open meeting - 
Mills Memorial Hospital • 
8:30 p.m. 
FOR INFORMATION 
on the 
BAHAI FAITH 
Phone 
• '635-4865, 635-2632 or 635-9905 
.... The Flay Centre . anytime. 
• 4542 ParkAve. 
638-8211 ~ Rape Relief 
..... Chlldmlndlng Service . Abortion' Counselling. 
Supel.vlsed Programs for & Cr;sis Line for 
children ages 18 months to 5 Women 
years. 638.83811 
Mondays • at ' M i l l s  " 
Memorial Hospital at 8pro. 
Lois 635.7853 
. . -,'or Ann635.2776 
KHimat A.A, Construction 
Group in Kltlmat: .telephone 
\ 63~.3713 
MEETINGS 
Monday - Step Meetings 8:3.0 
pm' Lutheran Church. 
wednesdays Closed 
Meetings •0:30 pm United 
Church.. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 8:30 
pm Skeena Health Unit, 
KItlmat General Hospital. 
AI;Anon J~eetlngs - Tuesday 
• 8 pm United Church. 
BIRTHRIGHT 
Pregnant? in need of sup- 
port? call Birthright 635-3907 
. 34621 Lakelse. Free con- 
f ldentlal  pregnancy tests 
available. 
638-1227 635.3164 
Community Services 
Coming Events 
Notices 
Births 
Engagements 
Marriages 
Obituaries 
Card of Thanks 
In Memortum 
Auctions 
Personal 
Busin .ass PerSonal 
Found 
Lost 
Help Wa~nted 
Situations Wanted 
Property for Rent 
TV &.Stereo 
Musical InstrumentS 
INBEX • 1 
2 Furniture & Appliances 30 
3 Gai'age Sale 31 ' 
4 Motorcycles 32 
5 For Sale Miscellaneous 33 
6 For Rent Miscellaneaus 34 
8 Swap & Trade 35 
9 ' For Hire 36 
lO Pets " 37 
13 Wanted MiscellaneoQs 38 
14 Marine 39 
15 Machinery for Sale 41 
16 Rooms for Rent 43 
19 Ro0on & Board 44 
24 Homes for Rent 47 
25 Suites for Rent '. 48. 
28 Homes for Sale 49 . 
29* . Homes Wanted 50 
wanted to Rent 52 
BUsiness Property 54 
Property forSele 55, 
Business Opportunity 56 
Automobiles 57 
Trucks SS 
Mobile Homes 59 
Tenders • 60 
Property Want'ed 61 
Airc'rafts 63 
Loans M: 
Financial 
Recreational Vehicles 66 
Services 67 
Legal 
Professionals 69 
Livestock 70 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per insertion. Over 20 
words S cents per word..3 or more con. 
secutlve insertions Sl.S0 per inse~;tlon. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for whether run or 
not. Al~olutely no refunds after ad has been 
CLASSIFIED ACt:OUNCEMENTS: 
Notices 5.50 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Engage manta 530 
Marriages 5.50 
ObitUaries 5.50 
Obituaries 5.50 
Card of Thanks 5.SO 
. In Memorlum 5.50 
set  :• ,  
CORRE CT I "0 'NS:"  " . . . . .  +,,~.'~ .... i .... "~"".' i" .'+PHO'N E~$-6~+,~- Classlfled' Advertising 
.... Must be made belore~ s~cond "i~'~Ftio~ "~Pa~'trne~k ~ " 
• =Allowance an be mede for only one Incorrect -*ad. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
BOX NUMBERS: 
Sl.00 pick up. 
,.,$1,7S maileD.., 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
~NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE: 
211 cents per agate line. Minimum charge 
115.00 per insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and TRANSIENT 
ADVERTISING: 
$4.06 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line par month• 06 a four month 
basis only. 
COMING EVENTS: 
DIS five FlatNo0nPLAY days.ReteS2'00'two days: prior DEADLINE 25 words to publication or ess, maximum daY. 
CLASSIFIED: 
11:00 a.m. On day previOus to day of 
publication Monday to Friday• 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER 
other 1hart- BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED' ACCOUNT. 
Service ¢h|rge of S5.00 onall N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING" DESCRI PTIONS: 
NO charge provided news submitted within 
one month, t6.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement pictures. News 
of weddings (write.ups) received one month 
or more after event S10.00 charge, With or 
without, picture. Subject to condeneatloh. 
Payable In advance. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. . - 
VOG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Phone 638-~1 ~
h 
EffecllveOcfober f, 1978 . i20c 
S~n gl e Copy 
By Carrier mth. 3.00 
By Carrier year 3100 
By Mall 3 m th. 15.00 
By Mail 6ruth. 25.00 
By Mall ! yr. 4S.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
Bri)ish Commonwealth and United States at 
America one year 55•00. 
The Herald reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald 
Box Reply service end to repay the customer 
thesum paid for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
BOx.l-epl ies on "Hold" instructions not picked 
up within 10 days of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement wilt be destroyed unless 
mailing Instructions are received. Those 
answering Box N umbers a re requested not to 
send originals of dOCuments to avoid loss. All 
claims of errors in advertisements must be 
received by the publisher within 30 days after 
the first publication. 
It is agreed by file advertiser requesting 
space that the liability of the Herald in the 
event of feHure to publish an advertisement 
or in the event at an error appearing in the 
advertisement as published shall be limited 
to rn a amount paid by the advertiser for only 
one incorrect insertion for me portion of the 
adverfis ng space OCCupied by the incorrect 
or omitted item only, and lhat there shal be 
no liability to any event greater than the 
amount paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements mu..t t'nmlHy with thP 
Br tish Columbia Humd, N~jhts ~(.t wt~, h 
prOhibits any advertising that discriminates 
against any person because of his race, 
religion, .sex, color, ~iationality, ancestry or 
place at origin, or because his age is between 
44 and 65 years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide requirement for the 
work involved. 
TERRRCE KITImRT d 
Classified Mail-in Form 
Your Ad .... 
J 
. . - - . . . . . . -~  
Name Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i l iO lO i l lO l l l e l le l le  lo l l  l ee l i l  l e t  I O O l l 1 4 1  I l l  l }  
Phone Town ........................................ i se  • • • • l l l l e l l l e l l l l l l l l  
• . . . .  No. of days ""~,~;~'a'~a';,i;;~;, . . . . . .  Classification . . . . .  with 
20 words or less: $2 per day cheque or money order  to: 
$4.50 for three consecutive days " DA ILY  HERALD 
for four consecuUve days 3212Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
• $7.50 for five consecutive days VaG 2M9 
33-3412 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B,C. 
• 631k0311 , 
Child Heaith 'Conferences - -  
weekly at Kalum St. every 
Tuesday -1:30 - 3:S0 p.m. 
Phone for appointment: Held 
at Thornhill Elementary, 4th 
Tuesday every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 p.m. Phone for 
appolntmen.t. B~abysit tars 
who. bring children, must 
have ~ parentS' written con- 
sent for. Immunization. 
Adult Immunization Clinks 
- -every  Monday and 
Wednesday -3 -4:10 p.m. By. 
appointment only. 
Prenatal Classes - -he ld  
throughout year  'for ex. 
pactant parents. Phgne for 
details and registration. 
Pr;~natal Breathing & 
Relaxation Exercises - -  
every Monday 1 - 2 p.m. 
Home Nursing Care - -  
Nursing Care In the home for 
those who need it, on referral 
from family doctor. Terrace 
area only. 
Baby's First Year - -  every 
Thursday 10 a.m;.. 12 noon. 
Drop.In classes on Infant 
growth and devolopment~ 
nutrition, play, safety, care 
during II Iness etc.Phone for 
details. 
Preschool Screening Clinics 
held once monthly• 
Developmental,  vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Phone for appointment. 
V.D. C l in ic -  Counselling 
and treatment avail.able. 
Phone for appointment. 
San i tat ion-  Public Health 
!nspedors can assist with 
sanitation problems such as. 
food poisonings ahd com- 
plaints, se'wage disposal, 
I~rk;afe water supplies and 
nuisances. 
' Speech and •Hearing Clinic-- 
Audiology assessments are 
done on  referral by family 
OUR DOORS TO THE June 7, Skeena Mall. 
SENIORS OF THE Sponsored by Terrace 
Northmen Rugby Club. 
COMMUNITY Cars, boats, freezers, 
furniture, stereo equip. 
We offer meat, odds and ends. (p3. 
COFFEE 6j) 
CONVERSATION 
- & 
• ;CRAFTS The Canadian Coast Guare 
in a frie'ndly Base at Prince Rupert 
Drop.In Centre c~'dlafly invites the Public 
atmosphere to .participate I~ COAST 
GUARD DAY, S(mday, June 
We supply 8, •1980, featuring an 
• MATERIALS exhlbltl(m of Coast Guard 
INSTRUCTION Vessels, helicopters and 
& equipment used to promote 
TRANSPORTATION safe navigation. Doors oper~ 
as well as an area for at 1230hours. 
relaxation. '.For more in- PROGI~AM 
formation about these'and,1300 hours Life Raft 
"other activit ies, please dsployment 
phone. 635.2265 and ask for 1320 hour.s' Buoy laying 
Skeena,Centre. See.you there operat ion 
anytime between 8 am and 1330•h°urs Flares and line 
3:30 pm Monday through throwing~demonsh'aflon 
1340 hom;s Fire monitor 
Friday. 
• TERRACE i demonstration 
1~0 hours C100 Stung rides 
WOMEn'S 1400 hours Helicopter rldos 
. CENTRE O!~ DISPLAY 
--ASupportServlce Buoy tender "Alexander 
For Women-- Mackenzie" 
4711 L az(~lle A;venue Sea|;ch and ' Rescue cuttor' 
Behind T illicum Theatre "Ready" 
635-5145 Radio and electronic 
Drop in: 9 am.  5 pm Monday equipment 
thru Thursday. Buoys 
9am - 4 pm Friday. We offer Beacon l ights and work 
a comfortable relaxed at-shops 
'mosphere 1o meet and share Generators 
Ideas• Children are welcome.' Fog Detectors and horns 
Evening Programs PollutlonClea'nup equipment 
begin at a Sikorsky helicopter 
flexible 7:30 pm (p4-6Ju) 
Mondays 
• suPport group for women THE CATHOLIC Womens 
concerned about the aging League of Terrace wil l  be 
process, holclng Its last met ing  
Wednesday Nights before summer .following 
1st. open coffee house. 2nd - the 7:30 Mass, .on Wad- 
single pai'ents night, nesday, June !1, 1900. A l l ' .  
Thursday Nights wemlm of the parish.are 
1st and 3rd - women's night Invited to attend, even If' 
out. 2nd. general meetings, only tohave coffee with us. 
4th. men and women's night (ps.11Ju) 
physician or community 
health nurse. Hearing 'aid WOMEN 
assessments..ar`e., done.. ,on . . . . . . . . . .  "*.~ ADDICTS . 
refei;ral by:famll yphy+:dci~In~ ,:.- : ,, A se!f.siJl)l~r+t grou~ 
Meetings: 7:30 p.m. every 
Tuesday at the Women'.' 
Centre, 4711 Lazelle. Fat 
m()re Informa'tlon call 635 
5025 • Denise, 635.4393 
Pauline 
MEALS ON WHEELS 
avai lable to elderly, 
handlc apped, ' chronically 
ill or convalescents - -  hot 
Assessment and therapy 
conducted for speech, 
language, voice and stut- 
tering problems - preschool 
through adult. Preschool 
screening conducted in 
conjunction with Nurse's 
monthly screening clinic. 
Long Term Care --  
Assessment and planning for 
those elkjIble for Long Term 
Care. 
Community • Vocational. 
Rehabilitation Services - -  
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done b'y 
consultant. 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Tuesday at B:30 p.m. 
In St. Maffhew" s Anglican 
Church basement. 
Phone 
635-4427 
after 6:30 p.m. 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES provide 
assistance with household 
management an(; daily 
living activities to.aged, 
handicapped, con. 
va lescents, chronically ill, 
etc. 
4711 Lezelll Ave. 
CAR WASH at the Gulf Self- 
Serve on Lakelse Ave on 
Friday June 6, from 4 pm- 
8pro, and Saturday June 7, 
from 11.4:30 pm Proceeds 
to Skeena School Spring 
Prom. $2 for a wash and 
waxl 
(pS.6Ju) 
HARI. EY,S. , l 
PA INT ING& 
DECORATING 
Drywall- Stucco-Tile 
Linoleum & Carpet 
Free estimates 
Phone 638.109S 
(an~-14)5.8o) 
CEDAR SHAKES 
FDR SALE 
fu'll course meals delivered Lasting ,L)erformance, 
Monday,  Wednesday, Comfortand beauty for your 
Thursday• Cost: Minimal. home. Competitive prices 
Phone Homemaker" Ser- andadvantages compared to 
vices, other roofing materials. 
635.-5135 Other uses: Exterior and 
Interior decorating. Ask us 
about it. 
HEXAGON"  
Forest Products Ltd, 
63S-3231 
(ctfn.7.05.80) 
THE PROVINCIAL Music 
Festival from June 5.7. 
Tickets available at Sight 
& Sound. The Skesna Mall 
on May 31. R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre from June 5.7. Out 
of Towners phone Marllyn 
Davies at 635.6468. 
(pl0.7Ju) 
DEBT COUNSELLOR and 
CONSUMER COM- 
PLA INTS OFFICER. 
Funded by B.C. Dept. of 
Co'nsumer Services. 
Terrace Community 
Services Building, 4711 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V0G 1T3. Free 
government sponsored aid 
to anyone having debt 
problems through over- TERRACE ELEMENTARy~ 
extended credit,  schools are holding their 
THE DRAW for the raffle of 
the Terrace Women's 
Resourco Cent¢e has been 
postponed until June 15th, 
(ps'.6Ju) 
annual track and field 
meet on June 7 at Skeeoa 
Secondary's field. Starting 
time for the athletes Is 0:45 
8111. 
(pS.6M) 
Budgefllng advice 
available• Consumer 
complaints handled. Area 
covered - 70 mile radius 
from Te trace Including 
Kltlmat. Counsellor visits 
Klt lmat Community 
Services, 120 Nechako TERRACE FITNESS 
Centre, on a regular basis. 
Terrace office open dally Funfest spectator show 
2:30to 5 p.m.P.M. - phone 
638.1256 for appointment. 
AJ~. • phone 635-5135/ 
of 
national ~tars .on, 
Skateboards, Trampoline, 
rollerskates, F rlsbee, 
Fashion Show. Saturday 
June 21 7:35 p.m. at the 
Arena. $2 and $1 ticketS. 
(p19-20Ju) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donatiom of good, clean TERRACE FITNESS 
clothing, any household Funfast Sunday June 22. 
Pancake breakfast. 
Parade 10 a.m. Challenge 
eventB Buggy race, relier 
skating and swimming. 
Display booths. Food 
Challenge cup bike road 
race. 
(p19-20Ju) 
items, toys eta. for their 
Thr i f t  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635. 
5233or leave donations at the 
Tl l r i f t  Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 am and3 pm. Thank 
you. '  . . -  
F ILTER QUEEN 
Sales & Service 
Phone 
635.7096 
(am.IS.05.80) 
J. Hoyle B. Comm. 
J. HByle B. Comm. 
Business Consultants 
speclallHng In bookkeeping, 
recruiting, marketing and 
personal taxation. Phone 
635-7855 
evenings& Saturdays , 
(am-l-05.80) 
• VOICE PAGING 
Complete coverage In 
Terrace and Kltlmat. Call 
cdlect for an appointment 
with our representative. 
PERCOM 
SYSTEMS L IM ITED 
624-4960 
(am~10A) 
THORNHILL 
EXCAVATING 
Basdments, 
Water & sewer lines 
Septlctanks 
635-5347 
(a.6A) 
~'i Call 
CEDAR DESIGN 
CONSTRUCTION & 
R E NOVATIONS 
forall your carpentry needs. 
Reasonable rates. No J 0b too 
small. Phone 
635~1656. 
(am.l~S-00~ 
I 
Earn extra money 
Be a 
Herald, 
paper,carrier , 
md sapphire dinner ring. 
Phone 635.2200 ask for 
Betty. 
( pS.6J u) 
LOST. set of keys. Lost near 
Goulet Street on Tuesday 
at 9 p.m. Phone 635.9493 
anytime. 
"(p3.10J u) 
PARTS PERSON trainee 
wantod for heavy duty 
truck shop. Apply •In 
.person to Marwyn Truck. 
Sales, 5020 Hwy. 16 West o r 
phone 635.7211. 
(cB-BJu) 
NEEDED:  Person with rock 
rake attachment fo r  
tractor to do a large back 
yard. Needed as soon as 
passible. Please call 635. 
6357 before 5 p.m. or 630- 
1753. 
;(sffn.29.05-80) 
I'Do you possess Inu 
I ability to become a: 
I Successful 
'Executive? 
THEN 
We war~t YOUR talents 
We NEED your talents 
I.et's grow TOGETHER 
WE ASK THE 
:aLLOWING OF YOU: 
1. Compatibility with 
Willingness to'relocate 
2. people 
Minimum Grade 12 
education 
4. Front line 
determination 
WE OFFER: 
1. Pride in ybup :;. 
i accomphshnie=nts 
o. Good Dositions , 
3, :Good be ilefitS-•:,:~,~,,!'~, 
.4. L-iooo romunerallon 
But most important of all 
a, chance for a,secure 
and successful future. 
Excellent opportunity for 
recent graduates. 
mart - -  
CANADA, LIMITED 
Call: 
Mr. Coulter 
K mart 
• Skeena Mall 
(atfn-5-05-80) 
DISTRICT 
OF KITIMAT 
VACANCY 
CARPENTER • 
Applications are Invited 
for. the pooltlon "of CAR- 
PENTER. The" successful 
oppllcant should possess a 
Carpenter's T.Q. as well as 
several years experience In 
building maintenance and 
small new construction 
projects. 
1980 Union Rato:_$11.35 per 
hour 
Some relocation expenses 
will be advanced to suc. 
cessful applicant. 
Please submit your ap- 
plication In 'confldon(:e to: 
Personnel Office, 
District of Klflmat, 
270 CIty Cenh'e 
Kltlmat B.C. 
VeC 1T6 
For further Information 
please call 604-632.2161. 
Cldslng Date: July 4, 1980 
(a2.6,16Ju) 
COUNSELLOR2 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.- .  
To offer Outpatient Ser. 
vice to alc.ohol and drug 
dependent persons. Must be 
able to work with minimum 
supervision. Duties Include 
cllent counselling, " 
assessment, referral, case 
conference participation, 
documentation and much 
community contact. Sx. 
perlence working with 
Native Indians an asset. 
Minimum Qualifications: 
BSW; or RSW; or University 
degree In Social Sciences 
plus two years related ex- 
perience; or Secondary 
School graduation or 
equivalent plus eight years 
relatod experience. 
selery: $1,$25,00 
Send Resumes to: ,-The 
Chairman, Alcohol and Drug 
Committee, 3412 Kalum 
Street, Room 80, Terrace, 
B.C., VgG 2N6. 
Closing Date: June 17, 
191)0. 
(M.26,28,30M,2,4,6,9,13Ju) 
. , , . . ,  . ; '  . : "  ;. : ' ,  
REQU IRED for consumer 
surveys. Experlnce not 
necessary. Specific in. 
structlom with each stuW 
sent out. Hourly rate an d 
expenses aid. Door-to.door • 
inforvlewing In sole(:te~l 
locations. Weekdays" :~1.#, - 
Saturdays 104. Applicants : .  :' 
must be neat In ap- .. 
pearance and speak 
English well. Car  oseen. 
lial. 
Anyone with permanent 
position or looking fo r  
steady lob need not apply. 
For- further Information, 
ccnta~ Canadian Fad.B, 
SthFleor - 1112 W. Peatier, 
Vancouver, B..C. VBE 2S1 
(cs.10J) 
NEEDED ' - -  
in the following areas 
Thornhill ','. :i 
Kirsh, Maple,' Kulspah 
Sende; Toynbee, "'Old 
.Lakelse rak~ Rd., 
Muller,: Emplre, 1 
Newell,. Seaton. 
,Terrace 
Tweedle, Munree, River 
Dr:, Skeena Valley, . 
Thomas, Pheasant, 4600 
Davis, 4600 Scoff. 
Kitimat 
Whittlesoy, Swannella, 
Currle, Anderson, 
Baker, Carswelh Dunn, 
Davy.  
If you are Interested In 
any Of the following 
routes please phone 
635-6357 • 
between 9am- 5 pm 
- (nc.ffn) 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS to 
sell Watklns products. Set 
your own hours. Pick your 
own area. Pensioners 
welcome. Wholesalers also - 
needed urgently In 
Terrace, K l t lmat  and 
Prince Rupert to supply 
other dealers, No car 
required. Retired: dealors 
'.":'~elc~me back. Dal ly cash 
• pay. Phone (112) 675-2932 
or wrlte Box 1130 Salmon 
Arm. 
(cl0.9Ju) 
NEEDLECRAFT Op. : 
portunlty. Be creative. 
Earn extra Income. Our 
beautiful craft kits are fun 
to demonstrate and easy to 
sell. .Generous com- 
missions No Inventory. 
Free hostess glfte. I need 
someone In the Terrace 
area. Contact Janet 
Connolly 1376 2nd Ave. 
Trail BC V1R 1L9. 
(cs.12Ju) 
THE TORONTO Dominion 
Bank requires an ex. 
perloncedposter. Apply in 
person." 
(c7.13Ju) 
LICENSED AUTOMOTIVE 
Mechanic required. 40 . 
hours week. Competitive 
rates. Full company 
benefits. Apply In person 
to: Mi'. T..Cou!tor, K mart 
. CansdaLtd., Skeene Mall. - 
(atfn.7.0s.g0) 
FUND RAISING program 
for local cha~'ltles, chur- 
ches, non.profit groups. 
and sport associations Is 
available. Interested 
groups should Contact Mr.  
McCarthy or Mrs. Stewart 
at 635.6357 days. 
(nc.ffnt 
AVON-  
Join Canada's No. 1 ladles. 
Avon representatives have 
more fun. 
Shellah 635-5486 
Dlanne 635-5013 
635-7496 
(ct fn.MWF-3.6.80) 
QUALIFIED CARPENTER, 
tradesman. Fully 
equipped with air tools. 
Available for renovations, 
cuetom cabinets, arborlte, 
formica Installations. Will 
consider all other types of 
flnlehlng work. Phone 635- 
5708. 
(c10.13Ju) 
PLUMBER looking for 
work. Reasonable rEhlS. 
,Phone 7911-2412. 
(c10.19Ju) 
410 JOHN DEERE for hire 
or contract for land- 
ScBplhg. Backhoe and 
dump truck. Also black top 
soil fo|; sale. Phone 635- 
4081. 
, (ct~.2-6.w) 
/ ,  
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28, .... ' 
TV & STEREO 
30; FURNITURE . 
& APPLIANCES 
r 
33. FOR SALE 
MISC, 
34. FOR RENT 
MISGi 
3"/, : I~ETS!= :~ 
f 
I 
. , , . ,  
YAMAHA 610 receiver dual . TRC4S7 
turn tab l~.Best  o f fe r .  
Phone after 4 p.m. 632-5108 
(cS - t01) . .  
ONE ELECTRIC plane' . 
Excellent cond, Asklng 
price. $400. 635 3S42 afte.r 
S: 30 weekdays, 
(cs-12Ju) 
MOOSE HORN (:offee table 
foi" sale. Offers? Phone 
635.6479 or view at 2709 
Keefer. (p4.9]) 
STOVE in good working 
order. $80.00. Phone 635.- 
6963. 
(ps.9Ju) 
REALISTIC bass 
side band with testers, 
powermlke, antenna, poles 
and extras. Asking $200.00. 
1 Ssnval V8F scanning 4 
channel. PROS $450.00 1 
Datsun Canopy G601~ 
belted, fubless wide track 
with chrome rims. 1 
aluminum storm screen 
door. Phone 5-2668. 
(e3.gJu) 
"FAIRBANKS MORSE Model 
Z stationary engine. Style 
C self oiling. Working 
condition. 1974 Capri with 
35,000 miles. 638.1684 or 
655.3395. 
(pS-11Ju) 
' 1 HALL-RENTALS 
Oddfellows Ha l l -  3222 
Mu~r, oe. For further In. 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
PHILCO HARVEST gold 635-5661. (affn7.8.79TuJ=r), 
frldge & stove.set. Good ~ , , 
condition. $250. set. Also HALL RENTALS - -Odd-  
Kimball  upright pleno fellows Haft - 3222 MUnroe. 
Excellent condition. For further Information 
$2000.00 aBe Lessons phone 635.2794 or 635-5661. 
avallubla. Phone 635.6963. (affn7.8-79-Tu,Fr) 
(pS-9Ju) 
FRIDGE & STOVE for sale. 
3 yrs. old. Harvest Gold. 
8500. Firm. Phone 638-8449. 
(p6.6/)A) 
Electrotux 
VACUUM 
CLEANER 
for sale 
Excellent working order 
with brand new hose. 
Bags and filter Included. 
Phone 
638-1753 
(attn.9.05.80) 
PURE6RED Old Eng!lsh 
SheelXlOg. 6 weeks old. 
Asking $175.00 ea. Phone 
632.4035. 
(cS-11Ju) 
NORWEGIAN Elkhound 
male pupples (Medlum 
slze, huskey.llke breed] 
phone 632-5077. 
(cS-12Ju) 
GARAGE SALE at 2692 
Penner Street. At 10.2. On 
Sunday June 8. Guitar, 
Sewing Mechlne, electric 
dove etc. 
(pl-oJu) 
NEIGHBOURHOOD garage 
safe at 4622 Munthe. Starts 
.... at .10 a.m. 
~' . : , (pl-OJu) 
GIANT GARAGE sale Sat. 
• June 7 et 10 A.M. Sports, 
Garden& household Items. 
Al l  I tems,at  bargeln 
prlcen. 4815 McConnel1635. 
9340. 
(p4-6Ju) 
19/I HONDA 400 635.3738 
after 6 p.m. (p4.91) 
79XS !100 YAMAHA Special 
motorbike, 16,000 km. 
Good condition, Phone 
after 4 p.m. 632.$188. (c$. 
101) 
2978 RNUI0 SUZUKI dirt bike. 
In excellent condition. 
Phone 635-5019 after 6 p.m. 
(pS-13Ju] 
1976 C6750 K.G. Lots of 
Chrome. Must be seen to 
be appreciated. Ph 635. 
36~ or view at 3239 River 
Drive. 
(p3.10Ju) 
1975 250. CAN AM. Good 
oenditkin. Phone after 5 & 
weekends 635-2859. 
(ps-12Ju) 
1977. /50 CC Honda c-w 
tolrlng, tapedeck. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. 
Phone 638.1676. 
(p10.11Ju) 
Harley Davidsen Motor 
cy¢los. Northern BC 
dealer. 
North Country Sports and 
Equipment. PO Box 100. 
Now Hazelton BC Phone 
842.6269. 
(cffn.2-6.80) 
FEED GRAIN for sale. 
Basis loaded In bulk. 
F.O.B. Prince Rupert. 
Graln screening pellets. 
$75. per metric ton by the 
carload. Mixed feed oats 
$65 per ton. 10 ton rain. 
No. 1 feed S.S.G.S. 
(Broken Wheat) $95. per 
ton • 10 ton minimum. 
Phone Rod Alderdlce at 
~4.6110 or 624-~013. Arc: 
fie Grain P.R. 
(c15-13M) 
FOUR MAN TENT.' Pool 
table wi th  marble slate. 
40xl ,. Chesterfield & Chair. 
E~¢ellent Condl'tlon Single 
~d.  Phone 625.7510. 
; (I~-6M) 
WANTED:' Electric air 
compressor, used frldge In 
running condition. Also 
looking for 5-15 acre parcel 
of land outside of town. 
Phone 635-6941. 
(p$-6Ju) 
* WANTED 
by local manufacturing 
mi l l -  large dimension 
logs. (10" and up):Of all' 
species. 
Phone 
635.3231 
Hexagon 
Forest 
Produds 
(cffn.5-05.80) 
"CAS H 
For old batteries from 
cars, ~ucks, and cats. 
Will pick.up. Phone 635- 
4735. 
(pm.20Ju) 
010 YOU KNOW 
QU E E N SWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum 638.1613 
Is not only Terrace's most ~ 
unlq0e second hand store 
-- but also have a good 
sel'ec:tlon of glffware for 
ever,~ occaslen. 
Brasswere - Wicker. Dak 
frame ber mirrors . 
Antique reproductions . 
Packsacks . Guns - 
Ammunit ion.  Fishing" 
rods and reels 
Bucknlves. Rukoscopes- 
Hand guns - Rifles. 
GOOD USED 
FURNITURE 
and A P, PLIANCES 
GUNSMITHING 
REELS REPAIRED 
All at the lowest prices In 
town. We Invite you to 
come and browse. 
WE - -  BUY, --. 
- -  SELL- -  TRADE - -  
(atfn.T u,W,F.21-05.80) 
40 H.P. EVINRUDE out- 
board motor. Complete 
with controls. Runs well. 
$600- OBO. Boat trailer In 
excellent condition. Will 
accommodate uP to 16 ft, 
beat.$480OBO. Phone 635- 
9731. 
( pl-6J u) 
22' MONTEOO Deep V 225 
OMS inboard outboard, 
trlm tabs, tandem axle, 
shorllner trailer. $10,500. 
Days 847-4478 night 847. 
3805. 
' (p18-11Ju) 
19/6 24' FiBERFORM With 
command bridge. 233 
Mercrulser, FWC, CB, 
depth sounder, head, full 
galley, anchor package, 
full canvas & new dual 
batteries, plus more. 
$17,200. Phone 638.1879 
after 5 p.m. 
(p10.19Ju) 
21' BAYLiNER hardtop, 165 OUPLEX for sale. Oneunlt IFlick rny11971VWSTATIONWAGON. TWO 19/'8 FORDplckups 1973'NTERNATIONALlton 
has three bedrooms, the. " needs new. motor. Must FI50• 6 cylinder, 3 speed. 4x4 flat deck. 25,000 miles. 
merc, low hours, new canvas, fishing motor, other four, plus a one ' sell. $450 OBO Cross Perfect runnlng condition Offersto$3500.0014Vs'K& 
sounder. VHF, .galley, bedroom suite In I ~ . ~  country skils 150 cm. wood Lo,.'. miloage. Asking C beet with 50 HP motor- 
stand up head, sleepsS, fop basement. Close to school with motai bindings. $25. $5,195. each. Apply at 2- Trailer and oanvas' top. 
condition. $10,700. Van- and hospital. Asking Phone635.3254 evenings& Terrace Trailer Court. or Offers to $2500. Phone 635. 
couver 298-7551. $95,000. Phone 635-2417. weekends, phone 635-6756. 2348. 
(pm.27J u) / (p3.6,10,13Ju) ,(cffn-2-6-80) /(p4-3,6,1O,13Ju) 
, (cs.9Ju)- Flick your way to 1974 TOYOTA Landcrulser 
18//=' DOUBLE eaglel New TWO BEDROOM well SOS and success,.. 1932 WlLLYS (4x4) 221 Ford melntalned house. Ex- motor. •.Panel body. ~954 4x4. With or without.8,000 " : : warn winch. Good con. 1971 DODGE VAN. Good 
motor. Trim tabs. Cooking cellant condition. $45,000. Wlllys ~4x'4) 327 Chev. oondltion. Phone" 63,5.5088 facilities. New canvas. ' 1 Feature one of the worlcl's ditlon. Phone 635.9337 or 
Depth. sounder, Phone 635"- Phone 635.2977 after S, p.m. b0st known produc.ts. Modified I~ody. Phone 635. view at 4613 Straume. after 6 pm. 
or 638.81~ for appointment 2733. ,*~i " (c10-19Ju) (sffn.S.21.80) 
9053, to view" Good assumable Over 365 million sold lasl " (p4-11Ju) . 
(cffn•2.6-80) mortgage. (cffn.4.6.80) yearl 
• N0 SELLING.. • start•Part. 1979 HONDA CIVIC. Low 
BOAT SEATS, pull out Into.  'mileage, near new con- Mechanical . sleepers. Satellite Vinyl 3 BR HOUSE with basement time and build at your own pace on V= acre. lot In town. to full-time. Idea for man and dltion. 1978 Chev 3/4" t.on 
wife. . -•  pickup. VO;auto. 2 gas 
and Fabrics. Custom Phone 635-4591. ' tanks&cadopytop.Can be 
upholstery. RR3John's (cg-13Ju) TOP ACC0UHTS...read¢.. Viewed af Terrace Designer 
Road. Terrace. Phone 635- andavailable to be turned over, 
4548. to qualilie'd individuals who~ Chrysler'slot. Contact Bob 
(ctfn-2-5-80) 3 BR BASEMENT home in wish to earn top a01lars. • at Scotlabank concerning 
Thornhlll. $38,500. Phone bids. 635:2261. Northwood Pulp and Timber Limited requi{es • 
i977 SMOKERCRAFT river 635-4384. Company provides automatic " (cffn.1-05.80) a Mechanical Designer for its Wood Products 
boat. C-W folding top,; (cffn,3.6-80) merchandising equipment, 
windshield, out-board let,s, supplies, accounts, complete 1966 CHEV IMPALA. 307 V.8 Division. This position provides an opp0rtun- 
trailer and extras, r~500. NEARLY NEW 3 BR home. training and secured locations, englne.'Auto .transmission. ity fpr personal growth and advancement with- 
OBO. Phone 635.9242. Carpeted throughout full You provide a desire to Good running condition in an expanding organization for an individ- 
(p7.6Ju) basement. Fireplace; succeed in your own business $195 OBO Phone 635-4790 ua] who possesses a high degree of initiative. 
• ensulte. Carport. and a minimum investment of after. 5 P.M. 
22~/2' CABIN CRUISER. 200 ,Assumable 10V~ percent $5.990.00. (p2-oJu) We need someone with demonstrated 
HP Volvo motor. 3 way mortgage. Price $76,500. Company provides liberal mochinery design and drafting skills together 
• frldga & ~;tovo with trailer. Close to school. Phone financing for expansion for 1979 ELK. MONTE CARLO. with experienc(~ in equipment layout, r esti- 
Asking price $9500. Phone . after 6 p.m. 635.6439. qualified applicants. 2 yrs left "on extended mating and project planning. The position 
638.8348. (c10-12Ju) If.you qualily we'll fly you at warranty. P.W., P.B., involves close co-ordination of projects with 
' (clO.4Ju), our expense to our Canadian P.S., factory cassette, operations personnel as well as some field 
WANTED TO BUY, rent or 3 BR "HOUSE with finished headquarters, in Milton. Ont.. smoked glass removable basement. Located In work an(] on-site supervision. Good communi- where you may Inlay a roof. Summer & winter 
lease. Herring skiff with Copperside Estates. Fhonb complete tour of our 60.000 outboards. Write to Mr. 635.3350 after 6 p.m. square.f00t plant and learn radials.,  Undercoated cation skills are essential to deal effectively 
deluxe Interior. $7,000 or both/internally and with outside conti'actors Nellson P.O. Box 2000, (n12-10Ju) more about the huge profits o 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 4C5. available to you in automatic I will ' consider cash end and consultants. 
(c20.18Ju) merchandising, trade for large motor- Northwood'Pulp andTimber Limited is an 
- cycle. Phone 635.9191 days integrated forest products company employ- 
Call Dominion Lighter Sales or 635-3964 evenlngs~ 
marketing division, NOW, . - (c10-18Ju) ing approximately 2,300 people. Our Wood 
COLLECT: ,,,; Products Division iscomprised of Four saw- 
(416)878-0591or - "  . 197"9 . CHRYSLER New mills, a recently-acquired plywood plant, a 
WANTED TO RENT by two (416) 878-0592 ~" Yorker. 23,000 K.M. Fully waferboard plant in Chatham, N.B., and a sac- 
- responsible working men. 
19B0 WHITE Logging Truck. Two or- preferrably three Asklor James Marlln. Ext. 96: equipped. Asking $10,500 and waferboard operation w]~ich is currently 
Fully equipped. Reedy to bedroom house, suite or OBO,Interested .parties under construction in Bemidji, Minnesota. 
go. Call after 4 p.m. 635- apartment. Phone 635.2744 DOMINION LIGHTER SALES only - 632-4055. 
9759 or 638-8205. and leave message. Ont. [ (c5-11Ju) The company offers an attrai:tive starting 
salary and benefits program, including reloca- 
(cl0-6Ju) (sffn.5.27-S0) 25 MPG ,71 PLYMOUTH tion assistance, to Lhe successful applicant. 
PARTS .FOR HDI1 - In- YOUNG COUPLE wffh three: CORNER GROCERY. store Scamp. 2 door hard top. I*f you feel that you have the necessary quali- 
iectlon fuel pump, turbo- children, would llke to rent and 2 BR house. Equip*- Slant 6. Comes with new 
charger ,  front Idlers; a 2 or 3 bedroom house, meet Included. Located in snows. Beautifulcondltion. fications to take on a challenging position 
rollers for undercarriage, . preferably furnished, by prime residential area. $1895 635.2803 Ask for apply, in confidence, to: Personnel Super- 
Store does a good year Randy or leave message,  visor-Timber, Northtoood Pulp and Timber. 
gears for F50 wlnohes. July h.phone 635.6756. 
Phone 635.2427 or 2801 (stfn.28-05-80) round turn over. Write to . (p4-12Ju) Limited, P•O. Box 9000. Prince George, B.C. 
• box 1250, c-o Daily Herald. ' 
Cramer Street. J V2L 4W2; (cffn-2-6-80) . 1976 GRAN TORINO 2 door 
(pl0.20Ju) ESTABLISHED GROCERY hard top. Good condition. 
• nor thmood 
pulp and timber Hmited 
1966 DODGE tandem dump business for sale. Al l  351$2700.12 foot aluminum 
truck In good running fixtures, equipment and . boat and trai ler $600. 
stock~ Good lease on "Phone 635.7766. 
order. Phone 635-7650 (c. 1800 SQ. FT. retail store building. For mpre in. 
ffn-4-6~0) (ctfn-2~.80) 
iocatlonavallable for lease formation write Box 1248 ~ .. .. . 
MASSEY.HARRIS farm on Lazelle Avenue. Car- care of DallyHerald.. .... ' . '  
tractor with front end poted with finished In- 
loader. Phone635.6403 (p3- terior. Good corner 
location with ample 
6j) parking. Contact C Mc- 
FORD ~00 dump truckGood Corthy at 635-6357 or phone 
condition., Phone 635.5029. Vancouver at 255.1939. 
1 • (p3.10Ju) , (cffn-2.6.80) 
LATE 1973 Ford tandem 6500 SQUAR~ feet prime 
truck. LT9000, 318 Jimmy. retail space. Nechako 
Truck in very good con- Centre In Kltlmat. Apply 
ditlon. Brand new Knlgh't scquol Developments Ltd. 
dump box. Phone 635.42B2 650 Kuldo Blvd. Kltlmat. 
after 6:00 p.m• 632.2333. 
(cS-9Ju) (ctfn.2-6.80) 
1979 • 740 JOHN DEERE 
skidder. For Information 900 SQ. FT. on second floor. phone 842.6341. Air conditioned. Located PLAN FOR THE Trailer for sale • 12x60 . Well kept 3 bedroom The price isrightl Three 
(cS-9Ju) et 4623 Lekelse Phone 635- FUTURE: 3 acres of good condition, pa.rtly home on 80x200 ft. land. bedroom home, 1000 sq. 
2552. vacant land in Horseshoe furnished. Price to be seeped lot. Listed at ft., auxillery wood heaf, 
1966 WHITE 335 Cummins. (cffn-2.6.80) area. Asking price negetleted. $46,500. For an ap. located in golf. course 
With 14 foot gravel box. $60,000. Call Horst or 3 bedroom, full basment polntment o v iew.  give . area. Call Keith. 
$14~500• W/4 Ford Limited FORRENTorlease.1386sq. Christel Godlinski. MLS. home on acrnage. House Joy a call. 
4 door 6800 miles $1,650. ft. In downtown location, has wc~l burning furnace • Well kept and cleon 70xt4 
Phone 635-9576 or 635-6827. Formerly used as a retail Expanding Shoe Repair with electric hack.up Excoptlenally attrecflve mobile home for sale. 
(ctfn.2.6.80) business but available for Business for sale In system. Covered undeck familyheuseon Paquefte. Includesall ' furniturea 
other uses. Possibility of commercial area of over carport. Located Three bedrooms up and end appliances. On 
renting edlacent one Tbornhil l .  Business approx. 10 mi ld  out of two 'downsteirs, 2 75xi00 lot. Listed at 
bedroom suite in .con- premises are in • 960 sq. town on Kleanze Drive. fireplaces. Sliding doors 32,000. Call Pat today fur 
junction with store. For ft. concrete blockbuilding Call Christel. or Horst ~ off dining room and your viewing., 
further details contact - designed for a second Godllnski. fo r  more ' master bedroom, into " , 
3 BR TRAILER. For family Danny Sheridan at Pruder~ storey. All inquiries to details. • ~overed sUndeck with 
with two children. No & Currle (1976) Ltd. - 4648 Judy. • • parle below.' Attached looking for a well 
singles. No pets. Ph. 635. ' LokeiseAve.,orphone635- Have a Iling as a home Sifuatod on large maintained home in 
2482 or view at 3319 Kofoed 6142.. " , Breathtaking vlewl Over Scrags. Drive. (cS-11Ju) 2Y= acres of exceptional owner In this oMer one ,85x425 lot, nicely land. Horseshoe area with 
' bedroom home in Hor- scapod. Asklng.$69,S00. natural*gas heat, eir 
(p2.6Ju) view property, very seshee area of Terrace. Call Christel or Horst conditioning, built-in 
, private and secluded. ! Quality constructed. In the center of the living, Oodlinskl for details, dishwasher, landscaped 
Home offers 2500 sq. ft. of kitchen and dining room MLS. fenced yard, double 
¢omfert on two levels, is an open circular metal ~ carport, Shew firoplaca, 
full basement and a good 
• 2% ACRES - recreational Large foyer, rec room, fireplace. Beet the rent Large family home plus a essumeble mortgage? 
property• Top end of bath, 2, guest rooms and problem by becoming a h;ee house for the kldsl 
ROOMS FOR RENT in Katum Lake. Phone 635. laundry are found on home owner. All offurs Attrective 4. bedroom, 
mobile tnotel complex. 2540 after 6 p.m. (c3-6D entrancelevel. The upper considered. For 'more home outside municipal LOOKING FOR A 
North Kalum Trai ler level "consists of living information, call Judy. boundaries featuresa MORTGAGE TO.  
Court. Frldge In each' CHOICE COMMERC.IAL lot end dining rooms, kit. lergewoeded lot, garden, ASSUME? We he,;e lust 
room. Community kitchen, at 4653 Park Avenue. chen, lr/2 baths and three ROOM FOR , and fruit trees. Master listed a new three 
Laundry facilities. $50 Asking $39,000. bedrooms. Large win. EVERYONE. Moveyour bedroom has ensuite bedroom, home on Cot. 
single, $37.50 double. Reasonable offers will be (lows and glass doors mother.ln.law into her plumbing, Ashley heater tonwendDriveaf$71,500. 
Phone 635.9473, 635.2177. considered. Contact open every room to the own private suite, collect in rumpus room, built.in Among its excellent 
(c40-6J,) MarlonWoodlandatAland. sweeping panorama of revenue on the second china cabinet in dining features are a large 
- Realty, Prince George at nature. This property has suite and you still have room. Sundeck off living kitchen, oil.wood c0m- 
563.3332 or 562-4648. many extra features and the total privOcy of the room. Priced to sell at bination furnace, . 
(cffn-Th,F,5-6.80) b located only 10 minutes 1300 square feet main $69,000. Call Pet toclayl heateletor fireplace, 
[ from town. An ideal hide- floor..Lurge room set of f  rumpus room, 2 
LOT FOR SALE et Cop. away for the busy from main living area. LOOK NO FURTHERI bathrooms and a Iov'ely 
perslde Estates. Water professional er executive, would be suiteble for Drop ln to our otfke and view. Not much cauh Is 
3 BR HOUSE on Queensway . hookup. Near paved road. Asking price is 5135,000. office. This I year' old esk for Mm'fei. She'll fill needed to~ assume the 
Drive• Full price $25,000. Asking price 58,000. Phone Call Christel or Horst homehespavod riveway ' you in on all the details mortgage and quiet 
For appointment o view 635.7081. (pS-101) Godllnski for more in. and garuge. To vlewcaU end arrange a private country living can be 
phone 635.9593. formation. , Joy. - .viewing eppolntment, yoursl  Call Murlel. 
(p5.6Ju) 16.12 ACRESone mile no#th 
COUNTRY 'HOME on one 638.1577 after 5:00. Our  signs, are  on lots of lawr~s 
acre of land with fruit (l~.3,6Ju) But not for Iongl ~. ,  . , 
trees, woodshed, storage 
shed, excellent well. Older, FOR SALE: Excellent home 
two.storey framehome 10ulldlng lot on Pohle Ave. We're thebuye~ f inders  and wel ' i l  doe  lob for  yo0.' 
with wood and propane All cleared partially In 
heat. "Good family home lawn, sometrees for shade Call REALTY WORLD - Park Avenue RealtyLtd. at 
located on north bank of and partially fenced. To 635-4971 HORST GODLINSKI 
Usk; good Investment. view I~hone 635=7706 after F RANK SKIDMORE 
Only serious parties need 5:30 pm. 635-5691 "~ 635:5397 
Inquire. Phone 635-3,54 (pS.23,29,30MS,6J u) r ~ `  , ;~~ ~ ' i i  ~ 
eves. and wenkendL 
(p3.6,10,13Ju) I BUILDING lot. 85' x 185% 
with water on L ivens 
Street In Thornhlll.Open to ~ ~ i  
FOR SALE BY B~ullder on offers. Ph. 638-1036. 
Munro Street. 3 bdrm. (ps.9Ju) 
homeon large spacious lot. :: ~: 
Will consider trades. Full ," EHRIsTEL MURIEL NEALE JUDITH JEPHSON JOY DOVER KEITH WILLIAMS PATQUINN 
warranty program. (2 GODLiNSKI 635-2944 638.1652 635.7070 635-5439 635.2532 
left) Phone collect 562• Herald Classifieds 6J~-~o,, 
4114 days or 563-3332 
evenings and weekends, get resultsl 
(clfn.l.05.go) .635-6357 
I 
I i I " 1,: 1'j I a -- d " k~.,;;~ 
.The Herald, FHday, June 6, 1980, Page 15 ~,~:),;: 
' - -CareerOp~ior tun i tY~: i : ;  ; ' : i  ": 
" : Eurocan  Pu lp  & paper .Co .  Ltd,, :' _. ~;~ 
"Ld':';:'~:";~ :': m l : J~d; ' i~ l  ' q" * t I JEEP CJ5 Renegade. 1974CHEVROLET~/, ton flat" 1979 GMC pickup. 638.1779:19733 BDR Safeway Manor 1979camper.Sleeps&•VANGUARDincludesS ft. 1978 LEISURE Craft tent Secretary to Corporate Controller i::.~i::};:~!i:;i: ;i"
"'~.'". - - Trackei'AT.tlres. Radio& deck. Heavy duty springs." (p54Uu) - Moblle.Home~ Set up In trailer. Sleeps: 6 to 8. 
• - • " : ofher extras.Will consider Asking $2,100. 1973 Buick 4 Terrace t ra i ler  Court. furnace, 3 burner stove, 3 $1500.00. Phone 849.5305. " r 
• " .... small  truck as pall door H.T.350cu. i~.. Asking 1973 FORD GALAXI 500. 2 Phone 638.1246. way frldge, queenslzebed ' Eurocan has an Immediate opening for: • . -'" 
• over cab. Camper t ie a secretary  in the  company 's  head  o f f i ce  r! ' / : .  :: 
• ' / i  ' ~ "i''. Phone 627-1263. effer 6 635-5177. in K i t imat .  • ' :~ .P;M. (sffn'.23.04-80) automatic. Power stesrlng lacks. Phone 638-1079. (c8. - and power brakes.- Air 14x/0 ATCO3 bedroomfully The  successfu l  cand idate  Wi l l  be  ex-,~ • . - 13 j )  ~ , . ,  . , ,  . 
• • (c3.9.Ju) 1973 J IMMY 4x4. In 'good • conditioning.: AM:FM fpmlshed mobile home. pealed to have background knowledge of :, , 
• ' " ~ running condltion..$1~000 ..stereo radi~ with S300.00per month. On the thepayroll procedures, plus be proflclenf " .: ~ 
• ../ 1~~19 FORD 4)~4 V~ ton short Phone 635-2495 or 635.6253. tapedeck. Needs some north side of.the river at 13 FT. FIBREGLASS . INCORPORATE in both shorthand and typir~g and possess 
:' * ' ..:. :- ::~, box W.slde step..Asking (cffn.2.6-80) work 10ut ii; In generally Usk. Phone 635.3816: Tril l ium travel trailer. 5200 . . . .  
• " .'. L.,:':I2;000 Al l  West canopy. 6. good running condition. (pS-9Ju) Like new condition. Phone plus tiling fees 4-5 years secretarial experience. : : 
• • 635.2e60 after s p.m. (c7. We process your in. " the  above  position Is accompanied by . • 
months old. Fits ford or 1978FORDBRONCO4x4c-w Full prlce $650. Phone 798- 1974 12x68 Mobile Home; " 13j) • ; ~ I corporation over the phone an a t t rac t ive  sa la ry ,  and  a fu l l  range  of  
~" ~:  -* chov : ' . shor t  box Asking $ radial all terrain fires. 2258 after 6 P.M. " Frldge& stove- Washer & - -  fast. For more  in- company paid benefits includinga dental 
• - "' ; . . . . .  . .. $558. 635.2828.. " Tlnfed windows. AM-FM. (cffn-2.6-~0) Dryer. Joey Shack & lar'ge HAVE I GOT a deal ~r  you I formation call: plan.  • - .~ 
.... : . (c3.9Ju)- cassette stereo Phone 635. ~1~111 FORD Bronco 4x4 c-w 5 balcony. Phone 635.7387. 79 • 23' Ford OK motor The Law Shoppe ' ' " 
, ' :;~, 3049. " .... .(pa-6Ju) home. Still.has'10 months . .  1014 Howe Street Candidates I n te res ted  in th i s  p0sition:':~ :. 
• " 1 ~ " ' ~  (cffn-2.6.80) radial all terrain fires. ' - -  " warranty with Ford Co. • • . Tinted wlndows. AM.FM • Vancouver, B.C. a re  inv i ted  .to submi t  the i r  resume-in,~:;:  ~ ' 
• : 1978. ~/4 TON pickup. V.8 cassette stereo. Phone 635. 1972 12x$2 STATEMAN Gets 10 mpg. Ti lt  steering V6Z IPS s t r i c t  conf idence  to:  i:i 
SKB . ". Auto. 2 gas tanks and  3049. mobi le home.2  BR's. end cruise control: CB. :;:: . .. :'.i caneWtop. Canbe viewed (ctfn.28.05.80) Fridge & .Stove & dish. radio, 2 cassette stereos, Call TOLL FREE 112.800. , " " ~-.:'~ • 663-3035. Credit te'rms Mr. L, Beltz ,~ : . ,  ~ ' . : .~ .  J I . . . . .  
' Auto et Terrace Chrysler's lot. available." . /Industrial Re la t ions  Superv i sor  .... "': -" 1 II Contact Bob at Scotia 1971 • CHEV ~/~ ton pickup -washer. 635.4394 635.3193. air conditioning, tub and • - : '  " .~. .(p10.18Ju) sh'ower, Been used 2 (atfnFr28-03-80) 
Bankconcernlngblds. 635. with canopy. V8, months. Asking $24,000. Eurocan Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd. : . . . .  
I I " 'Sa lvage , Automatic, iepedeck, AM, .View at 4624 Scott, P .O.  Box  |400 " " ' ". 
I 2261. , . (ctfn.24S~80) .'FM radio. Asking $1500.00. Terrace. (pS.11J) • " K i t imat ,  B.C. 
l td .  - ONE 1966 Camperlzed Phone 635.9779 after S:00. V8C 2H1 ' ' i " '1  M~ W Van. One. 1965. (p7-6Ju) 9 F()OT CAMPER Stove, 
' Icob~, water tank and 
• - International Travel.all. 
• offersyou Phone. 635.S045 ask for 1976~iTHWHEELTrallorair Jacks. Sleeps 4. Good HALF MORGAN thorough- I the largest Terry. (ps.10J) mndltlonlng, 3 way frldge; condition. ' Phone 635.2425. bred, half Apaloosa. 3 
selacflonof propane stove, oven, (c3.6J) years old. Excellent 
• J . ..,. gymkhane horse. Only 
" ~ - ,TRUCK.  1964 CHEV PANEL Needs furnac~ and water heater. 31 FT. &IRSTREAM trailer, experienced horse person 
engine ring and. valve 19/0 12x56 GLENDALE on Ph. 635,9,130. Fully equipped. View at should be Inferesfed. $1200. 
' ' = PARTS work. Good body. View In landscaped lot. Frldge, ' (p7.13Ju) - . : . . . .  . Usk. Cable parking lot. stove, washer dryer..Joey . 5135 McConnell or call. Phone 635#,100 evenlngs. 
lethe 5300~ Phone 635.2373. (p3- shed tool shed and garden " after 5:00 - 635.4380. (c5.101) 
:! Northwmt 6J) Phone 638.1698 or view,at FOR SALE ~ foot' travel. .(c10-11Ju) . 
• ~ :'" PLUS 1980 OODGE VAN 4 on floor, $36~00. contained, asking $4~00. I -  " 'J. m1111• ' '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - -••• , .B [ ] IB , ; ' .  i!i~i 
. .' ilvarle'dyof " 4,000 highway miles. " . (p2-6Ju) 10hone 635.3289. " " !,1 " 35• . .  Furnlshedorunfurnlshed. 1975 LEISURE Craft tent' ,resul ishardto 
: '6  3 1~'  HEAVY cluty Ford F250 Come &" make an offer. 'trailer. Sleeps 6 to 8. 
• • ~ ton pickup. 352 cu. Inch. • Phone 638.1049. . $1500.00. ()r trade for small a tch  / 
• E~fl l l lga ' : 635.3870 Immeculatecondltlm with . ' (pl0-9Ju) car Phone 8 4 9 . 5 3 0 5 . .  
' ' 10 '  camper. ,500 OBO.  " I • The I= " " 
• ' 2914  i C~,, A, , , ,19  or 635.2081. 60 GENERAL 12x5S .2" 19~ CHEV '/= ton Camper I h, ,o , ,    m.S,ove,.,0,e,nd V.o.*'.,'--do M--'& i -  ® -" 
• dryer. Porch, Ioey shed Headers:Stove, Furnace& 
: $ ,  Ka lum 1975 FORD pickup ~/~ ton. and .skirting. . Oil and Ice box. Sunroo} & ad order  form . .  . . - ' • 63,000 mi les .  Good con-  p ropane  tanks ,  s7,ooo, tapedeck  Ask lng  S3000.  I mail-in classified | 
(am.Tu ,F40 .1u  d i t lon .  Phone  a f te r  4 p .m.  Phone  63s .33eo . .  (p3 .  Phone~.4809or ,5 .6T /0 .  I :1  WlGHTMAN &,SMITH REALTY : • _ ,,.,,..,c,.,o,, ,o.,,.,3,, I LTD. I 
• I 
' '~  " " 3' BEDROOM : 
SPLIT LEVEL HOME FAMILY HOME BUNGALOW • 
- . •Th is  Immaculate 3 Large four bedroom Thls three bedroom cedar • 
mbedroom home Is located family home located on 
nicely treed . : In  the country only a five landscaped home offers over 1400 sq. = . 
- []minute drive from town. lot. Spacious living room spoclousft" with largemodernllVlng.room,kltchen, • 
Some features Include with flraplece. Rec room .,, . . . . . .  ,~, ,  • • [ ]  ..,,, ,.o,~,,~.,,,~ [ ]  :, 
. l l a rge  country kitchen, =~_.h flreplSco and wet througheuf Exter ior  
large living room, carport bar. Sundeck over car. el . . . 'eatures cedar siding; - • 
. :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  []and situated on large port. Close To elemenTary ,'k,~,,, ,,,,,~ " , * , , k , ,  -, m " 
:. i./:.. ~}~:i~!!!i:i~!ii:!iiiiiiiiil}!iiiiiii)i~:~i~::::~..i.i.~. : land,capedand fenced lot school..ln.qu!re, atb~us4 ths~l  d';~veway'~'car;o~'an;- . i *  
.[]with[] lots of garden, area. property.:. IIS~oo at ~ , .. storage area. Check out  m 
[ ]A great buy_at $.%,000.. ' " ' this fine buy at only : 
KALUM LAKE ROAD Kenscott-,with a i we l l ,  ~ l  $60,000 • • 
ACREAGES OFF 1.  parcel Over 2 acres on • unu© ,M .¢v  HOBBY FARM ,':. ; " " ' , 
! 1 - parcel over 4 acres of power p.o!e, septic i J J i  • . . . . . . . . . .  " .~"  . - -  Looking for that little LARGE LOT []. [ ]This  two..sTorey~.Oioor piece of acreage where 100x150 wi th .  well: 'and ~m - 
.I .. , land_ off Centennial. _ .~Drive ..... syslrem,. . . . .  ariyeway.: . . .  ,: -."~ . :: . . . . . . .  - - - • n0.m e. ;rea~.ures .~.our. : you can haw a.horse and septic,: fenced with some 
, ~, ~-;;~with~a~.well:.:ti'eed:,cover;,' ~ culvert., .and~R.~...:.~or. ,.~,:,. '~ . . . . . . .  u~,, ,= •bedro0ms, large KiTcneR ' ~ big garden? This could trees.. Only five mi les  I 
, ..,~,, ,.,,,,~.,,~,,~l,,,,~k= poWer rlas .Dean Cloareo. aug .  ~:  m,~.~ ,,,,~,,.,~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ ...... =* . . . .  m b t 3 !1  with brick and cedar . be "yot~r answer.. Well from town on .paved.high.. • . 
, ,,,,,.., ~,~,,, ¢aannn Call  Bert  or- .Rusty Not a large he e u mdecor. Home iS,Slmalroo cared for three bedroom way. aria' SChOOl ous • m_ 
'( ~" - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LItmgh. " bdrms, and full bsmt. in : on..9..acres which, has : 12xGe Eendlx t ra i ler  service. Asking $12.0(10. = 
i excellent condition - [ ]ourou,  alngs, greennouse 
c - really cute. The bsmt . . : :ndud~Ul  I ~Sear :~ ° . ' B " . " , features a 24x20 cozy :n' rob: ~ ~'~tl~rd°:rce~o ~ r B ie r  A~n th COUrNmTIR: L IAV!NrGa m e ' 
I . " . | . comfortable famlly room m, . . . , . k , . . . . . . , ,~  a,, loft a . • / nestled In among the ~_ 
......................... | with masonry heatalator ; 'u . : " ' ° "s : '~sk~'n i "on l / ' "  Interesting. •property trees on 2 acres . 'Th ls  S . 
[]  o~, ,v~ • listed at ius $4 . home offers f ive • . I f i rep laceand laundry p l lance ,  g Y t 9,500 1 
I .  room - workshop. Well 1 ~" . . . .  ' ' • " ' . bedrooms, Earth stove In '  [ ]  
| fenced and landscaped [] hEADY TO MOVE IN • spacious living room end []  
I yard, attached carport. : New completely finished JUST . L!STE.D ~IN  spiral stair.case to upper []  
| Drive by 2908 Sparks St. -- uo and down 1120 sq ft THORN HILL A I  ~ l , sw level, une I)eclroom gueslr [ ]  
i and call Bob Sheridan for ----~,,~- ,~ I:,r.~ let' In 3 bedroom 1359 sq. ft. cabin. Shop. Inquire • 
I deta,,s. ' =Cap'--'pars'lde"Su'l)dlv'lslon" home close to schools, about this listing Just []  
elx132' LOT ON QUIET I STARTER HOME WITH . [] Features 3 bedrooms, 2~/~ Homeneedsworkendbas minutes from town. , m 
' STREET - | LOTS OF SPACE . . ml k.,tk, ,I,-anlaP e With a full basement which : 
4beclr - -  Approximately" 1300 sq ft ogre, full basement I . . . .  . . : ;e~';{l'at'or'~a'n;. large • c~ld  "be developed for STARTER SPECIAL ; 
home w th 3 bedrooms • " • family room. Must be extra .spce, as a revenue Two bedroom home with • home. A tour Dlece bath | . ' 
n on each .floor.'Flreplace | LIv!n.g room, dining r.oom • seen to be appreclafed, sulfe e~c. Owner anxious full basement and small 11 
t- In rec room, natural has |ano  large open.1ramHy B Only t71,500. ~ sell.and w!ll.conslde.r duplaxsltuatedonalmost m 
e heat. Priced In the mid- I room with wooo STOVe. [] " - * . 1financing wnlcn COUlO an acre. There IS also a 
C II Dick Evans J $35,000 For appointment • NEAR THE COLLEGE mean a low down barn and a fenced area .~ • . fifties, a _ _ _ 
t " for an appointment | to view call Dick Evans. ,re.One of the best views In payment. Offers en. for horses. Phone for • 
• town, three bedrooms end couraged. • more Information. [] 
• . , . • a bright basement which ' : 
GOOD BUYS IN THORNHILL  ' [ ]  could.be developed. All 1 s u 0 L o S R S LO T " j  
• • this In an area with REDUCED, ANXIOUS Large lot on Skeena St. m 
Just listed, over 1300 sq. ft., cedar open beam ceilings, rustic ~ • modern underground TO SELL with excellent view of the i 
• services and a paved Was listed at $58,000, this mountains. This Is also an [] ~rs off of living room to rear sOndeck, st.one fireplace, ensuite 
with shower In basement and attached carl~rt. Contact Rusty m street. Asking $64,900. . ROSSWOOD ideal area for gardening. [ ]  
• ~ HOMESTEAD i .s .now. Priced for quick sale m 
. , , ' on an ~x144 corner lot. 
• HORSESHOE AREA 30 acres aloqg. Clear _ _  I m cent. Modern twO storey" house with over 13oo sq. ft. ,3 baths, flLirrg~::e?ilYhr°~jmo~ h I I  LARGE HOME IN THE only $44,500. A 10eam,Ul S14,000. 
kitchen with built In dishwasher, separate dining room, patio ;,'~.,'-.'~.'.,,., ~. . . . . .  , • 'If you need space, lots of Creek with a mostly ,uu  ©=~'~E N"r OP " ~" • l lWV kd l l lS  I " 
:k, basement lnsulaf¢.d, gyp.rocced and has a 1/:  beth & 4fh ,w,~_,~o,..,,, ,~ ,~, ,~, ;  _ It, look at this 6 bedroom, completed log house on a . . . . . . . . .  • BB " I r '~iR[ II ~ Illl | |  II 
, O l ]uno~tno ,~ jo=, .=o . . .v .  m2 bathroom home on a full concrete basement. A 4K mid  mnk l ln  hnn ' i * ,  [ ]  
, . appointment o view call 1 ~ ~ P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • • large attractive lot within Many extras, phone ~,~ . . . .  , . . . . . . .  e~ ~,~ 
le..1248sq, ft. lngeodcondltlon, 3bedrooms, wood&electr lc DIt:k Evans. ' iwa lk lng  distance of today. Excl. 242 .  P"~,r"~l'on"~"~*an~l"'wl*';hl~'n B 
oorsoffkltchon, laundry andofflce off kitchen, and natural gas • ' • downtown on Eby. Fully "~'-" k in"  distance of -~ 
! , -  Cedar. exterior split level home. with patio doors to rear • listed .at $80,900, 411=1 OLSO, . :~Vr1 : t? :  e '~C~:dodro~rn an : 
m [ This spacious 1498 SOl. If. ' - " w =1 
, wood and .electric heat, landscaped yard cross fenced for • JOHNS RD. . home features 2' brl'ck manager s D.ungato .L_ • 
Phone' Bert or R0sty Llungh. ' - ' • Duplex, or can be a 6 I fireplaces, 3 bedrooms _l~aKe. an offer TO ~.ne • 
Ikpprox'. 2 acres of land with 1176 sq. ft. home with a basement - Keceiver s ASKing price =1 • bedrm, family home, two I up, 1 In the full besement ., , , , , ,^M'  
~dfamllyroomandanaftachedgorsge. Some outbulldlngs on []bathrooms, private en. I andalargeki tchenwltha ~, ~, ,~,w.  - 
• trances, separate kit- I built-in dishwasher. Must , , -n=A, ,= , -  " rnw~ = 
=1 chanG and IIv. rms., one. I be seen, c'lose to schools -~""~"~"  '-" " -  .... i 
Close to 1400 sq. ft. of living area, carpeting, fireplace, full • thlrdacre, excellent large I and shopping on a 88x132 /,w~° ~,a°l,,°/n/kng o ~,,,,ackre • 
themalnfloor, oll furnace heat located on approx. % of en acre , "-vegetable berry garden i ft. lot. A great value at ~'-~-"-"- '~"'-';~'=~::"an" • 
~area, new drilled .well, I only t71,500. Excl. 253. i ~,~..=,,,,,u!~,, ~,.[  .%,u • 
.argemodern41evelsplltwlthtwobrlckflreplaces, carpetlng, _C~_OD FA.M.ILY..HOME =wel lwormask lngpr lceof  I AdlacentS0x132ft. oorner I N°~ n ~parKs: .wou,a [] 
• 549,500. Open to offers. I Iot Is also available. I homo,.es or could be 11 recreation room and storage, sauna, patio doors to rear patios, ~l~roo~s I~'r;ck~:;:,,l:ce make anrac,ve  
ny'moregoodfeatureslocatedonovel:anacreofland. Call Bert ~n'~lvlng ;gem on a'cen : -T  - -E  LAKE'LSE I ~ i sobd,v~ed, re,g00 each., • 
=p, .~v  . I ,23  McDEEKAVE.  "'. ' •  
h'al ly located 65x122' •_L~. '% ~ . . . . . . .  I Compact full basement I MULLER AVENUE ' m 
7~r lake vrontage, auu ~eP 1300sq. ft. of living with 11/: baths, 3 bedrDoms, laundry and fenced and: landscap~ • . family home, 4 bedrms., I A 3 bedroom 1440 sq. ft. 1 
landscaped end fenced. Prlce$49,900. ' ' lot, Close TO 1own ano • deep, Hwy. 16 close.by,_ 2 I oll furnace olus wood I modular home with an. --• 
,40 sq. ft. with a full basement, 2 full baths, carpeting, family " g : r~ " and~=er;n°r~ as' I1• bedroomllv, rm. area,home'bathroom.kllrcnen' I .h~'" . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  : t ,  ale I,,,~, . . . . . . . . .  I , , ,  . . . .  ,-orate family, .-- 
nn, dsrkroom, cool room and storage ln the baesment. Property 'Priced In the low 70s. =1 . . . . . . . . . . .  I rms. Modern kitchen, I and dlnlng rooms, bullt-ln = 
~me lane  ' t i l l  neeceo ,  OUT I th tore [] 
,with a gai-den area and greenhouse. For an appointment t O l l , ,xcei lent  hard to ,,el I welikept, onover /:acre, i dishwasher, Ear s , _ 
, • ' view call Dick Evans. " [ ] ; " ,u ,~,~,  k,,~,a" A~lne~ | worth viewing, asking I all for only $45,000 on a m 
I . " , " ,~  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l $32,000 I 16,000sq ft lot Excl 177 " • ~, .~.  . • . . . .  , ' m_ i l 
I aB  
% - / .1 / .1  4611 LAKELSE AYEs | 
m m I  J,i TERRAOE, B.O. "-- :u  
: EVENINGS 
• J, ~ , f f  Lc~urlo Forbes  • . ROd Cousins . ".'.. 'I' " " [] 
= 635-$407 Har ry  Smi th  635-6688 _ 635-7448 N 
~1 Bob R ipmeester  635.2826 Stan Parker  ~oraon  O lson  • 
tT LJUI~ RUSTY LJUNGH DICK EVANS DANNY SHERIDAN • [ ]  635-2832 635.4031 . 635-403S I I  
635-5754 63~-5754 635-7068 635-5327 l [ ] l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  I l l l l l l l  I l l l l l l l l  
, i i I I I 
~::!f~:::i~::~#~i~i:?.:~? • " i ~, . .i :. 
7 Ti'i 'CilV E YR. 
OLD HOME 
In Caleclonla Subdlvlslon,~ 
3 bdrm. ful l  bsmt., 
fireplace, large modern 
kitchenwlth nook & built- 
In dishwasher. Large 
sundack, private yard. 
Wood stove In bsmt. to 
economize fuel costs. 
Excellent assumable 1st 
mfg. Bob Sheridan has. 
the details. 
Em 
3 bedroom home at 3921' 
Crascentvlew Ave. Large 
living room with f i rep l~e 
on upper level. Ground 
level features 3 bedrooms, 
dining room, nice kitchen 
and hobby room. Natural 
ges heat plus wood heater. 
Maintenance free 
aluminum siding. • Asking 
$59,500. Call Dick Evans for 
an eppoIntment. 
~ • .,;~ 
READY FOR 
FIN ISHING 
A very different home 
nearing completion and 
teaturlng 4 bedrooms, 
brick fireplace, 3 baths, 
cedar exterior, sun room, 
laundry area, double 
garage and a basement of 
1200 sq. ft. Make an ap. 
polntment to view this 
beauty, en Soucle Ave. 
Contact Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
• JOHN CURRI I -  
798-2258 
Smaller fu l l  basement 
home, 2 bedrooms on main 
and 1 In basement, I£rge 
,kitchen al l  major ap- 
l)!lances Included, attached 
Carport. Asking $47,500, 
assumable mortgage. Call 
Bob Shor Idan. 
RURAL SETTING NEAR 
GOLF COURSE 
Nice 3 bedroom home on 
large lot, attractive kit- 
chen, attached garage, free 
standing franklin fireplace. 
$43,500 Call Bob Sheridan.. 
20'67 Chorclgll Drive - Just listed, over 1300 sq. ft., cedar open beam ceilings, rustic 
Inferior with patio doors o  
plumbing, sauna room with shower In base ent and attached carl~rt. Contact Rusty 
or BaH Llungh. . . , . 
~25 Cottonwood Crescent. Modern two storey house with over 1300 sq. ft., 3 baths, 
fireplace, large roomy it  it  ilt I  l o , t  i i  , ti  
doors to front sundeck, s t I s l te , .r cc   s  /2 at   t  
bedroom. 
3921" Crescent View Av . .  12  SCl. ft. I  o  ition,  ,   l tric 
heat, fireplace, patlodoorsoff ltc. on, l r   ffi  ff it en,,  t r l  
host.. Phone Dick Evans. 
3946 Crescentvlaw Ave, - edar. exterior split level ho e. ith patio doors to rear 
sundeck, 3 bedrooms,   l tri  t, l  r  r  f  f r 
horses. Price 561,000.  • rt r ust  Ll . 
Gosan Creek Road. Approx'. 2 acres of land ith 1176 sq. ft. ho e ith a base ent 
~lte, laundry room and f i ly r om and an ttached garage.  t il i   
the property. 
1650 KenworthRead - l li i i i l ll
basement, laundry on t l  floor, ll f  t l t   .  f a   
of land. 
Krumm Road No. ! .  Large modern 4 level split with two brick fireplaces, carpeting, 
family room, finished i i i
double garage and ma y r  od f atures located on over an acre of land. ll rt 
or Rusty Liungh. 
4646 Caribou Rusd -Over . ft. f li i  it  /: t ,  clr~o s, l   
family r.oom all nicely l a ice $49,900. 
"4641 Beaver Ci 'uc. .  1440 sq. ft. ith a full base ent, 2 full baths, carpeting, fa i ly 
room, flnlshod rec room, a , l   t  I  t  se t. t  
tastefully landscapod, i i
BOB SHERIDAN 
635-2664 
BERT L J NGH 
• ,  ,!:Page i6, The HeraM, Friday, June 6, 1980 
Coppersido S ote 
PliOPAiii - GIOCEIES ~'- LAUN|iOHAT. 
htodnl to Camp all Institution rams 
OiPEN 10-101 da~s a rook 
Phone 036,4060 
Cram nw prices to ptt favHrito StM! 
.... ., ,. ;~ :./:: ' '  : : :  :"/.:~:~: 
""'- d ............ h ,ald : : a"-- ' • . ' .- :- - ' :  ' " " . . . .  . . "  . : i : .  ' /  
SPORTS 
with Don Sehaffev ¢: 
t 
Three each to rout Rang em 
By The Associated Press sidelines with injuries, gave the third, Rusty Staub in the Montreal Expos blanked pitch by starter Dennis Jorgensen lined a 3-1 pitch 
Dennis Leonard pitched a Jim Kern his first ;start in. fourth and A! Oliver in the Chicago Cubs 2-0 and New Lamp, 4-5, over the right- off the wall in right field for a 
three-hitter and Frank White fouPyears. But Kern allowed ninth. He struck out seven York Mete nippe~ St. Louts field fence, single to make a winner of 
led a Kansas City power bar-' White's 'homer in ~e third and walked t~vo. Cardinals 2-1..The Toronto Mike Jorgensen's bases- Swan, 4-4. 
rage with a three-run homer and' three other relievers Amos Otis added a solo Blue Jays-Minnesota Twins loaded single in the ninth George Hendrlck gave the 
Thursday night, as the couldn't stem the tide as homer in the fourth, George game was rained out in inning drove in Steve Hen- Cardinals a 1-0 lead in~the 
Royals recorded an 8-0 rout KansasCity collected 14 hits, Pratt singled and scored on Bloomington, Minn. derson to give Craig Swan second with his 11th home 
of Texas Rangers in including two home runs, a Willie Athens' double in the Rowland Office hit'a two- and the Mete their victory run of the season, but New 
Aneriean League baseball triple and two doubles', fifth ~,nd Otis singled and run, seventh-inning homer over the Cardinals.. York tied it in the second 
play. scored in the sixth before and Scott Sanderson pitched Henderson opened the when John Stearns tripled 
• . The Rangers, who have Leonard, 5-5, gave up Pratt clouted a two-run a six-hAtteras the Expos shut ninth with a single and stole and scored on an infield out 
three starting pitchers on the singles to Mickey Rivers in single in the eighth to out the Cubs. ' second, then Joel by Henderson. 
complete the runaway. After Warren Cromartie" Youngbloodwalked and Alex .. 
In the other games on an beat out a one-out bunt, Trevino beat out a hunt to Belmont may be abbreviated schedule. Office slammed the first Ioad thebases. 
' i '  
Preakness rerun Thank yo 
NEW YORK (AP)" The LeRoy Jolley, trainer o f  
filly Genuine Risk and the Genuine Risk, s'aid he did not 
colt Codex, who many people know if the Firestones will i 
feel were too close together carry their appeal of the d ¢w 
at the top of the Preakness Preakness outcome to the ' ~ ; l i  i 
stretch, will start side by courts as their lawyer, Terrace Downtow~ Lions would like to thank the merchants & 
side Saturday in the 112th Henry Lord, indicated 
Belmont Stakes at Belmont Wednesday. ' businesses for their support and generous contributions which made 
Park. Eight other three-year-old the 2ND ANNUAL AUCTION a success. 
Genuine Risk drew the colts and a gelding were an- Aucfioneersi Lionel Sears & Dan Daly 
No.1 post in the field of 10 tered Thursday for the 1~- . 
threeyear-olds and Codex mile Belmont, the final race 
drew No.2. in the Triple Crown. They Acklonds Nerlhllne Sales 
Jacinto Vasque'z, who was are Rumba, Super Moment, AI & Mac Norlhwest Pipe • 
aboard Kentucky Derby Comp'trol ler,  gelding Al's Shoes Northwest Sportsman 
winner Genuine Risk, Rockhill Native, Mexican All West Glass Off Road Specialty • . 
claimed f0ul against Codex visitor Plkotazo, Tempe- Aqua Plumbing O.K. Tire 
jockey Angel Codero for renceHill, BingandJoanie's Bevarlan Inn Omlneoa Building 4 
intereference in the Chief. Bert's Delicatessen Overwaltea ~ b J 
Preakness on May 17. The Pikotaso and Ping were Blue Ribbon Bakery Pizza Hut 
foul claim was disallowed made' supplementary Brownies Chicken Queensway Trading" 
and the Maryland State nominees at $5¢000 each. C.A.E. Rlchards Cleaners 
RaCing Commission rejected Coastal was a supplemental Canadian Propane Riverside ~rocery 
on Wednesdy, by a 3-1 vote, nominee last year when he Camperland Rwal Bank 
an appeal against the won and ruined Spectacular Caravan Moving Sanders Welding 
, stewards' ruling made by Bid's bid for the Triple Codarland Tire Service Sandman Inn 
Mr. aodMrs. Bert Firestone, Crown. Chinook Trailers ~ndy's Grocery B h , . , -  
owners of the filly. Post time is about 5:40 Columbia Auto Haus Scissor Clip " 
Asked about he post pusi- p.m. EDT and the race will Conex Sears Ltd. 
tigris, Cordero said: be worth $288,700, with Co.op Shoppers Drug Mart 
"I just hope they don't fall $173,220 to the winner. The Elker Auto Supply Sllheoette Fashions 
in love in the gate. If they. filly will carry 121 pounds Emco Sight & Sound • 
ever get married, I hope they and the others 126 each. Finning Tractor Skmna Beverage . . . . .  
call the kid Controversy." Genuine Risk, who will he Flowers A'La Carte Slumber Lodge 
As for accusations of rough the first filly to run in all the Halda Travel ~ndllmca Skl Shop 
Hdingin the Preakness, Car- Triple Crown races, was Inland Kenworth Superior Muffler 
dora said: "I've been riding made the 4-1 early third Jan's Plumbing Swlfty Muffler , 
the same way for 20 years." favorite behind Codex, 2-1, Jim's Tackle Terrace 6owllng Lanes 
and Rumba, 5-2. Jan's Hairdressing Terrace• Chrysler 
Genuine Risk finished Kalum Tire Terrace Drugs Nancv behind Plugged Niclde Kefo's Kraft Terrace Electronics 
and Colonel Moran in the" Kentucky Fried Chicken Terrace Equipment T w 
Wood Memorial, won the Ken's Photo Studio Terrace Interiors wins on , . , o , ,  Derby by a length K-Mart Terrace Radiator 
overRumbo, and was beaten Lakebe Hotel 'Time Cleaners 
by 4~/4 lengths by Codex in Lehmann Jewellers Thomas Meat Market 
h o m e  tur f  the Preakness. L.G. Scoff& Sons Totem Ford Sales 
Her record for the year is MacGIIIIs & Gibbs Totem Gulf Service 
three wins, a second and a McEwan Motors Twin Valley Mobile Homes 
MASON, Ohio (AP) -- third in five starts. As a two- Mantlques Upland Store 
Nancy Lopez-bIelton, year-old, she was the winner Marwyn Truck Sales West Point Rentals 
playing on a course that of all four starts. Modern Eyes Wllklnssn Business Machines 
surrounds.her condominium, Codex, owned by Mr. and Mountalnvlew Bakery Williams Moving & Storage 
me-putted eight times en Mrs. James Binger's Tartan Mr. Mike's Woods G.H. Ltd. 
route to a five-underpar 67 Stable, has won four New' Quadra Travel Woolworth Stores. 
Thursday for the firstruund straight, including the Santa Northern Inn Young Ideas Children Boutique 
lead in the Ladies Prates- Anita and Hollywood der- 
signal Golf Association bias, and missed the Ken- Chairman Auction Committee ~ • 
e.hampionshlp, neglectedtucky DerbYtobecaUsenominateLukaShim. ~ Bruce Rye ~ ~00ONLY 
'Her 28-putt performance, [.SAVE ~,e% j
laced with five birdies, gave 
the two-time LPGA player of M R ,  F R E EZE 
the year a two-shot lead in 
the first major event of this POPS 
s.sod for women. RING NO W A PPEA 36perbeg "I  might know these Llmlt2 Per Customer 
greens a little better then the . • K mart Reg. Price 1.07 
others . "  she  sa ld .  ntil Saturday  Jun She lives withhusband, U • 7 
elm, alongside the 18th 
fairway at the Nieklaus Golf I 
Centre Grizzly course. 
"But it's a different course 
when you're under | | T H E  E Y E S  J pressure," said Lopez- Melton after her best 
opening round of 1980. "I 
have a little different at- 
titude then when I'm just 
pract i s ing . "  Seven .piece Rock n' Roll band 
.o,,c..oc..o,.o., No  Cover  Charge  
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE ESTATE OF ANNA 
. . , .  o....uo. Monday  NORMANDEAU, LATE OF i 
TERRACE, B.C.  
Creditors and others Thursday 
having claims against the 
above estate are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claims to Cooperative Trust 
Company of Canada, 1159 W. 
Broadway, Box 34046, 
Vancouver, B.C., V6H IGI, 
on or before the 14th day of 
July, i9g0, after whlch date 
the estate's assets will be 
distributed, having regard 
only ~ chalmsthat have been. 
received. 
C(~OPERATIVE TRUST . ~  
COMPANY OF CANADA, 
ExecUtor 1159 W. Broadway, 
Box 34045, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6H 1G1 
(A4 .4 ,6 ,11 ,131)  
- , , .  f 
. . -  . . . .  . ' " , . .  ,- • , _  . - . , , .  " : , .  , 
• Dll I)J, ABRAHAMSE l,D, and: 
• ,, ...... DR.  L .T . "AL IAS  M,D.  * 
:", e,'o pleaMad ~'.announ,ce their' assoclatlon In 
'medical practice at the Doctor's Professional" 
Bu;~dlng at 4612 Grelg Ave. (main floor., 
Dally hours: 10 a.m..5 p.m. ,.. 
• Saturdays: 11a.m.-3p.m. "~ ' 
• E venlngs and night call service: ~.'. 
636'6263 or 636.0364 
TERRACE CURLING CLUB 
Annual Meeting 
Mon. June 9th 
-8pro 
at the 
,Curling Rink 
Elections, Financial Statement 
Door Prizes 
SATURDAY 
JUNE 7, 1980 
5OO 
ON LY I S I rE  SO~ r [ 
SPORTKING 
GAMPING FUEL 
4 Litres 
Wmart Reg, Price 3.27 
SATURDAY ONLY 
2.2c.'o 
Imit 6 Per Customer 
600 ONLY' __ 
i sly,= 
OAMPFIRE 
MIRSHMALLOWS 
270gr. bag 
Limit4 PerCustomer 
K mart Reg. Price.7? 
s,, 59 . •ONLY 
3OO o..v I SAVE 27"/.! 
SANI-PAK 
GARBAGE BAGS 
20 per pack 
K mart Reg. Price 1.77 
SATURDAY ONLY 
129 
i Each 
,-,mit 2 Per Customer 
I-v, ,.001 
GARDEN 
HOSE 
1/2"x50' 
K mart Reg. PriCe 5.97 
SATURDAY ONLY 
97 
l Each  
mit 1 Per Customer 
300ONLY 
] SAVE 28% 1 
KLEEN|X 
PAPER TOWELS 
2phr 
2 roll pack 
Llmlt2Per Customer 
K mart Reg. Price 1.37 
q 
I sAT aac -  
O.LY [ SAVE 
ASSORTMENT F, 
HOUSEHOLD 
OLEANERS 
I '  
~r 
SATURDAY ONLY 
I 
¢ 
k • 
